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Tom Watson MP
House of Commons
London SWIA 0AA

department for
culture, media
and sport

Dear Tom

8 February 2011
¯ .    . ¯ =

Thankyou for your letter of 24 January about News,Corporation’s proposed acquisition of
BSkyB, ....

You present arguments in favour of intervening on the basis of the public interest
consideration specified at Section 58(2C)(c) of the Enterprise Act 2002 - this being
concerned with the need fora genuine commitment to the broadcasting standards
objectives set out in the Communications Act 2003.

As.you know, a European Intervention Notice has alreadybeen issued in relation to this
proposed merger. Had the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills believed
this to be appropriate, he could have opted to identify in the intervention rlotice more than
one of the considerations specified in section 58 of the Enterprise Act. In fact, the
intervention notice was made only on the basis of the public interest consideration specified
at Section 58(2C)(a) of the Act - this being concerned with need to ensure a sufficiency of
plurality of persons with control of media enterprises.

° Section 67(5) of the Enterprise Act 2.002 ¯provides that no more than one European
Intervention Notice may be giveri in relation {o the same relevant mergersituation~
Accordingly, it is not possible to make a further intervention in respect of this case on the
basis of a different specified public interest consideration.

With best wishes

,at

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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cannot be =clea.r .-ea~ and. is th~r~ore inapp.mpdale’in the a~bse~ Of a full Invas!igaf, lon by the
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To: Jeremy Hunt

r~l~o ! i~l~., i L~

From:l
Team:Media
Tel: L
Date: 10/02/2011

NEWS CORPIBSKYB MERGER: NEXT STEPS

Issue

Next steps in the News Corp/BSkyB merger.

Recommenda.Uon

That you note the time tines set out below and confirm that you are happy with what is
proposed.

~Timing

|mmed[ate.

Background

See your statement attached at Annex A.

Advice

We have asked OFT and Ofcomfor their reports by 3pro onl Friday, We do not knoW
whatis in the repots but there am throe broad Out~mes:

S~e~ado 1: The,mpo.~s conCtu~e that ths UILs are in~equ~e and ~r, une~e:~b[e,-
tr~ ~ s{tuation, you are [ik~!y to Want to refer the manet to’the Oompe~0~ CommiSsion

~ets ~JOSe On ~e night bef~ the a me~t. :

15 days, it wo~id be possible to subsequentty extend it ~ you fe|t the circumstan~s
merged it. Them are also tikeiy to be requests for meetings which wiU n~ed to be
con~dered on a ~se by case bas|s.

Seenar"m 3: more time is required by Ofcom andto[ OFT. it is possible that the OFT w|tl
say that the U|Ls a~ along the tightlineS but they need to do ~om work on them. This
ml~t be because theyneed to strengthen them in some w~, or it may ~Ust be that
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more work is needed to get them into a consultable form. Either way, we think you
Would probably want to agree on an e~ension and would nat make any announcement
until the further work is completed (and we are, back into scenario 1 or 2 territory).

Under scenarios I and 2, we think there are advantages both presentationa|ty and in
substance in meeting Ofcom and OFT on Monday to discuss their reports and ensure
that you fully understand their conclusions.

CC
Jonathan Stephens.
Jon~Zeff-
PatriCk Kilgarr~ff
ca rola eei~-Dkr~er
Ke~th Sm:{th

Q _

.-4

. _
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CONFIDENTIAL

11 February 2011

Jeremy Hunt
Secretary of State
DCMS
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

Colette Bowe
Chairman

Ed Richards
Chief Executive

e
Dear Jeremy,

News CorporationlBSkyB proposed merger: advice on proposed undertakings in lieu

We are writing today as requested to advise you in relation to News Corporation’s proposed
undertakings in lieu ("the proposed UILs").. We are aware that the OFT is also writing to you
today with their advice on whether the proposed UILs would be practically and financially
viable and effective in the short to medium and long term, in relation to which we have, as
requested, assisted in light of our seCtoral expertise.

You asked Ofcom to advise you, in accordance with section 106B of the Enterprise Act 2002,
on-the extent to which we think the proposed UI Ls address the potential, impact on media
plurality identified in Ofcom’s report on the proposed merger between News Corporation and
BSkyB dated 31 December 2010.

We focused on Sky news and current affairs services ("Sky News"), Which we saw as
essential to plurality. Our concern, in sum, was that the proposed transaction would result in
Sky ceasing to be a distinct media enterprise from News Corporation, which would result in
an increase in News Corporation’s ability to influence public opinion (throUgh Sky News), as
measured by share of news and current affairs consumption by a UK-wide cross media
audience. Taken in combination, this indicated a change in the concentration of media
ownership which would be likely to affect sufficient plurality.I

! Paragraphs 5.46 and 5.52 of the report.

Riverside House
2a Southwark Bridge Road
London SEt 9HA

Telephone + 44 (0)20 7981 3000
Facsimile + 44 (0)20 798! 3333

www.ofcom.org.uk
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The proposed UILsz

.

.

.

The proposed UlLs, in essence, provide for Sky News to be spun off into a new
company ("Newco") owned 39.14% by the News Corporation/Sky merged entity. The
other shareholdings in Newco and its governance arrangements would reflect those of
Sky today. Assets used only by Sky News would be transferred to Newco, while
arrangements would be made to allow Newco the continued use of other shared
assets, in particular the Sky brand. The News Corporation/Sky merged entity would
enter into a carriage agreement with Newco for the continued supply of the Sky News
channel over News Corporation/Sky’s capacity for 10 years and thereby provide Newco
with a revenue stream.

This would essentially replicate the current shareholding and governance
arrangements of Sky. But the nature of Newco and its relationship with News
Corporation would not bethe same as that between Sky and News Corporation today
and is indeed fundamentally different.

We have had two weeks inwhich to report to the Secretary of State. In the time
available, we have put in writing to News Corporation our views on their proposed
UILs, we have met with them to discuss these and have receded today in writing from
News Corporation amendments that it is willing to offer toits proposed UILs. The
following assessment sets out our views of News Corporation’s proposed UILs taking
accoUnt of its further proposals to us.

Assessment

.

.

We have seen a draft of the OFT’s report to you in relation to the financial and practical
viability of the proposed UtLs. In relation to the matters addressed by the OFT on
financial and practical viability, we have no concerns Qver and above those set out by
it. We note that the issues raised by the OFT are relevant to Our plurality concerns and
would need to be satisfactorily addressed in any final UlLs.

We see the proposed UILs as a significant step by News Corporation towards
addressing the potential impact on plurality we identified in our report. We take this
view mainly because the combination of the carriage agreement and the brand
licensing agreement make explicit the value that News Corporation and Sky place on
Sky News and represent a significant commitment to the continuation of the Sky News
operations for a period of 10 years. In addition,the Newco business plan appears to
provide reasonable certainty over the viability of the spun-off entity against future
market risks.

2 See attachment to letter from Jeremy Hunt to Ofcom dated 27 January 2011.
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However, whilst the proposed undertakings reproduce the shareholding and
governance structure of Sky, the context is unavoidably very different. Newco would
not be like Sky. Today, Sky is a large, financially independent company with a range of
products and services offered direct to consumers and Sky News is a relatively small
part of its business. By comparison, Newco would be a relatively small company, with
(at least to begin with) a small range of products - Sky News would be its sole product.
Most importantly, it would be commercially dependent on its relationship with the
merged News Corporation/Sky entity for about 85% of its revenues and 25% of its
costs. This fundamental commercial dependency is inherently created by the spin-off
process, and therefore inevitable in this context.

Therefore, in our view, to address our concerns about the impact on plurality, the
following cumulative package of governance matters are needed. In outline:

The Board of Newco should consist of a majority of independent directors,
"independent directors" being directors who have no other News Corporation or
News Corporation associated interest;

The Board of Newco, including the independent non executive directors, should
have a cQmbination of both senior editorial and business experience/expertise;

¯ The Chairman of Newco should be an independent non executive;

There should be a sub-committee of the Board of Newco to oversee editorial
independence and integrity of Newco’s services ("the Board Editorial
Committee").

Independent non-executive directors

.
The proposed UILs provide thatthe Board of Newco would comprise a majority of
independent non-executive directors (not including the Chairman), complying with the
UK Corporate Governance Code (the Code)~. We believe this is a positive
commitment to support the independence of Newco.

g. However, we consider that it is essential that these directors are truly independent from
any potential News Corporation conflict of interest. Under the UK Corporate
Governance Code. a board identifies each non-executive director it considers to be
independent in character and judgment and whether there are relationships or
circumstances which are likely to affect, or could appear to affect, the director’s
judgment. Under the Code, a board may determine that a director is independent
(stating its reasons) notwithstanding the existence of relationships or circumstances
which may appear relevant to its determinatfon, including if the director:

3 UK Corporate Governance Code B.1.1
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10.

11.

12.

¯ has been an employee of the company or group within the last five years;

¯ has, or has had within the last three years, a material business relationship with the
company either directly, or as a partner, shareholder, director or senior employee of
a body that has such a relationship with the company;

¯ has received or receives additional remuneration from the company apart from a
director’s fee, participates in the company’s share option or a performance-related
pay scheme, or is a member of the company’s pension scheme;

¯ has close family ties with any of the company’s advisers, directors or senior
employees;

¯ holds cross-directorships or has significant links with other directors

¯ through involvement in other companies or bodies; represents a significant
shareholder; or

¯ has served on the board for more than nine years from the date of their first
election.

In our view, in order to address our plurality concerns, a di?ector should not be
considered independent if there are any such relationships or circumstances in
existence.

By letter on 11 F.ebruary 2011, News Corporation informed us that it is willing to amend
its proposed UILs also to undertake that a definition of "independent director" would be
enshrined in Newco’s constitutional documents, and that definition would exclude the
circumstances and,relationships ’set out above.

There would be a need to embed this in the constitutional documents, and for News
Corporation to undertake to vote against any proposed changes to them.

Expertise

13.

14.

15.

The proposed UlLs gave a general undertaking to adhere to the obligation imposed by
the Listing Rules as regards compliance with the principles set out in Section 1 of the
UK Coq~orate Governance Code.

In our view, to address our concerns about the impact On plurality, the Board of Newco,
including the independent non executive directors, should be required to have a
combination of both senior editorial and business experience/expertise.

By letter on 11 February 2011, News Corporation informed us that it is willing to amend
the proposed UILs also to undertake:

That the requirement in provision B. 1 of the Code (that "the Board and its
committees should have the appropriate ba!ance of skills, experience,

4 of 8
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16.

independence and knowledge of the corn pany to enable them to discharge their
respective duties and responsibilities effectively~) be enshrined in Newco’s
constitutional documents; and

That at least one independent member would have editorial and/or journalistic
experience.

There would be a need to embed this in the constitutional documents, and for News
Corporation to undertake to vote against any proposed changes.

Independent Chairman

17. In our view, to address our concerns about the impact on plurality, in addition to a
majority of independent non-executives, we believe the Board of Newco would need to
be independently chaired, as clearly recommended by the Corporate Governance
Code4. Such independence should be determined on the same basis as for other non-

executives outlined above.

18.

19.

By letter on 11 February 2011, News Corporation has informed us that it is not willing
to undertake that the Chairman would be independent. We do not understand the basis
for this refusal, particularly since the clear recommendation of the Corporate
Governance Code is that the chairman should, on appointment, meet the
independence criteda set out in theCode, which News Corporation has agreed to on
the stricter basis set out above, to ensure the independence of non-executive directors.

Without such an undertaking, it would be open to the Newco Board to appoint a
Chairman who is affiliated with News Corporation. Given the nature Of Newco and its ;
relationship with News Corporation as set out above, we consider this would
unde rmir~e the effectiveness of the proposed UILs in meeting our plurality concerns
and the credibility of the undertakings.

Editorial committee of the Board

20. In order to meet our concerns on plurality, we believe that there should be a
transparent mechanism in place to ensure editorial integrity and independence of Sky
News is atthe heart of the Newco Board’s interests. We proposed to News
Corporation that an editorial committee of the Board be established as follows:

Members of the Board Editorial Committee to contain a majority of independent non
executive board members, one of whom is the Chairman of the Board Editorial
Committee. We would expect the Chairman to have senior editorial experience and
expertise.

4 UK Corporate Govemance Code A.3.1 - The chairman should on appointment meet the
independence criteda set out in B-! .1 .....
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21.

22,

¯ We would expect the terms of reference for the Boa rd Editorial Committee to
include:

the editorial independence and integrity of Sky News
the hiring, firing or replacement of the Sky News Editor and all key editorial
appointments (including any material changes in terms and conditions which
could give rise to constructive dismissal)
any changes to the authority, reporting relationship and consultation rights of
the Sky News Editor.

News Corporation was not willing to agree to this. However, by letter on 11 February
2011, News Corporation informed us that it is willing to amend the proposed UILs to
undertake that:

Newco’s constitutional documents explicitly provide that Sky News "IV service will
abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in news reporting and
that it will comply with the Broadcasting Code;

The hiring and firing of the head of Sky News (i.e. the most senior editorial position
of Sky News) would have to be approved by Newco’s Board, (which would
comprise a majority of independent directors);

Newco would establish a Corporate Governance and Nominations Committee. This
would Operate under terms substantially similar to those of Sky’s current Corporate
Governance and Nominations Committee. it would comprise a majority of
independent members, including the independent member with editorial and/or
journalistic experience. It would be chaired by an independent board member. It
would be specifically entrusted with oversight of compliance with both Newco’s
corporate governance provisions (as provided for under the UIL) and Newco’s
constitutional provisions relating to the principle of editorial independence and
integrity in news reporting, and compliance with the Broadcasting Code.

We believe it is critical to the effectiveness of the undertakings in addressing our
plurality concerns, that editorial issues are put at the heart of the Board’s function, but
note this couldbe achieved in a number of ways. The terms now proposed by News
Corporation are a promising basis from which to work. There would be a need to
embed provisions relating to the constitutional documents, and for News CorporatiOn to
undertake to vote against any proposed changes to them. However, we note that the
terms of reference of Sky’s current Corporate Governance and Nominations Committee
require the committee’s recommendations to the Board to be made in consultation with
the Chairman [of the Board], which means that, absent an independent Chairman, we
would continue to have concerns.

6of8
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Duration

23.

24.

We note that the OFT’s assessment of the practical and financial viability of the
proposed UILs is that they are likely to be effective over the short to medium term (no
longer than 10 years) and are unlikely to be effective over the long term.

We agree that the proposed UILs are not a permanent solution and that their
effectiveness may start to diminish in the run up to the end of-the 10 year period. As
advised to the OFT, we consider that a carriage agreement of a 10-year term in the
context of industry dynamics in this sector is long term. This is because we consider
there is likely to be significant evolution of the market and consumers’ use of news and
current affairs over the next decade. As a result, the situation with regard to plurality
may be significantly different in 10 years time.

Advice

25. In the circumstances, we advise that the proposed UlLs as currentlydrafted do not
address the potential impact on media plurality identified in Ofcom’s report.

26.

27.

However, were it possible to resolve the question of the independence of the
Chairman, then together with the amendments accepted by News Corporation, the
proposed UILs may represent a way forward in principle.

Depending on your decision, we consider (as, we note, does the OFT), that further
negotiation with News Corporation may be necessary on the precise terms of the UILs
offered by them. It is important to note that the financial and practical viability of the
proposed UILs and their effectiveness in addressing our plurality concerns, will depend
on the detail of the arrangements, including on specific contract terms and conditions
between Newco and Sky/News Corporation.

28. In addition, in the time available, Ofcom has had discussions with News Corporation
and received from News Corporation in writing amendments which News Corporation
is willing to make to the original text of the proposed UILs. Given the timeavailable,
News Corporation has not provided Ofcom with a revised version of the proposed UILs.
We therefore think that if the Secretary of State is minded to accept revised UILs, it
would be sensible that any final draft be approved by Ofcom and the OFT.

29. In the context of the short to medium term effectiveness of the proposed UILs, as you
will recall from our report, we recommend that the Government consider undertaking a
wider review of the statutory framework to ensure plurality in the public interest.
Specifically, we said that there may be value in providing for intervention where
plurality concerns arise in the absence of a corporate transaction involving media
enterprises and which are not safeguarded by the current media ownership rules. If the
Government followed this recommendation, such a review could consider and provide

7of8
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for the longer term position as appropriate and this wQuld provide additional assurance
in relation to the position beyond the 10 year term of the proposed UILs

Yours sincerely

Colette Bowe Ed Richards

cc. Clive Maxwell Executive Director, OFT

8of8
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OFFICE OF FAIR TRADING
ddlL

9

A report to the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media
and Sport in response to the undertakings in lieu offered by
News Corporation pursuant to Schedule 2 paragraph 3 of the
Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order
2003 concerning the anticipated acquisition by News
Corporation of British Sky Broadcasting Group plc

A report pursuant to Section 93 of the Enterprise Act 2002

11 February 2011

NON-CONFIDENTIAL VERSION
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1

1,1.

=21

1 ,3,

1.4.

I .5.

Executive summary and conclusions

Introduction

On 25 January 201 1, the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics

Media and Sport (the Secretary of State) announced that he was
minded to refer the proposed acquisition by News Corporation
(News) of shams in British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (Sky)
(together, the parties) that it does not already own to the
Competition Commission (CC) for a detailed investigation.

The Secretary of State indicated that he is willing to consider

undertakings in lieu (UIL) offered by News which have the potential
to prevent or otherwise mitigate the media plurality concerns
identified in the report sent to the Secretary of State by Ofcom on
31 December 2010.

The OFT has been asked to consult with the parties with a view to
discovering whether in its view those UIL are practically and
financially viable; and to consider if there are any practical issues
which could undermine the operation of the UIL and whether they

¯ would be effective over the medium and long term.

The OFT" has had two Weeks in which to report to the Secretary of
State. In the limited time available, the OFT has held meetings with
News, Sky and Ofcom (in its position as sectoral regulator), and
has received responses from News to a number of requests for
information. The OFT has not been requested to consult with third
parties and notes that this would not have been feasible in the
timeframe. However, the OFT notes that third parties will have the
opportunity to be consulted as provided for by statute1 if the
Secretary of State is minded to accept the UIL.

Depending on the decision of the Secretary of State, the OFT
considers that further negotiation with News (with assistance from
Ofcom) may be necessary on the precise terms of the UIL offered
by News; however some progress has been made with News in
these two weeks in terms of improving the practical and financial

1 Sohedute 10 of the Enterprise Act 2002;

3
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1,6.

1,7,

viability of those UIL from the text originally proposed to the
Secretary of State by News.

The clear-cut standard for UIL

UlL are typically regarded as appropriate where the remedies
proposed are clear-cut and are capable of ready implementation.2

The applicable principles are set out in the OFT’s guidance.3

The OFT has carried Out its analysis of the proposed UIL in this
case by reference to the clear-cut standard. The OFT is mindful,

however, that:

o the Secretary of State may consider it appropriate to adopt a
different standard because he is acting under public interest

considerations and the OFT’s guidance is designed to deal with
competition-related matters; moreover, the clear-cut standard is
a policy position adopted by the OFT and other competition
agencies;

Q

0

even taking into account the clear-cut standard, the OFT’s
¯ 4.preference for structural divestment solutions in relation to UlL

does not preclude the consideration of remedies other than
divestment in appropriate cases. Moreover, the UlL offered by
News bear some resemblance to a ’carve-out’ remedy, which
the OFT would generally regard as structural in nature, provided
the relevant business or assets are capable of being separated
from the parent; and

whilst behavioural undertakings (such as price capS) are not
generally accepted at the first phase of a merger investigation in
lieu of a reference to the CC in competition cases, this does not
preclude behaviOural undertakings being provided in sul3poK of a
structural solution provided that the overall remedy meets the
clear-cut standard.

q"’"LJL . ,’

= OFT Mergers - Exceptions to the duty to refer and undertakings in lieu of reference
guidance (OFT1122) (the Exceptions and UIL guidance), paragraph 5.7.
s Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.39.
4 [~<:], a sale of the business may be disproportionate if the proposed UIL meets the
concerns raised in Ofcom’s report and satisfies the clear-cut standard.

4
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1.8. Any UIL must be assessed on a case by case basis. The basic
principles for assessment are that:

there must not be material doubts about the overall
effectiveness of the remedy in solving the problem identified;
and

1.9,

1.10.

1.11.

in practical terms, the remedy should not be of such magnitude
and/or complexity that its implementation would require
unworkable resources at first phase.5

In undertaking its assessment of the practical and financial viability
of the UIL, the OFT focuses in this report on whether the UlL
offered is capable of ready implementation and also, as instructed
by the Secretary of State, whether the UlL would be effective over
the medium and ~long term from the standpoint of practical and
financial viability only. Ofcom will separately advise on the
effectiveness of the UIL to meet media plurality concerns.

Overall assessment of the proposed UIL

The proposed UIL involve the establishment of Newco as a distinct
owner of Sky News. The financial viability of Newco - and
therefore the continued operation of Sky News - relies on the
existence of a proposed carriage agreement between News and
Newco, without which Newco would be significantly loss-making.
News proposes that the term of the carriage agreement between
News and Newco shall be 10 years. There is no provision for
renewal of the carriage agreement at the end of the term.

In terms of the clear-cut standard, News argued that the spin-off of
Sky News into Newco is a structural remedy that will lead to the
creation of a stable, well-resourced, viable entity over the long
term. It considers that its/Sky’s ongoing incentive to carry the Sky
News channel and thus to purchase it from Newco is an important
feature that had informed the design of the UIL and should enable
the Secretary of State to have confidence in the success of the
UlL. Indeed, News noted that Sky had chosen to start a 24 hour
news channel and had invested in that service since Sky News was

launched in 1989. In essence, unlike in a normal divestiture

s Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.8.

5
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remedy, where the merging parties may have an interest in the
(competitor) divested business failing, News submits that
News/Sky would have an interest in the success of Newco going
forward.

1.12. The OFT accepts that the UlL involve certain structural elements
supported by behavioural commitments, and considers that, in
practice, the proposed spin-off of Sky News is capable of ready
implementation, albeit with further detailed issues to be resolved,
including those set out below.

1.13. The OFT has identified certain risks which may undermine the
practical and financial viability of the UIL. These include the
following:

the successful operation of Newco relies to some extent on the
incentives of News/Sky to continue to carry and fund a 24 hour
news channel. There is a strong likelihood that the commercial
incentives lie with the continued operation of Newco, but it
remains plausible that such incentives may change over time;

uncertainty about the prospects for renewal of the carriage
agreement on equivalent terms may begin to affect Newco
some years before its term date, [~<::]; and

¯ Newco’s prospects post-termination of the carriage agreement
are not clear.

r

1.14. The OFT advises that set against these risks are:

o the commercial incentive for News/Sky to continue paying for
the Sky News channel (reinforced by the contractual rights
afforded to Newco under the carriage agreement and brand
licensing agreement);

¯ the protection and transparency afforded by being [publicly

traded] [X];

the fact that the brand licensing agreement lasts for up to 14
years, which may place pressure on NewslSky to renew the
carriage agreement upon termination for a further four years;
and

6
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the ability of Newco to diversify.its product offering or to
continue with a distinctive news channel that ensures that Sky
is willing to re-commit to the carriage agreement at the end of
10 years (or earlier).

1.15. In assessing these risks, the OFT has been asked to advise the
Secretary of State on whether there are practical issues which
could undermine the effective operation of the UIL, and whether
the UIL would be viable over the medium and long term. The
OFT’s assessment, based on the information provided to it by
News, indicates that the key agreements (the carriage agreement
and the brand licensing agreement) would appear to underpin the

short-to-medium term (no longer than 10 years) viability of Newco
and the UIL The OFT, however, considers that the finite duration
of the carriage agreement, in particular, entails a material risk to the
long term viability of Newco and hence the UIL.

1.16. The OFT notes that each of News, Sky and Ofcom consider that a
carriage agreement of this length and duration, in the context of
the industry dynamics of the media sector, is "long-term". The OFT
accepts that the carriage agreement may be longer than the
industry norm. However, the OFT considers that, in the context of
ensuring the ’long-term" viability of Newco and the UIL, it is
important to consider whether Newco can continue as a stand-
alone entity on a permanent or lasting basis. It is clear that, absent
the revenue stream provided by the carriage agreement [~<],
Newco is effectively loss-making. As a consequence, absent
renewal on a similar basis, an alternative revenue Stream, or being
acquired, there is a real risk that Newco may notsurvive as
envisaged by the UlL beyond the term of the carriage agreement.
This risk may also, as discussed above, affect Newco’s prospects
before that point. The relevance of these risks ultimately depends
on the time horizon which the Secretary of State considers relevant

to ensure the effectiveness of the UIL.

1.17. The OFT has not been able to identify with News any
improvements to the UlL that overcome the essential structural
limitation of the UIL, namely, the finite duration of the carriage
agreement.

1.1 8. The OFT advises the Secretary of State that:

7
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1.19.

1.20.

if News enter into certain additional undertakings (details of
which are set out in paragraph 1,20 below), the UIL are likely to
be effective in the short and medium term (that is, no more than
10 years); and

even if, however, News enters into such additional
undertakings, the UIL are unlikely to be effective over the long
term; the finite duration of the carriage agreement is a practical
and financial issue which poses a significant risk to the
operation of the UIL beyond 10 years (and possibly earlier).

In seeking to assess this advice, the SeCretary of State may want
to consider whether the UIL, supplemented by the additional
undertakings mentioned above, which the OFT considers likely to
be effective in the short-to-medium term, are of sufficient duration
to meet the media plurality concerns identified by Ofcom or are
effective in relation to them.

The additional undertakings referred to in paragraph 1.1 8 above are
as follows:

interim protection - interim protection for the business to be
divested is a standard feature of divestment remedies in
competition cases, and will normally be included in OFT UlL.
News has agreed to the inclusion within the UlL in this case of
commitments from News regarding the preservation and
continued operation of Sky News pending its spin,off. These will
provide an assurance that the Sky News business to be spun-off
will not be materially different to the Sky News business today;

non reacquisition commitmeet - a commitment not to reacquire
the business to be divested without prior OFT approval is a
standard feature in OFT UIL; News has proposed to provide the
Secretary of State with a form of non,reacquisition
commitment, subject to two carve-outs: (a) a sunset provision
which means that the clause would no longer apply at the end
of 10 years; and (b) a carve-out in the event that a third party
bid is launched for Newco. In the particular circumstances of
this case, and subject to the more general points about the finite
nature of the carriage agreement, the related long-term risks and
the extent to which the Secretary of State considers the

8
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o

duration of the carriage agreement sufficiently ’long-term’, the
OFT believes the 10 year limitation (that is, point (a)) to be
acceptable, but would recommend against the carve-out in (b)
given that this would still risk the frustration of the purposes of
the UIL;

prior review of key agreements - the success of Newco
depends significantly on at least two key agreements - the
carriage agreement and the brand licensing agreement; News
has agreed that the form of both agreements should be subject
to approval by the Secretary of State before he accepts the UIL;
the OFT considers that there may be other key contracts which

should require prior approval by the Secretary of State should he
be minded to accept the UIL; the OFT would envisage that both
the OFT and Ofcom (potentially supported by an independent
expert funded by News) would have a role in the approval
process of these agreements;

inclusion of an arbitration/dispute resolution mechanism - given
the importance of the key agreements between News and
Newco going forward, News has agreed to the insertion of an
arbitration or dispute resolution mechanism to ensure that any
contractual disputes in relation to these agreements are resolved
promptly, efficiently and without undue cost; more precise
details of how such .an arrangement Would function have not
been determined ~in the time available;

restrictions on termination of the key agreements - the success
of Newco depends significantly on at least two key agreements
- the carriage agreement and the brand licensing agreement;
these agreements are terminable only in the event of ’material
breach’; in order to protect Newco against the risk of an
unjustified termination by News, (and in light of concerns
expressed by the OFT about the potentia! inequality in the
positions of News and Newco and their respective resources in
the context of a possible comractual dispute) News has offered
a commitment in the form of a undertaking not to terminate,
either agreement prior to a formal and final determination having
been made under that dispute resolution mechanism applicable
under the relevant agreement (that is, a finding that Newco has

g
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1.21.

1.22.

1.23.

committed a material breach of the carriage agreement or brand
license agreement); the OFT advises that it believes that this

proposal is acceptable in order to reduce the risk of an
unjustified termination of the key agreements by News that
could jeopardise Newco; and

e other obligations - the OFT sets out in sections 7 to 12 of this
report further detail on each of the points raised above, together
with further undertakings and improvements to the UlL.

The OFT notes that further review, negotiation and consultation on
the UIL may be necessary as part of this process, it also notes that
News has, to date, signalled its unwillingness to agree to one of
the above additional undertakings. Given the limited time available,
News has not provided the OFT with a revised version of the UIL.
As a matter of prudence, the OFT considers that any finalised draft
of the UIL for acceptance by the Secretary of State should be
submitted by News to the OFT and Ofcom for further advice.

On the basis that the Secretary of State were minded to accept the

UIL in an amended form, the OFT advises that it would be
appropriate for the Secretary of State to test further the viability
and robustness of the commitments offered during the statutory
public consultation process.

The OFT has given such advice as it considers appropriate, having
regard to the limited time period in which to consider the UlL and

consult with News.

Transaction

The proposed transaction involves the acquisition of sole control by
News over Sky through an offer for the remaining 60.86 percent
shareholding in Sky not already owned by News.

Jurisdiction

The Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a
European Intervention Notice on 4 November 2010 (the
Intervention Notice} as permitted under Article 21 (4) of the EC

0
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3.2,

3.3.

3.4.

3.5.

Merger Regulation6 to protect the UK’s legitimate interest in media
plurality, and pursuant to section 67 (2) of the Enterprise Act 2002
(the Act) and the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate

Interests) Order 2003 (the Order).7

The Intervention Notice referred to the public interest consideration
set out in section 58 of the Act to ensure the sufficiency of
plurality of persons with control of media enterprises in the UK. In
this regard, the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and
Skills requested that Ofcom provide its recommendation and advice
on the specified public interest consideration in deciding whether to
refer the case to the CC for detailed investigation.8

On 31 December 2010, Ofcom issued its report, as provided for
under Article 4A of the Order, which concluded that in its
reasonable belief, the proposed acquisition may be expected to
operate against the public interest on the basis that there may not
be a sufficient plurality of persons with control of media enterprises
providing news and current affairs to UK-wide cross-media
audiences.

In deciding whether to refer the transaction to the CC under Article
5 of the Order, the Secretary of State has the discretion to accept
undertakings in lieu of making such a reference (UIL) from the
parties, as permitted under paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 of the Order.

In a statement issued on 25 January 2011, the Se(~retary of State
said he was minded to refer the merger to the CC but would first
consider, with the involvement and advice of the OFT and Ofcom,
the UIL offered by News and Whether they would have "the
potential to prevent or otherwise mitigate the potential threats to
media plurality identified in the Ofcom report.’~

e Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between

undertakings (the Merger Regulation).
7 The transaction falls within the sole jurisdiction of the European Commission to assess

the compet|tive effects of the merger in the European Economic Area or a substantial
part of it. On 21 December 2010, the European Commission cleared unconditionally the
proposed transaction,
0 As also required by the Intervention Notice, the OFT provided advice to the Secretary
of State, pursuant to Article 4 of the Order, confirming that, in its view, the Secretary of
State has jurisdiction and is able to exercise the power to make a reference to the CC,

Statement from Culture Secretary Jeremy Hum of 25 January 2011.
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4,1,

4.2.

4,3,

4.4-.

4.5.

5J2~

Scope of OFT advice

The Secretary of State has asked the OFT, pursuant to section 93
of the Act, to give its view on whether he should accept the UIL
offered by News.

By letter to the OFT of 27 January 2011, the Secretary of State
requested that, within two weeks, the OFT determine whether the
UIL would, in its view, be practically and financially viable, so as to
be acceptable to the Secretary of State. In particular, the OFT has
been asked to consider if there are any practical issues which
would undermine the operation of the UIL and whether they would
be effective over the medium and long term. The Secretary of State
requested that Ofcom provide any assistance required by the OFT
in considering the UIL.

The Secretary of State has not asked the OFT to consult third

parties. In any event, if he were minded to accept the UIL, third
parties would have this opportunity as provided by the consultation
provision in Schedule 10 of the Act.

In this report, the OFT does not advise on the potential impact of
the UlL on the concerns raised by Ofcom regarding media plurality.
This is being specifically addressed by Ofcom as a separate piece
of advice requested by the Secretary of State pursuant to section
106B of the Act.

The OFT has received submissions from News and has met with
each of the parties. The OFT has also received assistance from
Ofcom in its role as sectoral regulator.

OFT approach to UIL

The OFT has carried out its analysis of the proposed UIL in this
report by reference to its clear-cut standard. However, the OFT
acknowledges that the Secretary of State may consider it
appropriate to adopt a different standard in light of his assessment
of public interest considerations in this case, whereas the OFT’s
guidance is designed to deal with competition-related matters.

In order to accept UlL (or in this case to recommend acceptance by
the Secretary of State of proposed U!L), the OFT must typically be

12
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5.3.

5,4.

5,5,

confident that all the potential concerns that have been identified
by it (in this case, all concerns identified by Ofcom relating to
sufficient media plurality) would be resolved by means of the UIL
without the need for further investigation.~° This is necessary since,
once the UIL are accepted, the Secretary of State has no further
recourse to refer the case to the CC after this point.

The explanatory note to section 73 of the Act states:

"The purpose of accepting undertakings is to allow the OFT
(where it is confident about the problem that needs to be
addressed and the appropriate solution) to correct the
competition problem the merger presents without recourse to
a potentially time-consuming and costly investigation. This
provision mirrors the existing power...for the Secretary of
State to accept undertakings-in-lieu, but with responsibility
transferred to the OFT."

UIL are accordingly only appropriate where the remedies proposed
to address any concerns raised by the merger are clear-cut and are
capable of ready implementation,t~ For these reasons, the OFT
typically does not consider that behavioural undertakings will be
sufficiently clear-cut to address identified concerns.1=

The clear-cut requirement has two dimensiOns: (1) there must not
be material doubts about the overall effectiveness of the remedy;
and (2) in practical terms, the remedy should not be of such
magnitude and/or complexity that its implementation would require
unworkable resources at first phase of a merger investigation.~3 The
European Commission adopts a similar approachto remedies
accepted at Phase I.t4

lo Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.6.
11 Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.7.
lz Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.39.
13 Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.8,
14 Commission Notice on remedies acceptable under Council Regulation (EC} No
13912004 and under Commission Regulation (ECO No 802/2004: ’Commitments in
phase I can only be accepted where the competition problem is readily identifiable and
can be easily remedied. The corn petition problem therefore needs to be so
straightforward and the remedies so clear-cut that it is not necessary to enter intO an in-
depth investigation and that the commitments are sufficient to clearly rule out "serious
doubts" within the meaning of Article 6(1)(c} of the Merger Regulation.’, paragraph 81.

13
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5.6.

5,7,

5.8.

=

6,1 ,

In the present case, the OFT is concerned with the second part of
its clear-cut requirement, since Ofcom will address the

effecti~/eness of the UIL in its separate report to the Secretary of
State.

Whilst behavioural undertakings are not generally accepted at
Phase t of a merger investigation in lieu of a reference to the CC in
competition cases, this does not preclude such undertakings being
offered in support of a structural solution, so long as the overall
remedy meets the clear-cut standard. In any event, theUIL are
assessed on a case-by-case basis.

The monitoring of compliance with undertakings in lieu accepted by
the Secretary of State under paragraph (3)(2) of Schedule 2 of the
Order is the responsibility of the OFT pursuant to section 92 of the
Act.TM

Outline of News’ proposed UIL

Summary of the proposed UIL

News proposes to offer to the Secretary of State a commitment
involving the following core elements:

Sky News will be spun off as an independent UK public limited
company (that is, Newco), with its shares publicly traded [~<],
either at the Closing Date18 or as soon as reasonably practicable
following the Closing Date and, in any event, no later than nine
months from the acquisition of control of Sky by News. Shares
in Newco will be distributed to existing shareholders of Sky in
the same proportions as their existing shareholdings, such that
News will retain the same 39.1 percent shareholding in Newco
as it currently has in Sky;

all tangible assets currently used exclusively for the purpose of
carrying on the Sky News business, as well as key Sky News
editorial staff, and all relevant licences, agreements and other
material contracts will be transferred by Sky to Newco;

I= See Schedule 3, paragraph 1 (5}(b) of the Order.
le ’Closing Date" means the date on which News acquires all or a majority of the share
capital of Sky or, if the Transaction is effected by a scheme of arrangement, the date on
which the scheme of arrangement becomes effective.

14
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6,2.

6.3,

Sky will enter into a 10 year carriage agreement with Newco
under which Sky will pay a carriage fee to Newco for the
provision of its news services to Sky for distribution to end
users. Sky will also license the ’Sky News’ brand to Newco
subject to payment of a royalty, for an initial period of seven
years, with automatic renewal for a further seven years, and
with the possibility of an extension for three more years;

if required by Newco, Sky will enter into arms’ length
agreements for facilities and support services (such as
advertising sales representation, lease of premises, broadcast
and technical services and other assets owned by Sky); and

the corporate governance structure of Newco will be established
to replicate substantially the effects of the existing corporate
structure of Sky such that: (1) News/Sky will be subject to a
voting limitation of 37.19 percent of the total votes of Newco;
(2) a majority of the board of Newco will comprise non-
executive Directors determined by the board to be independent;
(3) material transactions between Newco and News/Sky will
require approval of Newco’s Audit Committee, which will
consist exclusively of independent non-executive directors; and
(4) Newco will adhere to the obligations imposed by the Listing
Rules as regards compliance with the principles set out in
Section 1 of the UK Corporate Governance Code.

[News]" view on the clear-cut nature of the UIL

[News] submitted that the proposed UIL provide a clear-cut,
structural solution which will mair~tain the existing degree of
independence of Sky News. In [its] view, Newco will be established
as a separate publicly-traded legal entity with corporate governance
arrangements reflecting those of Sky, which can be implemented
unilaterally by News based on the UIL.

[News] differentiated the proposed UIL from those in a normal
divestment remedy on the basis that News would be a customer of
Newco going forward, rather than a competitor. [News]
emphasised that Sky had chosen to start a 24 hour news channel
and had invested in that service since Sky News was launched in

1989. Sky News has therefore been a key part of Sky’s
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commercial proposition to customers, and there is no reason to
believe that News/Sky would wish to change this in the future.

6,4.

6,5,

News argued that itstSky’s ongoing incentive to carry the Sky
News channel and thus to purchase it from Newco is an important
feature that had informed the design of the UIL and should enable
the Secretary of State to have confidence in the success of the
UIL. In essence, unlike in a normal divestiture remedy, where the
merging parties may have an interest in the (competitor) divested
business failing, News submit that NewslSky would have an
interest in the success of Sky News going forward.

[News] likened the UIL to that of ’an upfront remedy which does
not require that a competition authority subsequently approve a
suitable purchaser’ and noted that ’it is therefore more clear-cut
than a number of other structural remedies that are commonly
acoepted by regulatory authorities.’t7 [News] argued that given
their structural nature, the UlL do not require ongoing monitoring as

Newco will continue to operate as a distinct, profit,maximising
enterprise under the direction and supervision of its board.

[News]" arguments on practical and financial viability

6,6° [News] argued that Newco will be practicaUy and financially viable
post-spin off. [It] argued that the UIL have been structured so as to
ensure the continuation of Sky News as a distinct enterprise with
an independent news voice, thereby addressing the relevant public
interest consideration. In [its] view, it is not necessary (as would be
the case if competition concerns were at issue) to require that all
the links between Sky and Newco be severed; rather, that the
current degree of editorial independence is preserved and that
Newco is financially viable.

6,7. To address these issues, [News] submitted that by substantially
replicating the corporate governance structure currently applied
under Sky, Newco will be free to pursue its core news business. In
[its] view, the I O-year carriage agreement means that Newco will
have a reliable revenue stream for a much longer period than is
typical in the media sector. This will allow Newco to independently
plan for future investment and expansion based on a quantifiable

17 News Response to the OFT’s questions of 1 February 2011.
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and stable cash flow over the medium to long term. Similarly,
[News] argued that the grant of a licence to use the ’Sky News’
brand will allow Newco to generate significant revenue streams
from third parties.

Legal spin-off of Sky NewsTM

The outline of the arrangements as regards the spin-off of Sky

News to Newco has been set out in section 6.1 above.

7.2. In general, the OFT sees no reason why the proposed corporate
Arrangements in relation to ,the creation of Newco should not be
practical. Partial divestments of businesses are common, and News
provided a number of examples of spin-offs of businesses in similar
sectors by way of illustration of the regularity of such

arrangements 18

7.3. The OFT is unable to advise, given the limited =time available, on the
prospects of success for [an admission to trading] IX]. When
asked whether [an admission to trading] would be likely to be
successful, News provided an opinion [X]z° confirming that [~K:].
The OFT has no reason to doubt the contents of this opinion but

notes [~K].

7.4. The aspects of the spin=off which required the OFT’s particular
consideration relate to timing, the absence of any interim protection
(which relates to timing), the shareholder base of Newco and the
absence of a non,reacquisition commitment by News. The
corporate governance of Newco is a!so a key consideration, which
is addressed in the following section.

Timing of spin-off

7.5. News committed to effecting the spin-off of Sky News within nine
months from the acquisition of control of Sky by News. [~<].

7.6. [X].

18 Paragraphs 2.1, 2.2 of the UIL.
19 News response to OFT questions of 1 February. The examples provided by News
included: Time Warner’s spin-off of AOL and Time Warner Cable, Liberty Media’s spin-
off of DirectTV, Cablevision Systems Corp’s proposals to spin off Rainbow Media. News
noted Cable and Wireless also split into two separate companies last year.
2o Annex 4 of the News response to OFT qu~idhS of I February.
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O

O

7.7.

7,8.

7,9,

7.10.

7.11.

7.12.

7,13.

[X].

The OFT queried why News believed that a nine month period was
reasonable in order for Newco to be divested (as envisaged by
paragraph 2.1 of the proposed UIL). In particular, the OFT queried
whether a shorter time period would be possible.

News said it considered that there were a number of reasons why
the nine month period was reasonable:z’

¯ [X];

¯ [X]; and

° [XI.

News noted that the obligation on it was to effect the spin off ’as
soon as reasonably practicable’ but believed the nine month
backstop was appropriate.

[~<]. When agreeing and accepting UIL in competition cases, the
OFT will determine the appropriate divestment period Within which
the remedy must be implemented according to the specific
circumstances of the case. The OFT would generally seek to ensure
that a remedy is implemented within a time period that is
significantly shorter than nine months from completion (typically

closer to three months). This is generally to ensure that the
business(es) being divested do not deteriorate in the meantime. The
extent to which interim protection is required during the nine month
period is considered in the sub-section below (see paragraphs

7.13ff below).

Overall, the OFT considers that, in the particular circumstances of
this case, the proposed nine month period in paragraph 2.1 of the
UIL is not unreasonable.

Absence of interim protection

The proposed UlL do not include any provision regulating the way
in which News, including Sky, would deal with, and exert control
over, Sky News following News’ acquiring control over Sky and

=’ NeWs res~nse to OFT questions of 1 February.
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7.14.

7.15.

7.16.

pending completion of the spin-off arrangements as required by
paragraph 2.1 of the UIL.

Such interim protection is a standard feature of divestment
remedies in competition cases, and will normally be included in the
UIL in competition cases before the OFT. Its purpose is to protect
the position of the assets or business to be divested. In practical
form, these obligations normally require the acquiring business to
maintain the business to be divested as a going concern with
sufficient resources; not make substantive changes to it; preserve
its facilities and goodwill; continue the nature, description, range
and standard of services supplied by it; maintain its name or brand;
not dispose of its assets, other than in the ordinary course of
business, not integrate it with theacquirer’s competing business;
take steps to ensure that key staff are encouraged to remain with
the business; and ensure that confidential information relating to
the business to be divested is not shared with the acquirer’s

business.

News argued that interim protection was not required given that
’ownership/contro/ of Sky News for an interim period of less than a
year, pending spin-off of that business, would not eliminate or
weaken Sky News as a distinct broadcast voice contributing to
media plurality in the UK."2= News further noted that it would have

no incentive to inflict damage on the Sky News business given
that: (a) it would not be competing with it after the spin-off; and
(b) it would be purchasing from it going forward.

However, in order to assuage the OFT’s potential concerns in this
respect, News agreedz3 to provide interim protection in relation to
the preservation and continued operation of Sky News pending its
spin-off in the form of an assurance that the Sky News business to
be spun-off will not be materially different to the Sky News
business today. Such an assurance would be in similar terms to
those typically provided in UIL in competition cases (as described
above). The OFT would expect that such protection would include
an obligation on News to seek to ensure that at least the Key Sky

22 News response to OFT questions of 1 February.
=3 News response to OFT questions of 9 February.
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7.17.

7.18.

7.19.

7.20.

7.21.

7.22.

News Editorial Staff remained with-the Sky News business in the
interim period.

On the basis that News ensures compliance with the interim
protection as set out above, the OFT considers that its concerns
would be alleviated in this regard.

The shareholder base of Newco (Sky News)

The UIL provide for the shares in Newco to be spun-off to the
current shareholders of Sky in the same proportions as their current
shareholding in Sky. Thus News would hold 39.1 per cent of Sky
News.

The OFT considered what would happen to the shareholding in Sky
News on its proposed flotation [3<], given that Sky News would be
a considerably smaller entity than Sky, [~<:] and the business model
of Newco would be considerably narrower than that of Sky.
Specifically, the OFT considered whether there was any reason
why any changes to the shareholder base of Newco (compared to
that of Sky at present) could undermine the viability of Sky News
going forward.

News acknowledged that the shareholder base in Sky News was
likely to change after admission of Newco’s shares to trading. It
considered, for example, that UK index tracking funds are very
likely to sell their positions as [~]. This change, and the fact that a
reasonably significant proportion of Newco shares would change
hands once such shares are publicly traded, would not, News
argued, affect Newco’s ongoing viability.

The OFT sees no reason to doubt NewS’ submission in this respect.
To the extent that there could be any concern about the change in
Sky News’ shareholder base, this could, the OFT believes, only
likely come about through the fact that Sky News would be a
considerably smaller body than Sky is at present. Specifically, the
OFT considered whether this could result in Sky News having
difficulty raising finance for future capital investment.

The OFT notes the implication of the inability to raise finance could
impair the ability of Newco to respond to technological advances in
the way that news is collected (input) or disseminated (output) can
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7.23.

7.24.

7.25.

7.26.

7.27.

involve significant investment. By way of example, Sky informed
the OFT that the conversion of Sky News so as to be able to
provide output in HD cost in total around £[X].

News did not foresee any need for Newco to borrow to finance its
activities, but noted that it should be able to do so against the
revenue stream provided by the 10 year carriage agreement.

News also emphasised that, in its view, "the key question to be
addressed by the UIL is the maintenance of Sky News as a distinct
and viable broadcast news voice contributing to media plura/ity,
NOT its ability to develop and expand beyond its core news
provision business. ’~4

Sky informed the OFT that, following conversion to HD, Sky News
was well positioned in terms of technological status in terms of its
competitors [~<]. However, to the extent that it did wish to fund
new development, it could do this either by way of borrowing and
by seeking to renegotiate an enhanced carriage fee (for example, a
higher carriage fee for 3D channels).

Having regard to the above, the OFT does not believe that the
changed shareholder base of Newco, as compared to-Sky .at
present, provides any reason to believe the viability of Newco
would be materially undermined for the foreseeable future.2s

The OFT also considered whether there was any risk to the ongoing
viability of Newco if Newco were at any future point to cease to be
[publicly traded] [~<]. in response to this, News noted=6 that
[removal from the market] would not have an impact on [Newco’s]
commercial operations and that there were alternative methods of
trading shares in Newco (for example, over the counter or via a
listing in a different market). The OFT has no reason to doubt this
explanation IX]-.

=4News response to OFT questions of 1 February 201 !.
=~ The OFT notes that Newco would clearly no longer have access to the significant
resources of Sky to draw on for future development or innovation. However, the OFT
believes that this factor falls outside the remit of advice sought from the OFT by the
Secretary of State under section 93 EA 02.

....... 20News response to OFT questions of 7 February 2011.
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7.28.

7.29.

7.30.

7,31.

7.32.

Absence of a non-reacquisition commitment

The OFT would normally expect any UIL to contain a non-
reacquisition commitment. This typically provides that the merging
parties commit, except with the prior written consent of the OFT,
not to re-acquire any interest in the divested business, any
company controlling the divested business or any of the assets of
the divested business.

The UIL proposed by News did not contain any form of non-
reacquisition commitment. News submitted that such an obligation
was not justified in this case for a number of reasons, including
that this was not a competition case and given that any further
acquisition of Newco shares by News would lead to a "relevant
merger situation" with consequent statutory regulatory approvals
under the Act.2~

News emphasisedz8 its view that the general practical
considerations underlying a non-reacquisition restriction did not
specifically relate to the practical viability of the UIL proposed by
News in the present case. As such, it considered that the Secretary
of State would want to decide whether this is a relevant
consideration.

News also noted that any hypothetical reacquisition of Newco
shares by News would not automaticatly trigger a substantive
review on issues of media plurality - given that this would depend
on the issuing of an intervention notice.

Nevertheless, in order to meet the OFT’s concerns about the
absence of a non-reacquisition commitment, News proposed,
except with the prior written consent of the Secretary of State, to
commit not to acquire shares in Newco that will result in News
holding more than 39.14 per cent of the shares in Newco, subject

to two carve-outs:

the inclusion of a sunset provision which means that the clause
would no longer apply at the end of 10 years; and

=~ News’ response tO OFT questions of 1 F0bruary.
24 News’ response to OFT questions of 9 February.
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a carve-out to this restriction in the event that an independent
third party has made an offer or proposed a merger (including by
way of scheme of arrangement) or has otherwise indicated an
intention to acquire 50 per gent or more of Newco’s voting
shares (in which case, News would promptly inform both the
OFT and the Secretary of State, on confidential basis, of any
acquisition by it of shares in Nawco).

7.33. The OFT’s UIL normally require an indefinite prohibition on
reacquisition of the divested assets/business. However, News
correctly identified that the CC’s remedy guidelines stipulate that
the standard practice of both the Competition Commission=g and
the European Commission~° is that any undertaking for a non-
reacquisition should be limited to 10 years. The OFT considers that,
in the specific circumstances of this case (and subject to the
Secretary of State accepting the duration of the carriage agreement
to be sufficiently ’long-term’ to deal with concerns about media
plurality), a 10 year limitation on the non-reacquisition obligation
may be justified. The OFT also observes that the ban on
reacquisition would end at the same time as the carriage
agreement.

7.34. However, in relation to a carve-out in the event of an attempted
third party bid for control of Sky News, the OFT considers that this
is unlikely to be acceptable given that this might still result, in
practical terms, in the frustration of the UIL. The OFT also notes in
this context that even if a non-reacquisition clause was entered into
by News in the UIL, the effect of this non-reacquisition clause
could be frustrated, in part, by the operation of the change of
Control provisions in the brand licensing agreement. These provide
(as detailed in paragraph 10.17 below} that the brand licensing
agreement (and the carriage agreement) will terminate if any third
party acquires in excess of 40 per cent of Newco. Should the
Secretary of State wish to consider the UlL further, it would be
important to consider the various agreements in detail and the risks
that certain of these provisions may pose to the overall viability of

Newco and the UlL.

=~ Competition Comrdission - Merger Remedies Guidelines (CC2|, paragraph 3.8.
European Commission’s Model Divestiture Commitments, paragraph 3.
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7.35.

8~

8.1,

8,2.

8.3.

8.4.

On the basis of the above, the OFT considers that the non-
reacquisition commitment from News for a period of 10 years
would be acceptable, but that this should not include a carve-out of
an attempted third party bid.

Corporate governance of Sky News31

The UIL Provide for the corporate governance of Newco to be
designed with a view to substantially replicate the existing
corporate governance structure applying to Sky. These provisions
are set out in paragraph 3,1 of the proposed UIL, and concern:
voting restrictions on News; board composition; approval of
material transactions; and adherence to the principles of good
governance.

News emphasised to the OFT that the proposed arrangements in
relation to corporate governance would provide ’symmetry’
between the current arrangements, that is, between the
relationship News currently has with Sky, and the proposed
continuing relationship between News and Newco.

The OFT notes, however, that several aspects Of the proposed
relationship between News/Sky and Newc0 are not symmetrical
with those between News and Sky today. Notably, the extensive
contractual arrangements that will exist between News/Sky and
Newco are not as central to the relationship between News and
Sky.

The OFT considered whether there were aspects of the board
arrangements that could impact on the financial and practical
viability of Newco over the medium tO long term. It considered that
the corporate governance of Newco essentially went to the
question of the independence of Sky News from News, which was
essentially a media plurality question for Ofcom. However, the OFT
sets out below its position in relation to Newco’s adherence to the
corporate governance provisions in the UlL and the definition of
’material transactions’ requiring approval from Newco’s audit
committee.

sl Paragraph 3.1 ef the UIL
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8.5.

8,6.

8,7.

8,8,

Adherence to the corporate governance provisions in the U/L

News proposed in the UIL a number of measures by which the
corporate governance structure of Newco would be established to
substantially replicate the effects of the existing corporate
governance structure of Sky (paragraph 3.1 of the UIL).

The OFT queried what assurance there would be that this provision
would remain in place in the Newco Articles of Association going
forward, in particular given that Newco would not itself be a
signatory to the proposed UIL and that News would not have a
controlling interest in Newco. This issue goes to the practical
viability of the UIL as drafted.

In response to this, News noted that these restrictions would be
embedded in Newco’s Articles of Association and agreed that it
would be prepared to give an undertaking that it would vote against
any change in Newco’s Articles of Association which would
remove the governance provisions provided for in sections 3.1 (ii)

to (iv)i of the UIL.3z

Definition of "material transactions’

The UIL provide that ’material trensactions between Newco and

News/Sky will require the approval of Newco’s Audit Committee,
which will consist exciusively of independent non-executive
Directors. in addition Newco’s constitutional documents will
provide that such transactions may, depending on materiality,
require an independent fairness opinion or Newco independent
shareholder approval (by virtue of Newco applying controls that
have equivalent effect to those imposed by Chapter 11 of the
Listing Rules)’ (paragraph 3.1 (iii) of the UlL).

sz Response to OFT questions of 7 February 2011. This assurance was on the condition
that it should endure for so long as no single shareholder group has more than 50 per
cent and News has the right to vote more than 25 per cent of the shares in Newco. The
OFT has not explored the first part of this caveat with News but notes that, in any
event, this situation wOuld have resulted in a change of control in Newco, which is a
ground for termination of the brand license agreement,
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8.9. No definition is provided in the UIL for what constitutes a ’material
transaction’. News stated that in the case of Sky:

o the audit committee (which consists solely of independent
directors) is required to approve any transaction between Sky or
its subsidiaries and News or any of its subsidiaries: (i) which
involve or could reasonably involve the payment or receiPt by
Sky or its subsidiaries of amounts of £10 million or more but not
exceeding £25 million; or (ii) which involves amounts of £25

million or more; and

D any transactions between Sky or its subsidiaries and News or

any of its subsidiaries involving amounts of £25 million or more,
if approved by the audit committee, must also be approved by
the board of Sky.

8.10. News suggested that the UIL provide that such thresholds be used
to define ’material transactions’ for the purposes of the UIL.

8.11. The OFT is concerned, however, that the transaction thresholds
that were appropriate in the context of Sky are not necessarily
appropriate in the context of Sky News, given that it is a
conside[ably smaller and more focused company. The OFT is also
concerned that the above definition might exclude the brand
licensing agreement. The OFT would therefore recommend that a

revised definition of "material transaction" be explored with News,
that at least include the carriage agreement and brand licensing
agreement (to the extent that they needed to be revised or
renegotiated),

Transfer of Sky Newss3

The proposed UlL involve the transfer into Newco of Sky News,
which is currently part of Sky.

9.2~ As noted above, News cited a number of examples of when
businesses have been separated or hived-off from their existing
corporate structures (see paragraph 7.2 above).

9.3. At present, Sky News forms part of the wider business of Sky and
is not a distinct legal entity. Sky described Sky News as being a

Paragraphs 4.1, 4.2 of the UIL.
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9.4.

9,5.

9,6,

9,7,

9.8.

9,9.

’directorate’ of Sky, in that it was not a financially distinct
business, but did have a distinct management structure that
reported to the Head of Sky News,

The OFT considered in relation to the transfer of Sky News into
Newco a number of practical issues with respect to the assets to
be transferred as well as the staff. The OFT also considered the
extent to which contracts where Sky is currently a party and which
relate to Sky News, would be able to be transferred to Newco in
order that it has the benefit of those contracts going forward.

The issues considered in this section are set out in concise form in
paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 of the proposed UIL. In terms of practical
importance, they relate to the key question of what a separated
Sky News business will comprise and how it will operate.

Assets to be transferred

The proposed UIL state that the Sky News business to be
transferred to Newco shall comprise ’all or substantially all tangible
assets currently used exclusively for the purposes of carrying on
Sky News’ business’ (paragraph 4.1 of the UIL).

News clarified34 that this definition was intended to capture - such
that they would be transferred into Newco - all tangible assets
located in the existing Sky News building and other facilities used
by Sky News for newsgathering, with the exception of the land and
buildings at Osterley currently used by Sky News and shared
technical facilities such as data networks, transponder capacity,
transmission and uplink and play out facilities.3s

The UIL also provide that: ’Arrangements will also be made for
Newco to have the use of assets which are not used exclusively in
the Sky News business on normal market terms if so requested by
Newco’ (paragraph 4.1 (i) of the UIL).

News clarifiedTM that (in addition to shared technical facilities to be
covered by an ongoing broadcast and technical services agreement
(see paragraph 1 1.4 below) this was a reference to other facilities

News response to OFT questions of 1 February 2011.
Access to these is discussed in paragraph 11.4.

36 News response to OFT questions of 1 February 2011,
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9.10.

9.11.

9.12.

9.13.

9.14.

and services to which Newco might require access while continuing
to use the Osterley site.

News stated that it would offer to Newco a site support services
agreement under which it would provide, among other things:
canteen/food services, computer/IT services, finance systems,
phone services, heating, lighting, security and cleaning, if required
by Newco.

News stated that, to the extent needed by Newco, News/Sky will
also continue to make available additional services which are in any
event available on the open market, including broadcast operations
(technical staff, for exam pie camera operators) and creative
services (design specialists}. Sky stated it [could] provide access to
the relevant facilities under a service contract to the extent required
by Newco.

Sky identified the two main areas where Sky News was currently
dependent, in operational terms, on services that were shared with
other parts of the Sky business. These were technical services and
creative services. Otherwise, Sky stated that it regarded Sky News
as operationally relatively self-sufficient from the remainder of Sky.

Based on the information available to it, the OFT sees no reason
why the core tangible assets required for Sky News could not be
Separated off into Newco. However, the OFT recommends that,
given~that Sky News is not currently a physically distinct business
within Sky, the proposed UIL should set out precisely what assets
are to be included in Newco, What assets will not be transferred,
and what assets wilt be made available by Sky to Sky News as part
of the ongoing arrangements.

News stated37 that it38 would be prepared to set out in greater

detail the assets to be transferred / not transferred to Newco in the
form of a schedule.~ The OFT believes this would be appropriate.

37 News response to OFT questions of 7 February 201 1.

News noted that such a schedule would have to be prepared in consultation with Sky.
Given that such a document would likely take a number of days to draw up, News
suggested that the best way forward would be for Sky to provide it to the OFT during
the public consultation on the UIL (should the Secretary of State be minded to accept
the U IL).
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Sky News staff, including non-solicitation

9,15. The UIL provide that all ’Key Sky News Editorial Staff and all or

substantially all staff currently engaged principally in the Sky News
business, including news gathering staff, production, online and
multimedia staff and Sky News international staff" will be
transferred to Newco (paragraph 4.1(ii) of the UIL). Key Sky News
Editorial Staff are defined as the head of Sky News, the executive
editor of Sky News and the head of newsgathering of Sky News.

9.16. News noted in this respect that ’TUPE will operate to transfer staff
employed in the Sky News business to Newco’ 4o

9.17, As in relation to assets (see paragraphs 9.13 to 9.14 above), the
OFT proposed and News agreed41 to ask Sky to prepare separately
a list of key personnel to be transferred to Newco.

9.18, Based on the information available to it, the OFT sees no reason
why the UlL as drafted should not provide for the staff required to
operate the Sky News business to transfer into Newco.

9.19, The UIL as drafted do not include a non-solicitation clause in
respect of any of the Sky News staff transferred to Newco. News
justified the absence of any such restriction on the basis that it was
unnecessary given that neither Sky nor News will be a direct

competitor of the Spun-off Sky News business and given that Sky
will continue to have a vested interest in the continued provision of
quality output from Sky rNews.4Z

9.20. The OFT was unsure, however, what would prevent News
launching a neighbouring channel, such as a current affairs channel,
from which it might acquire staff from Newco.

9.21. Although News stated that it had no such plans, in response to this
concern, News stated~ that it would be prepared to give a
standard non-solicitation commitment for a short period of time if

See the Schedule to the European Commission Model Texts for Divestiture
Commitments, available at:

41 News response to OFT questions of 7 February 2011.
4= News response to OFT questions of 1 February 2011.
43 News response to OFT questions of 7 February 2011,
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9.22.

9.23.

9.24.

the OFT took the view that such a commitment was needed. The
OFT believes that, particularly given the importance of staff to the

success of a news channel, the inclusion of a non-solicitation
obligation would be sensible.~

Transfer of contracts - third party consents

The UIL provide for the transfer to Newco of four sloecific classes
of contracts to which Sky is a party but which would be required
by Newco if Sky News were to continue operating in the way it
does at present. These four categories of agreement are: (i)
carriage agreements with third parties; (ii) DTT capacity agreement
with Arqiva; (iii) Channel 5 and IRN wholesale contracts; and (iv)
contracts for the supply of content to Sky News/fixed
newsgathering.

Where a third party consent is a critical feature of a particular
remedy, then the OFT may be willing to accept undertakings in lieu
only once it is clear that such consent will be forthcoming.45 The
OFT notes that, in the time available, it has only been possible to
consider whether any of the above agreements proposed to be
transferred to Newco were of critical importance to the ongoing
viability of Newco where third party consent was req uired.~

In relation to the carriage agreements with third parties, News
provided a list of these contracts, including whether consent would
be required in relation to the transfer of each of them.47 Around a
third of these would require consent to be assigned. News argued
that it was only the contract [:1<].

9.25. [~<:]

In addition, the OFT considers that interim protection is needed in relation to key staff
- see paragraph 7.14.
45 For example, see Completed acquisition by Aggregate Industries UK Limited of Atlantic
Aggregates Limited and of Stone Haul Limited, OFT decision 2 March 2009, paragraph
132.
4e If further investigation showed that these (or any other} agreements were of critical
importance to the ongoing viability of Newco, and that third party consents were
required, it may be appropriate to consult with those third parties prior to acceptance of
the UIL or to obtain confirmation that such consents would be forthcoming.
4v News response to OFT questions of 1 February 2011. News acknowledged that the

- list was non-exhau~ive at this stage.
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9,26.

9.29.

9.30.

9.31.

9.32.

[~<]. In the limited time available, and based on the evidence
supplied by the merging parties, the OFT does not, at this stage,
believe that any of the existing carriage agreements can individually
be said to be of critical importance for the viability of Newco going
forward.

In relation to Sky’s current contract with [~<]48 relating to.4~

[~<]. The OFT examined the projected revenues and costs of Sky
News on two alternative bases, under each of which Sky News
would be profitable, namely:"°

¯ [~::1; or

¯ [~].

Based on the information supplied by News, the projected cost and
revenue implications under either scenario are not significant
enough to undermine Newco’s profitability.

p<]

ix]

[~<]. Given the nature of these contracts (where services are
supplied to Sky), the OFT has no reason to believe that Newco
would be unable to source supply from these providers on an
independent basis.

10. Carriage agreement and brand agreement with Skyel

10.1.

Significance of the carriage agreement to Newco

Under the carriage agreement Newco will provide ’Sky News’
channels and services to Sky on a wholesale basis for distribution
by Sky to viewers or subscribers in return for the payment of a
carriage fee. News submits that the carriage agreement will provide
Newco with ’a significant and long-term revenue stream’. The 10-

[X].
News response to OFT questions of 1 February 2011.

6o See paragraphs 3.20 of the Annex.
sl Paragraphs 4.3, 4~4,4,5, 4.6 of the UIL,
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10.2.

10.3.

10.4.

10.5.

10.6.

10.7.

10.8.

year term contrasts with carriage agreement durations of three to
five years typical in the pay TV industry.

News submitted that the terms of the proposed Sky carriage
agreement reflect the importance of Sky News as part of Sky’s
offering to its subscribers, and that this importance has provided
the basis for Sky’s previous investment in, and funding of the net
costs of, Sky News.

The Newco business planindicates that the Sky carriage agreement
would initially account for [X] per cent of Newco total revenues (in
2010t2011 ),52 rising to IX] per cent of forecast total revenue in
2015t2016, and [:~<] per cent of total revenue in 201912020.

[}<]. The Annexe contains a detailed analysis of the revenue
projections for Newco including, in particular, the significance of
[~<] to the profitability of Newco.

It is clear that a Sky carriage agreement in place on sufficiently long
and financially attractive terms is fundamental to Newco’s ability to
cover its costs from the outset, and hence to its viability.

Significance of the brand licensing agreement to Newco

The proposed UIL require that Sky enter into a brand licensing
agreement with Newco, which would permit Newco to use the Sky
News brand in connection with its news output. This would be
subject to payment of a royalty, and associated terms and
conditions. In enabling Newco to provide output which is branded
as "Sky News’ - an underlying requirement of the proposed
carriage agreement - the brand licensing agreement is also key to
Newco’s ability to generate its main revenue stream, and hence its
ongoing viability.

The brand licensing agreement will also place certain restrictions on
Newco’s activities, and will be terminable in certain cimumstances.

Other agreements of key significance to Newco’s viability

The carriage agreement and the brand licensing agreement are of
critical importance to Newco’s prospective viability. The UIL

s= Sky carriage fees of £[:K]; total revenues of £[Xl.
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provide for Newco and Sky also to enter into various operational
agreements (paragraph 5 of the UlL).

10.9. It is possible that some of the operational agreements are similarly
important to Newco’s viability and possible also that they could not
readily be obtained from third parties other than NewslSky for an
identifiable market price. Given the time available, the OFT has not
been able to reach a view on whether any such operational
agr.eements fall into this category. However, to the extent that this
is the case, the OFT considers that these should be subject to
additional oversight as discussed below in relation to the carriage
and brand licensing agreements, namely prior approval and
restriction on termination.

Prior approval of key agreements

10.10.     Whilst the term of the Sky carriage agreement is specified in
the proposed UIL, the structure and level of the carriage fees (and
hence the value of Sky’s contribution to Newco revenue) are not
specified. The proposed UIL require that the form of carriage
agreement would be subject to approval by the Secretary of State
prior to acceptance of the UIL (paragraph 4.3 of the UIL).

10.1 1.    The OFT considers that given the importance of the brand
licensing agreement it would be appropriate for it to be subject to a
similar approval mechanism. News has indicated53 it is willing to
include this provision.

10.12.     In considering approval of these key agreements, the
Secretary of State may consider it appropriate to request advice
from the OFT and Ofcom on whether the specific proposed terms
of the carriage agreement and the brand licensing agreement are
acceptable in terms of securing the practical and financial viability
of the undertakings. The OFT and/or Ofcom may need to call on
expert external advice in relation to assessing the terms of these
key agreements.

10.1 3.     To the extent that there are further agreements (other than
the carriage agreement and brand licensing agreement) that can be
described as of key significance to Newco (see paragraph 10.8

s3 News mspense te OFT questiens of 7 February,
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above), then the OFT would recommend that such agreements also

be the subject of up~ront review and approval by the Secretary of
State (andlor the OFT) prior to approval of the UIL.

Termination of key agreements

10.14.     The carriage agreement would be terminable by Sky in the

event of material breach, or in the event that Newco ceases to
produce output which is branded ’Sky News’,

10.15.     News explained that ’material breach’ would typically be
linked to commitments relating to the nature and quality of the
channel to be provided to Sky.

10.16.     Any change of Control of Newco which led to termination of
its Brand Licensing Agreement (which permits Newco to use the
’Sky News’ brand) could consequently also result in termination of
the carriage agreement.

1 O. !7.     The brand licensing agreement would be terminable by Sky in
the event of a material breach, or in the event of a change of
Control~ of Newco. Hence if a third party acquired a greater than
40 per cent holding of Newco’s shares, Newco would be at risk of
termination of both the brand licensing agreement and the carriage
agreement.

10. ! 8,     Given the importance of the key agreements to the viability
of the UIL, any developments resulting in early termination would
have major significance. The OFT discusses below whether this
consideration should require specific further obligations on News.

Restrictions on terminatioo of the key agreements

10.19.     The OFT noted the importance of the key agreements to the
viability of the UIL. Although, for the reasons explained elsewhere,
the OFT has no reason at present to doubt that News’ incentives

5~ Control is defined in the draft UILs in terms of holding 40 per cent of shares or voting
rights. This provision means that Newco would be unlikely to be taken over by a third
party, given the implications for the brand licensing agreement, and therefore the
carriage agreement. The OFT does not consider that this limitation undermines the
financial viability of Newco, but notes that in any event the terms of the brand licensing
agreement and the carriage agreement are subject to upfront review by the Secretary of
State.
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are currently to ensure the successful Operation of Sky News as a
provider of TV news content to it, the OFT is concerned about the
degree of reliance that the UIL place on the continued operation of
the carriage agreement and brand licensing agreement. The OFT
therefore considered carefully whether the contractual obligations
owed by News to Newco in relation to performance of the key
agreements should be reenforced in some way.

10.20;     Specifically, the OFT considered whether it would be
appropriate to seek from News a direct commitment in the UIL to
the Secretary of State that News would not terminate the key

agreements without first obtaining prior approval from the OFT
(such approval to be given only in the event of a material breach by
Newco). News argued that an ongoing obligation from it to the
Secretary of State in relation to the agreements was unnecessary

and considered that this would raise practical issues around how
the OFT would determine whether a material breach by News I~ad
in fact occurred. News also emphasised its willingness to commit
to a more specific dispute resolution mechanism if the OFT
considered that an ad hoc mechanism is needed (see paragraph
10.35 below).

10.21¯     News proposed to undertake in the UIL that it should not be
permitted to terminate the key agreements prior to a formal and
final determination having been made under that dispute resolution
mechanism applicable under the relevant agreement. In order to
address any concerns about NeWco bearing the costs of
arbitration/dispute resolution,5s News stated it would be prepared
to commit in the relevant agreements that it would bear its and
Newco’s costs of any dispute resolution originating from News’

o proposed termination (irrespective of the outcome).56

10.22.     News observed that its proposal had the benefit of avoiding
the position where the OFT would itself have to make a
determination on a contractual dispute between two.independent
parties before it is adjudicated under the applicable dispute
resolution mechanism.

6~ The OFT noted that, in comparison to News, Newco would be a small business with
limited resource to engage in an extended dispute with News.
~e News response to OFT questions of 9 February.
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10.23.    The OFT considers that the safeguard suggested by News as

described in paragraph 10.21 above provides an acceptable means
in order to reduce the risk of an unjustified termination of the key
agreements by News that could jeopardise Newco, subject to the
details of the safeguard being further developed.

Duration of key agreements

10.24.     The proposed term of the carriage agreement is 10 years.
News argues that Newco will therefore have a reliable revenue
stream for a much longer period than is typical in this sector.
Ofcom confirmed this.

10.25.     The proposed UIL require that under the brand licensing
agreement Newco would receive a licence of the Sky News brand
for an initial seven year term, with an automatic renewal for a
further seven years, and which may then be extended at the option
of Newco for a further three years. [:K].

10.26.     The finite duration of the carriage agreement contributes to
some uncertainty about Newco’s long-term viability as a stand-
alone entity. As noted above, in the Newco business planthe
carriage agreement accounts for an increasing proportion of Newco
forecast total revenues as the term progresses. Newco’s prospects
at (and in the period leading up to) conclusion of the term may
depend on:

¯ Sky’s incentives to negotiate a further carriage agreement;

¯ the terms Sky may prepared to negotiate at that time; and

¯ the alternative revenue streams which Newco has been able to
develop or may have access to at that point.

10.27. The question therefore arises of how Newco would expect to
derive its principal revenue stream once the carriage agreement (at
ten years duration) has ended.

10.28. On one view, uncertainty about the prospects for renewal of
the carriage agreement on equivalent terms may begin to affect
Newco some years before its term date, [~<].
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10.29.     News argued that if Newco continues to produce a high
quality and distinctive news service over the next 10 years, it is
likely that Sky will wish to ensure that it can continue to offer Sky

News as part of its offering, and renew its funding commitment to
Newco in a way that ensures Newco’s continued independent
economic viability over the foreseeable future. As such, it argued
that a renewal by Sky of the Carriage Agreement is by far the most
likely counter-factual against which the OFT should consider the
viability of NewCo. 57 However, notwithstanding this argument, the
OFT believes it is not possible to conclude with any degree of
certainty that the carriage agreement will be renewed after the
expiry of the ten year period such that Newco’s principal revenue
stream will continue.

10.30. The OFT has been asked to advise the Secretary of State on
whether there are practical issues which could undermir~e the
effective operation of the UIL, and whether the UlL would be
effective in the medium and long term.

10.31 ¯ The OFT accepts that the substantial length of the key
agreements would appear to underpin the short-to-medium term
viabgity of Newco. The OFT notes however, that the finite duration

of the carriage agreement may entail a significant risk in relation to
!ong-term viability. The relevance of this risk ultimately depends on
the time horizon which the Secretary of State considers as relevant
for ensuring the effectiveness of the UlL.

Dispute resolution mechanism

10.32.     The proposed UIL do not contain any proVision indicating
what would happen in the event of a dispute between Sky and
Newco in relation to any of the agreements between them,
including the carriage agreement and the brand agreement.
Successful resolution of such a dispute would be important given
the reliance that these proposed UIL would have on the various
contractual agreements between the parties.

10.33. The OFT considered that the proposed UIL should be
modified by the requirement that the key contracts between Sky
and Newco (that is, at least the carriage agreement and brand

~7 Ne~ws response to OFT questions of 9 February.
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licensing agreement - and potentially other agreements: see
paragraph 10.9 above) should include within them a dispute
resolution mechanism which would be binding on both parties.
Such a mechanism would aim to ensure that disputes were settled
quickly and efficiently by an independent arbitrator.58

10.34. Such an arbitration mechanism in relation to the contracts
would impose a positive burden in relation to the party charged
with this function. Given the technical nature of the disputes that
could arise, the OFT considers that it would not be wel! placed to
fulfil this function, but that consideration be given to the
appointment of an expert independent arbitrator, to be funded by
News as required.

10.35.     News has indicateds9 that it would be willing to include a
more specific dispute resolution mechanism (such as arbitration) in
the agreements entered into between News and Newco.

11. Operational agreements with Skye°

11.1. As set out above in paragraph 10.9, tO the extent that any of the
operational agreements are of critical importance to Newco’s
viability and could not readily be obtained from third parties Other
than NewslSky for an identifiable market price, the OFT considers
that they should be subject to similar protections given tO the
carriage agreement and brand license agreement.

11.2. However, with regard to operational agreements falling short of this
status (that is, on the basis that the services to which they relate
could potentially be sourced from third parties), the practical
viability of Newco, at least initially, requires it to have ongoing
access to currently shared technical facilities, and initial agreements
in place to enable it to function effectively from the outset. This
section considers how these agreements, that are not the subject
of the upfront protection discussed in section 1 O, are treated under
the UIL.

As The OFT has not had time to consider with News the terms by which such arbitration
or dispute resolution would proceed, but would envisage that these would have regard
to the terms of the contract and the terms of the UIL themselves.
sg News response to OFT questions of 7 February.

Paragraph 5.1 of the UIL
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1 1.3. It is helpful to note at this point that the OFT’s guidance recognises

that, ’[i]n certain cases, contractual provisions such as purchase or
supply arrangements between the seller and the purchaser may be
necessary to support a structural divestment on an interim basis,

although it will be relatively rare that this is the case given the
requirement at the OFT stage for a divestment to act as a clear-cut
remedy. ,61

1 1.4, The proposed UIL require that Sky will, if required by Newco, enter
into various agreements under which Sky will provide facilities and
support services to Newco, on arms’ lengthterms. Specific
agreements listed in the UIL are:

an advertising sales agreement under which Sky will sell
advertising and sponsorship on behalf of Newco for a term of up
to three years (or such shorter time. as required by Newco);

a lease of existing Sky News.land and buildings to Newco for a
period of up to 15 years;

a site support services agreement, covering services such as IT
support services for a term comparable with the term of the

lease; and

a broadcast and technical services agreement, covering satellite
capacity, playout and uplink, DTT transmission, online
transmission and mobile distribution, for a term of up to 10
years.

1 1.5. News and Sky have each noted that Sky currently has agreements
of this sort with various third party channel providers ([~<]).

11.6. The initial services agreements would be put in place before the
spin-off of Newco. News has indicated that the pricing of the
above services (other than the advertising sales agreemente2) would
be fixed at Sky’s cost of provision plus a five per cent margin, with
increases each year measured by CPI.e3 News further stated that it
would be willing to commit to such a cost structure within the UIL
if required. News stated that Newco would be free to source

6~ See OFT Exceptions and UIL guidance, paragraph 5.23.
e= News stated that the terms of the advertising sales agreement would be [X].
~3 News response to OFT questions of 7 February,
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11.7.

services from third parties once its initial service agreements with
Sky have expired if it chose to do so, or subject to early

termination provisions to be agreed in the relevant contracts, and
that this will also give Newco the ability to market test the terms
being offered by Sky.

The UIL do not contain any provisions for monitoring or approval of
the pricing or terms of initial services agreements, nor dispute
resolution in relation to ongoing operational relationships between
Sky and Newco. The proposed UIL also do not make such
agreements between Newco and News a mandatory part of the
ongoing Newco business. Rather, the option for them is provided to
Newco, with the duration of the potential agreement specified in
the majority of cases (for example, that the lease of the land and
buildings should be for a period of up to 15 years).

1 1.8. To the extent that these agreements could be provided by third
parties in the event that Sky News and News were for some reason
unable to agree terms following spin-off of Newco, the OFT does
not believe that the UIL need to provide for the continuation of
these agreement beyond the initial terms set out in paragraph 5.1
of the UIL.

1 1.9. The OFT nevertheless considers that the current position under the
UIL, under which such agreements are merely potentially available,
is confusing given that News/Sky will have set up Newco and that
Newco will inevitably require such services at its inception in order
to be able to commence operations and function as a news channel
provider.

1 1.10.     The OFT would therefore recommend that the proposed UIL
be amended such that:

News is required to put in place, or to procure the putting into
place of such agreements at the time of the spin-off of Sky

News for the terms provided for in paragraph 5.1 of the
proposed UIL;

the UIL include reference to the pricing structures for these
agreements (as described in paragraph 1 1.6 above);

4O
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12.3.

the list of initial Operational agreements and associated services
required by Newco to operate its core business are set out in
full;

the UIL require that Newco be provided with termination rights
in relation to each of these contracts, with a reasonably short
notice period; News/Sky should not enjoy such termination
rights; and

to the extent that a monitoring or arbitration function is
envisaged in relation to the key agreement aspects of the UIL,
that this mechanism should extend also to resolution of any
disputes in relation to these agreements.

Review of Sky News income and cost projections

The OFT summarises in this section the financial analysis set out in
the Annexe. This analysis relies on information supplied, in the
main, by News and limited discussions with Sky. The OFT notes

that it has had limited time to review the income and cost
projections supplied by News; the forecasts supplied by News are
based on its review of Sky and Sky News’ financial information and
industry knowledge; and the OFT understands that the information
supplied has not been subject to rigorous analysis by Sky or Sky
News itself [~<].

The UIL propose that Sky News be formed into an independent
public limited company, Newco, following Sky’s development of
Sky News over the last two decades. The financial analysis review
conducted by the OFT has focussed on a review of assumptions
and, where possible, some consideration of risks that Could mean
that projections are not achieved, such as income shortfall or cost
overrun, which could threaten the viability of Newco.

[~]. The UIL envisage contractual armngernents that provide a
significant payment from Sky to Newco, for the news service and,
on the basis of projections provided, would be expected to keep
Newco profitable, for the duration of those arrangements. The use
of the Sky name would continue, in return for a payment from

Newco related to its revenue.
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12.4. The two way income flow, with the bulk of the net income transfer
from Sky to Newco for provision of the news service, is intended

to ensure that incentives are aligned:

Newco has the financial resources to continue providing a 24-
hour news service. It continues to operate under the Sky News
brand which has achieved a strong reputation;

o Sky has an incentive to utilise the news service for which a
substantial payment is being made. While the carriage
agreement remains in force, this may provide a significant
disincentive to set up a competing news service, which would
undermine Newco, diminishing the return from Sky’s 39 per

cent share in Newco; and

similarly, while the brand licensing agreement is in force, use of
the Sky brand ensures that Sky will want Sky News to maintain
a good reputation for high quality output.

12.5. [X]. Newco Would be strengthened by the size of the payment
under the carriage agreement, which provides a strong and
relatively stable income stream and shows the high value that
News appears to place on the news Service. [X].

12.6. The period over which the OFT has considered the financial viability
of Newco extends to 2019/20 (FY20), for which financial
projections have been provided and which approximates the period
of the carriage agreement.

1 2.7. The OFT’s analysis in the Annexe considers Newco’s projected
profitability, followed by a review of revenue and costs.

Overall assessment

12.8. Forecasting accurately over a 10 year period is difficult, particularly
in an area Where technological change can be rapid. A small error in
assumptions can lead to an increasing cumulative effect at the end
of the period, or a combination of adverse events could cause an
otherwise profitable company to move into losses that could
ultimately threaten its financial viability. However a reasonable test
of financial viability would be that the proposed structure and
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projections are based on reasonable assumptions and there is some
flexibility to handle any unforeseen problems that arise.

12.9. Sky News is currently a directorate within Sky, but is not
accounted for on a standalone basis. [~<].

12.10. IX].

12.1 1.     This change is driven by a subscriber-relatedpayment for the
news service totalling £[X] in FY12. Additional charges in FY12 of
circa £[X] relate to property and facilities (£[~:]); depreciation on
equipment (£[~<]); new ’listed company costs’ (£[~<]) and a new
charge for use of the "Sky News’ brand (almost £[~<]).

1 2.12.     After reviewing the financial projections, some risks to the
achievement of the projections and ways in which confidence in
Newco’s continued viability could be increased are outlined in the

Annexe, which also contains a more detailed review of the financial
information provided. The key importance of the Carriage
agreement and brand licensing agreement is emphasised.

12.13.     Although well-placed in terms of HD technology, the smaller
size of Newco, compared with being a part of Sky, could create
challenges if significant funds are required to finance investment in
new technology. Success in raising funds would depend on the
return expected from the investment and the period over which the
return was expected to be made.

Operating Profit~ 2011112 - 2019/20

[Xl

12.14.     While it is possible to imagine a combination of unfavourable
events that could cause the financial viability of Newoo to be
threatened, this is not considered to be very likely. The
assumptions made in the projections for Newco appear to be
reasonable and there is some fleXibility to handle unforeseen

Operating Profit excludes the £[~K] per year revenues earned through joint ventures,
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problems. The benefit of the assured income from the carriage
agreement strengthens the financial position of Newco. While this
agreement operates, based on the evidence seen, the OFT has no
reason to expect that Newco would not be financially viable.

Clive Maxwell
Executive Director, Office of Fair Trading
11 February 2011
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Annexe

Analysis of Revenue and Cost Projections

1.1

1.2

lo3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Overall profitability

This Annex sets out the OFT’s analysis of Sky News income and
cost projections.

The analysis relies on information supplied, in the main, by News
and iimited discussions with Sky. The OFT notes that it has had

limited time to review the income and cost projections supplied by
News; the forecasts supplied by News are based on its review of
Sky and Sky News’ financial information and industry knowledge;
and the OFT understands that the information supplied has not
been subject to rigorous analysis by Sky or Sky News itself or the
subject of external assessment.

Sky News is currently a directorate within Sky, but is not
accounted on a standalone basis. [~].

Based on the projections provided, when Newco is formed
additional income streams partly offset by new recharges of costs,
will increase operating profit by £[~<] to show an operating profit

of £[:~<] in 2011,12 (FY12):

This change is driven by a subscriber-related payment for the
news service totalling £[~<] in FY12. Additional Charges in FY12
of £[X] relate to property and facilities (£[X]); depreciation on
equipment (£[X]|; new "listed company costs" (£[~:]| and a new
charge for use of the "Sky News’ brand (almost £[X]).

[X].
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Operating Profit65 2011/12 - 2019/20

[Xl

Analysis of Revenue

IX]

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

Revenue

Total revenue projected in FY12 amounts to £[X], comprising:

Sky subscription payment: £[:K] payment from Sky based on a
carriage agreement between Sky and Newco. Payment is based
on the number of Sky subscribers, the number of Sky HD
subscribers, and an exclusivity premium as long as Sky News HD
is only distributed on Sky platforms.

Subscriptions are based on December 2010 reported subscribers
and HD penetration. [X].

[X].

Sensitivity: HD penetration grows from [~<] per cent in FY1 1 to
[3<] per cent in FY15. If the increase was a [3<:] at [X] per cent in
FY15, with HD subscribers increasing from [X] to IX] (rather
than [:K;]), income would be almost £[X] lower in FY1 5. This
compares with projected operating profit of £[X] in that year.

2.6 [X].

2.7

2.8

Other subscriptions: £[~<:] payment is received for supply to other
subscriptions, [:t<].

Sensitivity: Income would be £[X] from FY15 [~<:].

e6 Operating Profit excludes the £[~<1 per year revenues earned through joint ventures.
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2.9

2,10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

2,16

2.17

If the market for news on tablets grew less rapidly or was less
remunerative, income would be up to £[X] lower. However it is
quite possible that other technological opportunities, as yet
unknown, could offset this, particularly if Newco had access to
technological developments made within Sky.

Net advertising and sponsorship: Income of £[3<] largely stems
from spot advertising revenue, with smaller contributions from
sponsorship and other forms of advertising. [:~<].

This revenue is dependent on a contract with Sky tO sell
advertising and sponsorship. Commission of [X] per cent and a
sales margin of [X] per cent are deducted from revenue.

Sensitivity: Dependence on Sky to sell advertising: [X].

Syndication: Income of £[:~<]: All syndication contracts will be
transferred from Sky to Newco. The Five News contract, with
income of £[:K~] in FY12, comprises over [~<] per cent of this
income, with the supply contract coming up for renewal in [~<]. It
is assumed that the contract is renegotiated in [3<] with [:K~].

Sensitivity: If the Five News deal is not renewed, income would
be £[:K] lower from [~<], with costs around £[~<] lower.

Income from joint ventures of £[:~<] is assumed across the period.

Overall, revenue of £[X] will derive from Sky in [X], (or £[X] if
including advertising revenue sold by Sky for Sky News). This
would amount to around [~:] per cent of the total revenue stream,
excluding advertising. Due to the expected growth in the carriage
agreement payment, this is projected to increase to £[~<] or [~<:]
per cent of income in [~<] (£[~<] or [~<] per cent of total including
advertising revenue). [~<].

This underlines the key importance of the carriage agreement and
the relationship between Sky and Newco. Beyond the term of the
carriage agreement an independent Newco would be very unlikely
to be financially viable, unless the agreement is renewed or

equivalent favourable arrangements were agreed.
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Analysis of Costs

[x]

e

3

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.tO

3.11

Analysis of costs

Total costs [X]:

Programming costs [:~<].

Newsgathering costs comprise activities to find, compile and
package the news stories. Costs growth recognises cost swings
due to the expense of major events in the year, for example the
Olympic Games in 2012.

[~<1.

Online and multimedia costs represent the incremental costs
associated with producing online, tablet and mobile products.

[x].

Sensitivity: If the Five News contract is not renewed after [X],
costs will be £[X] lower, but margin will also be reduced by a
further £[~::] (see Syndication revenue comment).

[~<]. If annual inflation was [X]per cent p.a. higher from [~<],
programming cost would be around [~::] per cent (£[~<]) higher by

[~<l.

Administrative costs of [:K].

Corporate costs include both existing staff who support Sky News
and an estimate of additional costs (£[X]) arising from the

creation of a new company including staff (for example, company
secretary), cost of board meetings and audit, and need for a new
incentive plan.

Property and facilities costs include rent, rates, utilities and
facilities plus IT support to shared corporate systems e.g. HR. This
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3.12

3.13

3.14

3.15

3.16

3.17

3118

3.19

is based on a 15 year agreement to lease land and buildings at
cost plus [X] per cent margin, [~<].

[X].

Details of the assets involved are not currently available, but
would need to be reviewed by Newco to ensure the value was
appropriate.

IX].

Sensitivity: The cost projections are significantly affected by the
assumed rate of price inflation. If inflation averaged three per cent
higher from [X], administrative costs would be [X] per cent
(£[~<]) higher by [X].

The contract for premises and facilities is envisaged to run for 15
years, whereas the carriage agreement runs for 10 years (the
period subject to review). Unless Newco had a break clause
available after 10 years, it could be committed to the premises
with associated costs for a longer period.

Technical and broadcast operations of £[:K:]: These costs include
technical services needed to provide the news service such as
satellite capacity, uplink services, DTT transmission, online
transmission and mobile distribution. Sky proposes to offer a 10
year, fixed price Contract for these services, or s horter if
preferred, based at cost (rising at CPI) plus five per cent margin.

Broadcast operations and creative services would be provided and
charged on actual usage, at cost plus five per cent margin;
however for these services, News indicated that Newco would be
free to move to a different third party supplier at short notice.

While the DTT capacity providing access to the Freeview channel
would be charged initially at £[X], the contract for the capacity
expires in [~<], and it is assumed that Newco would negotiate
directly with the supplier, [X]. As a small company, Newco would
be in a less strong position than Sky to negotiate a favourable
deal.
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3.20

3.21

3.22

3.23

3.24

3.25

3.26

4

4.1

[~<].

Sensitivity: The largest unknown is the availability and cost of the
DTT transmission when the contract is renegotiated by Newco
which would have significantly less financial negotiating power
than News. [X]. If the contract was not renewed, Sky estimate
that costs of around £[X] would be saved, but advertising
revenue of £[~<] would be lost, overall a net revenue reduction of
£[x].

Brand licensing costs of £[~<;1 relate to payments made to Sky for
use of the ’Sky News’ brand. [~<:].

The licensing agreement would give Newco assurance that it
would continue to have access to the ’Sky News’ name, so it is
important that the brand licensing agreement give Newco
assurance that the cost would not significantly increase on
renewal of the contract

Marketing costs of £[X] are projected based on current spending
plus an additional £[X] for advertising as an independent channel,
assuming that Newco would be responsible for its own marketing.

Sensitivity: This level of advertising may underestimate the cost of
establishing Sky News as an independent operation. In particular,
opportunities to be advertised across Sky channels would be less
easily available and likely to be more expansive, as market rates
are charged, rather than costs not being allocated.

Property and facilities (£[X]) and technical services (c. £[~Z]) are
very likely to be provided by Sky and broadcast operations and
creative services might be supplied (c. £[~<]), suggesting a total
of around £[X] provided by Sky, [X| per cent of their [~<Z] cost
base. [X].

Ability to raise funds to finance technological change

The investment made in high definition technology means that

Newco is currently well placed in terms of technology. However
technology can change rapidly and the possibility that substantial
further investment would be required cannot be ruled out over the
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10 year period considered. Newco would not be in as strong a
position as Sky to provide any finance that would be required.

4,2 If these technological opportunities require additional capital

investment there are three options available to Newco:

Using retained earnings. This will depend on future earnings

steam and dividend decisions that have been taken;

Raising debt: There is a possibility of borrowing, possibly
against the Value of its fixed assets or its future income stream;
and

4.3

Raising addit!onal capital: Newco could raise the required capital
through a further rights issue or external share issue.

The likelihood of success in raising funds would depend on the
return expected from the investment, alternatives available and
the remaining term for the carriage agreement and expectations
over its likely renewal. The smaller size of Newco could be a
constraint in financing a major investment.

5    Risks

5.1 Exposure to inflation: [3<].

5.2 [~<].

5.3 [~<].

5.4 Carriage agreement: The payments made under the carriage
agreement are crucial to the financial viability of Newco. If the
arrangement was ended, unless the financial gap was closed by
other forms of revenue, Newco would lose its major income
stream and move into substantial losses.

5.5: While the agreement operates, this risk is mitigated by the term of
the agreement and Sky’s incentive to protect its brand and its
apparent ongoing need for a well respected news service.

5.6 Brand licensing deal: The Sky brand is an important and valuable
element of the Sky News product. The existence of a seven-year
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5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

6

6.1

6.2

7

7.1

licensing arrangement gives continuity of the use of the name,
which would be expected to be extended for a further seven
years.

The price at which the contract would be renewed is very
important to Newco and any substantial increase in the licensing
cost at Sky’s instigation could seriously damage Newco’s financial
position. However, [News] has confirmed that there will not be an
increase in the brand loyalty fee if the licensing agreement is
extended beyond the initial seven years.

Estimation of costs: [~K].

DTT transmission contract: The current arrangement for DTT
capacity was agreed between Sky and [:~<] and is due to be
renegotjated in [~<]. [X].

Advertising revenue: [X]. TV advertising may not increase in
demand, given alternative media available, particularly online and
mobile. Also, another economic recession is a possibility that
could lead in a significant fall in advertising revenue.

News Assessment of Risks to Financial Projections

IX].

[~].

Assessment of Risks

In the case of greater difficulties, the ability of Newco to survive
short term losses would depend on its financial resources, and the
company set up is projected to have some strengths:

currently Sky News is unique insofar as it is the only HD 24
hour news channel in Europe;

the company is set up with share capital of £[X] and an initial
cash injection of £[X], of which half is expected to finance

receivables°;

¯ [X];
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7.2

7.3

8

8.1

= there is no gearing, so there could be potential to borrow
against future earnings;

o shareholders, [~<], might be willing to provide further capital
injections if required, as long as it maintained a strong interest
in the supply of Sky News; and

¯ [~<l.

While it is possible to imagine a combination of unfavourable
events that could cause the financial viability of Newco to be
threatened, this is not considered to be very likely. The
assumptions made in the projections for Newco appear to be
reasonable and there is some flexibility to handle unforeseen
problems. The benefit of the assured income from the carriage
agreement strengthens the financial position of Newco and while
this agreement operates, and based on the evidence seen, the
OFT has no reason to anticipate that Newc0 is not likely to be
financially viable,

There are some areas where improvement in the financial
arrangements could further reduce the risks to Newco, making it
stronger and more able to face uncertainties in the future, such

as;

¯ [Xl;

¯ [~<1; and

¯ [x].

Additional Future Financial Risk

Looking 10 years ahead, uncertainty about the continuation of the
carriage agreement that provides the main income stream for
Newco could lead to share price weakness in the final years of the
agreement. Unless the agreement was renewed on favourable~-

terms, or unexpectedly large alternative revenue sources were
identified by Newco, it is difficult to foresee how Newco would
continue to be viable as an independent company. [X].
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ENDNOTES

¯ The OFT has corrected references in square brackets in paragraphs
I. 14, 7.3 and 7.27, which were originally to ’listed’ and ’listing’ in
its confidential report.

2~ The OFT has corrected references in square brackets in paragraphs
6.2, 6.3, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7, which were originally to ’The parties’,
’they" and ’their’ in its confidential report.

3~ The OFT has corrected ’could’ in square brackets in paragraph 9.11
which was originally ’will’ in its confidential report.

,=

5~

The OFT has corrected ’Newco’ in square brackets in paragraph
7.27 which was originally ’News’ in its confidential report.

The OFT has corrected ’News’ in square brackets in Annex 5.7
which was originally ’Sky’ in its confidential report.
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LAW ~ DIE HF-ART
OF GOVERNMENT

The’Treasu~ Solicitor
Broadcasting

L-’~ ~OCKspur 3{ree~ = ~t
London SWIY5DH Fax
www.cutture,gov.uk

Slaughter and Ray
one Bunhil[ Row
London EC1Y 8YY

.-By emajl p.nty: ¯ ’

Your Ref
Our I~ef

11 February 2011

.o

Dear

News Corporation/BSkyB

Thank you for sending me a copy of your letteFaddressed to the Secretary of State and dated 9
February 201 I. As I asked in my letter Of I February, it would be very helpful if could you please
address correspondence to me rather than to the Secretary of State himself.

Asthe Secretary of State set out in his statement to Parliament on 25 January, taldng account of
the Ofcom report he received, he was minded to refer the transaction to the Competition
Commission. However, as. he also indicated, he was willing to consider undertakings being offered
in lieu of a reference. In considering whether any proposals from the merging parties might be
such as to mean that the Secretary of State would propose to accept such undertakings in lieu of
reference, he has called upon the assistance of Ofcom and OFT. Ofcom is the specialist regulator
in the field with a good deal of knowledge of the media industry and the dynamics of it. Tlie OFT
has a great deal of experience in merger matters and, in particular, in deaUng with the
practicability of any proposed undertakings in lieu of reference put forward in the competition
context.

If, after considering input from Ofcom and OFT, the Secretary of State were to reach a position
where he would propose to accept undertakings in lieu of a reference, he wiU consult on those
proposed undertakings. That process will ensure that your clients will have a full opportunity to
comment upon and make any relevant representations in relation to the proposed undertakings.
Of course, if the Secretary ol~ State does not reach the view that he would propose to accept
undertakings in lieu., there will be no need for such a consultation.

You suggest in your letter that the process which the Secretary of State is following is unfair and
fails to meet normal procedural standards of merger control and public taw. The Secretary of
State does not agree. He has made absolute[y dear that your clients will be able to comment
upon any undertakings the Secretary of State might propose to accept, Any objections your
clients might have to any such putative undertakings can be put forward. They will have a full
and fair opportunity to comment. It is unclear what the benefit would be of introducing a prior
stage of comment for your clients on proposa[s in re[ation to which the Secretary of State has not
reached a view and which may be subject to modification in the course of consideration.
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Department for CuLture, Media and Sport

Proper.and, as you put it, meaningful consultation does no.t require multiple iterations of .-
comment throughout a decision making prbceSs’sucE as this one. The important point, is that you
and your clients are given anopportunity properly to comment on any proposa[ to accept
undertakings, in lieu of a reference:- You wi.[[ have that opportunity:              -     "

Finally, I cantlot-but emphasise that.if, arLd I. stress if; th.e Secretary of State does-reach a view that
he pro poises.to accept undertakings irt.[ieu of a reference, he.wiLL carefully consider; any.    .-.
Observations youand your clients may ha.ve about thoseproposed undertaki ngs.

Yours sincerety,

’.r "."
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From:
Sent:
To:
Co:

Subject:

Iil I I Ir ° I " I

14 February 2011 17:19

STEPHENS JONATHAN; ZEFF .ION; SMITH KEITH; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEIST-
DI.VVER CAROLA; I ]MARTIN LINDA; BEEBY, Sue;
SMITH, Adam,
RE: news corp/sky merger = next steps

Many thanks for your note on next steps with the News/Sky merger. The SoS has noted the three broad options.

From:~-----~- - "
t’ i0 Fehr.arv ;)N11 15:20

ic: STEPHEN~ ](~NATNA~F ZEFF 3ON; SMITH KEITH; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEIST-DIVVER CAROLA;

I HARTIN ~NDA; BEEBY, Sue; SMITH, Adam
uujecl:: news corp/s~ merger * next steps

We spoke. Here is a copy of the submission amended in the light of comments.

v

DCM8
2.4 C~¢kspur Street
London 8W1Y5DH

v

f
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From:
Sent:
To:
Co:

Subject:

I I

14 February 2011 18:57

STEPHENS-JONATHAN; ZEFF JON; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEIST=DtVVER CAROLA;

RE:. NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

Many than:ks for yo~r note which We have just discussed with the SoS. The SoS has agreed the fo!!owing next steps:-

1 ) To write to News Corp c0py~ng theOfcom and OFT reports. The letter should:
¯ explafn that 8iven the .repots ~ntify some outstanding concerns the SoS is st~tl minded to refer.
¯ acknowledge that both. reports suggest the UILs Would address plurality concerns,if the outstanding

GQr~d~-iOns were met:
Set out the, SoSiS prepared to allow News co~p 24 hours to indicate they would accept a|i the conditions
proposed by theregulators
exptm~n Jf News don t accept alt of the remedies proposed-in 24 hours SoS wou|d refer dire~lyto the
Competition commission

2) If News Corp are prepared to accept the remedies in full SoS wi|t write to Ofcom and OFT requesting them to
continue ~isCussions with a view to producing a final set of U~Ls for him to consider. These final UILs would form the-
basis of a pubEc c0n~su|~ation.

Ve~,gratefut for a ~traff. totter for Sos:to consider and send tomorrow.

i~nythanks

~te~ for this efferneo:n’s disoussion. ~ttaohed~

DOMS
2-4 C~kspur Street
London SWtY 5DH
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To: JeremyHunt From:
Teamt

I
Date: 14/0212011

NEWS CORPIBSKYB MERGER: NEXT STEPS

Issue

Next Steps in the News CorptBSkyB merger.

Timing

|mmediate.

Recommendation and Advice

~/e new have the rep()rts from Ofcom and OFT. Both are broadly satisfied with the
undedakings in |ieu but have a number of major reservations. Ofcom Conclude that Sky
News should have an-independent nomexecut~ve director and an Editorial Committee to
ensureeditodai in{egri~ and indeper~ence of Sky, OFT are concemed about a-number
Of d~tai[ed points (which we can ~Scuss with. ~u) and have a parti’oular concern that
News Corp should be unable to increase its share hold|rig in Sky..... .~ . :

Qn te~ ofh~nd[~ng, y~u Gould Wr|te to.News ~rp inform|~g them that.:

you h~ve i,,onsidered the repots from Ofcom and OFT and agree w~th their
conclusion~;

¯ you ~iit refer the ~erget un|ess News Corp ~SSUres you w’~h:in 48 hours that they
Wi{I a~dpt the remedf~ proposed by the F~gula;tors [~n their er~ire~];

if they do, you will ask Ofcom and OFT to continue~discussions with News Corp
with a view t~ produ¢|ng a final set of Undertakings in Lieu which you can consu It
on,

AILternatively, you Could write to Ofcom and OFT asking them to continue their
discussions With News Corp and we could convey the message to News Corp at official
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tevel. Assuming you share the c0ncerns of the mgu|ators, R will be important that News¯
Corp recognisethat, to be accept~[ei,~ ~e ~:n~ertak~ngs i~n lieu must fulty- ~eet the
regulators’ concerns as utltned m ~eiir, m~o~$.

We are finding out from OFT and 10fCom how rough¯ more¯ time will be needed to get the
undertakings in lieu agreedand in a form which we, ~n, co nsuR on.

.C.Q

Jonathan Stephens
Jon Zeff
Patr~ck Kitga~tiff
C~t’e|a G~st-D~werj

_    = .
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l)~pdl LIII~III, IUI ~..,ulI~tIll~I~ IVl~l.Ild dlll.I 3~(.]rt,

Rt Hon jeremy Hunt MP
.... ~’~-cretary of State

London SW1Y 5DH Fa~<
www.cu[ture.gov,uk

CONFIDENTIAL

CMS 166464/asg

James Murdoch
Chairman and Chief Executive
News Corporation
3 Thomas Square
London
E98 1EX

departm en~ for
cu!.ture, media
and sport

15 February 2011

Dear James

NEWS CORPIBSKYB MERGER

In a letter to me of 18 January from Alien & Overy, you sent me a set of proposed
undertakings which News Corporation would be willing to give in lieu of my making a
reference to the Corfipetition Commission. I announced on 25 January that I would
consider undertakings in lieu in respect of the above merger= I also indicated that i would
ask OFT and Ofcom to consider the proposed undertakings in lieu with a view to advising
me as to whether they considered that they would address concerns about plurality and be
workable.

I have now received reports from both regulators which I enclose, it is clear from the
reports that OFT and Ofcom have considered the proposals in some detail and worked
with News Corp in relation to them. Progress has been made in discussion with Ofcom and
the OFT in regard to concerns about plurality. There are nevertheless a number of
substantive issues outstanding which mean that neither Ofcom nor the OFT have been able
to give a definitive recommendation.

If the substantive issues are not resolved, I do not consider that it would be appropriate for
me to accept such undertakings and as such I will refer the matter to the Competition
Commission. If, on the other hand, the substantive issues identified by Ofcom and OFT
have been dealt with, I believe that I would be in a position to give serious consideration to
accepting them..

improving
the qua[~

of Eife for a[[
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Department for Culture, Hedia and Sport
,¢,

There are therefore four critical matters which need to be resolved if i am to consider
accepting your undertakings:

The Board of Newco would need to be independently chaired, l agree with Ofcom’s
assessment that, without such an undertaking, the Newco Board could appoint a
Chairman who is affiliated with News Corporation which would undermine the spirit
and potentially the practical effect of undertakings designed to address concerns
about plurality.

There needs to be a non-reacquisition commitment as set out by the OFT.
Whilst I understand that it is proposed that this could lapse after 10 years, I quite
understand the OFT’s concern that there should not be a "carve-out" in the event of
a third party bid for Newco.

O
The key contracts would need to be approved by me. At a minimum this would cover
the carriage agreement and the brand licensing agreement. ! would anticipate asking
Ofcom and the OFT to advise me on these contracts at the appropriate time.

There needs to be more clarity around the definition of "material transactions"
(as identified in para 8.11 of the OFT report) and the assets to be transferred
(paragraph 9.7-9.! 4).

O

There are also a number of other important issues where there is agreement in principle,
or a large measure of agreement, and these too would need to be agreed and incorporated
into the undertakings in lieu.

If you are unwilling to agree to the necessary changes, I wit! refer the merger to the
Competition Commission. If, on the other hand, you wilt accept that in principle these
changes can be made, and confirm.that to me within 24 hours, I wUt formally ask Ofcom
and the OFT to continue their discussions with News Corp with a view to producing as soon
as possible a set of finalised undertakings in lieu which I can consider. If I then propose to
accept those finalised undertakings in lieu of areference, they can then be published and
consulted on as the legislation requires.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

" II "      ~                                               I                                                             I

15 February 2011 14:16

STEPHENS JONATHAN; ZEFF JON; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEIST-DIVVER CAROLA;
~BEEBY, Sue; SMITH, Adam

RE: NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER
SB 11 02 14 - JH letter to NC db 2 dn.docx

Draft attached. This has been cleated with our lawyers and Counsel.

As have mentioned, Ed would apparently like to speak to Jeremy before the report is sent to News
Corp.

ii 18:57
TO,:
CO:1 STEPHENS JONATHAN; ZEFF ]ON; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEIST’DIVVER CAROLA;
SUbject= ~: NEWS CORP!BSKYB MERGER

Many thanks far y~.ur note whi[ch~ we have just discussed with the SoS. The SoS has agreed the fo|lowing next steps:

1 ) TO write to News Co[p cqpyingthe Ofcom a-nd~ OFT reports. The fetter shoui~d:
¯ " e×F~a~n tha~t given the reports identi~ s(>me outstanding concerns 1;he ~05 is sti~|l minded to refer.
¯ acknowledge that both reports suggest the UILs would address p|u:r~|ity concerns if the Outstanding

¢~n~iiltiQrts were met.
¯ s~t out the SoS is prepared to allow News Corp Z# hours to tn~ic, ate they would accept a[t the cOnd~t[ens

propdsed by the regulators
e~p~a~rt ~f N~ew-s den’t accept aft of the remedies proposed in 24 f~ours SoS w~uld refer dire~[y to.the
C~.e:titibn C~mmission

2) If News C0tP are prepared to accept the remedies in full, SoS w{|! wriCe to Of�ore a~d ~ requiting them to
continue di~Cussions with a view to i~roducing a fir~al set of UILs for him to consider. These final UtLs Wouidform the
basis of a pub;fit: ¢�~bsu~|tation.

Very grateful for a dra.ft letter for SoS to co_nsider and send tomorrow.

Many thanks

Froml
sent" i4 February 2011 12:55
T=

~~S3ONATHAN; ~FF 3ON; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEtST-D~EP~ CAROLAf
Subje~. N~ CORP/BSKYB MERGER

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Co:

Subject:,
Attachments:

I    II

1 ~ F~=hrll~rv ?~Jl 1 16:13

STEPHENS JONATHAN; ZEFF JON; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GEIST-DIWER CAROLA;
j BEEBY, Sue; SMITH, Adam

FW: NEWS CORPiBSKYB MERGER
SB 11 02 14 - JH letter to NC db 2 cln.docx

Revised draft following a discussion with lawYers and SpAds,

Please. note that lawyers would like to .retain the .ser~tence in square brackets in the third
paragraph, as it gives the Secretary of State more scope for manoeuvre, in the event-th.at he
decides not to accept the UILs, whereas SpAds would like it deleted to keep the letter more
~cu.ssed and think that the reference to "serious consideration" later in the pare makes it sufficient

utear that :he has not reached a final decision on the UILs.

~wil.I bring down copies of the reports.

From::[
Sent:-15 February 2011 14:16
To: [
Cc:.STEPHEN$.]ONATHAN; ZEFF.]ON; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; GE[ST-DIWER CAROLA; [
SMITH, Adam
Subje~: RE: NEWS CORP/BS~B HERGER

1 BEEBY,-SUe;

r)raft attached. This has been cleared with our lawyers and counsel.

F~S have rnentioned, Ed would apparently like to. speak to Jeremy before the report is sent to News
Ibm.

Sell, k~ 14 F~hnf~t~ ~nll 18:57
To:
Co= ~PHENS JONATHAN; zE~ .]ON-; K[LGARRIFF PATRICK-; GEIST-DWVER CAROLA;
Subjed:= RE: NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

Many thanks for your note which we have just discussed with the. SoS. The SoS has agreed the fol-lowin8 next steps:

1 ) To write to News Corp copying the Ofcom and OFT reports. The letter shoUld:
¯ explain that given the reports identify some outstanding concerns the SoS is Still minded to refer.
¯ acknowledge that both reRorts suggest the UiLs would address plurality concerns if the outstanding

conditions were met.
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¯ set out the SoS is prepared to allow News Corp 24 hours to indicate they woul~accept all the conditions
proposed by the regulators

¯ explain if News don’t accept aU of the remedies proposed in 24 hours SoS would refer directly to the
Corn petition Commission

2) If News Corp are prepared to accept the remedies in full, SoS will write to Ofcom and OFT requesting them to
continue discussions with a view to producing a final’ set of Ut~ for him to. consider. These final UILs would form the
basis of a public consultation.

Very grateful for a draft letter for SoS to consider and send tomorrow.

Many thanks

~ ect:. NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

Note for this afternoon’s discussion attached.

- ! i
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News Corporation

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
CONTAINS BUSINESS SECRETS

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt, MP
" Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics,

Department for Culture Media mud Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW 1Y 5DH

Media and Sport

16 February 2011

O Dear Jeremy,

News Corp/BSkyB

MOD300004764
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DRAFT: 16 February 201t

PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9 PER CENT OF BRITISH
SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

UNDERTAKINGS GIVEN BY NEWS ,CORPORATION PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 3 OF
SCHEDULE 2 OF ENTERPRISE ACT (PROTECTION OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS) ORDER 2003

II

ii
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DRAFT: 16 February 20~’~

of doubt any renewal of or material amendment to the Carriage Agreement and the Brand Licensing
Agreement would be deemed to be a material transaction for the purposes of this definition;

"Newco" means the public limited company (including, where relevant, any wholly-owned
subsidiary of such public limited company) into which the business of Sky News will be transferred
and which will continue to operate that business, as described in section 2. l above;

"News" means News Corporation;

"OFT" means the Office of Fair Trading;

"the Order" means the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003;

"Secretary of State" means Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport (except as
context otherwise requires);

"Sky" means British Sky Broadcasting Group plc;

"Sky News" means the business of news gathering and production, and creating and offering
(whether on a free to air or subscription basis) the broadcast news channels currently branded "Sky
News" and "Sky News HD" and related services under the Sky News brand and/or news services
provided to third parties, including the wholesale provision of news input to third party media
enterprises. For the avoidance of doubt, "Sky Sports News" is a separate business which will remain
under the sole control of Sky;

"Subsidiary" shall be construed in accordance with section 1159 of the Companies Act 2006 (as
amended), unless otherwise stated; and

"Transaction" means the proposed acquisition by News of some or all of those shares in Sky that it
does not already own.

0012561-0000367 C0:13442445.8 9
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Department for Culture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon jeremy Hunt HP
Secretary of State

2-4 Cockspur Street
London SWIY 5DH
www.cu[ture.gov.uk

Tet
Fax

CMS 166685/mk

Clive Maxwell,
Executive Director
Office of Fair Trading

By e-mail: I

department for
culture, media
and sport

@Dear Clive

NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

17 February 2011

Thank you for your letter and enclosed report of 11 February. I am grateful to you for all the
work you have put into this report in such a short period of time.

I note your conclusion that, if the undertakings already offered were amended, concerns in
relation to plurality could be met. i have now received assurances from News Corporation
that they are prepared to meet all the outstanding matters set out in your report, and in
Ofcom’s report, and an updated draft of the proposed undertakings is enclosed with this
letter.

I should therefore be grateful if you could work with News Corporation and Sky to agree a
set of undertakings, so that ! can make a final decision, taking into account your further
recommendations, whether or not to accept those undertakings.

My officials will be in touch to discuss the timeframe.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport

" I

Iimproving
the quality

of life for all
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Department for Culture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt HP
Secretary of State

2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW1Y SDH
www.cutture.gov.uk

Tel 020 7211 6299
Fax

CMS 166685/mk

Ed Richards,
Collette Bowe,
By e-maih

department for
culture, media
and sport

17 February 2011

Dear Ed and Cotlette

NEWS CORPIBSKYB MERGER

O

Thank you both for your letter of 11 February. I am grateful to you for all the work
you have put into this report in such a short period of time.

I note your conclusion that, if the undertakings already offered were amended,
concerns in relation to plurality could be met. I have now received assurances from
News Corporation that they are prepared to meet all the outstanding matters set out
in your report, and in the OFT’s report, and an updated draft of the proposed
undertakings is enclosed with this letter.

I should therefore be grateful if you could work with News Corporation and Sky to
agree a set of undertakings, so that I can make a final decision, taking into account
your further recommendations, whether or not to accept those undertakings.

My officials will be in touch to discuss the timeframe.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport

improving
the quality

of t~fe for all
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ALLE N 8( OVERY

BY EMAIL ONLY

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Department for Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW1Y 5DH

Allen & Overy LLP
Ond Bishops Square
London E1 6AD United Kingdom

Tel +44 (0)20 3088 0000
¯ Fax +44 (0)20 3088 0088
Direct -~

Our ref

17 February 2011

News COrporation- British Sky Broadcasting Group PIe

t refer to the letter from tile Secretary of State for Cultt~re, Olympics, Media mad Sport (the Secretary of
State) of 15 February 2011 to James Murdoch and toMr Murdoch’s reply of I6 February 2011 enelosing a
revised draft set of tmde~:gs in lieu (UIL).

G

The Secretary of State notes that if News Corporatioa (News) accepts in principle the four changes set out in
his letter, he will formally ask Ofcom and the OFT to eoQtinue their discussions with News with a view to
produc’mg as soon as possible a set of finalised UtL for consideration. Tile Secretary ofState further notes
that should he propose to accept those finalised UIL they can then be published and consulted on as the
[egislation requires.

News would be grateft~| if the Department for Culture, Media and Spo~-~C-~) could ctarify what
procedural steps it eavisages wilt be taken should the Sebreta~ of S~te be minded to aeeept a tYmalised set of

(s~bject, of course, to the further consultation between News, Ofcom and the ~T envisaged in the

Allen & Over/LLP is a lim|tsd ([ab~lity’parinersh~p ~red in Ehgland and Wales, ~h registered number OP-..3~67~3. It is r~uistC, d by lee Solk:itorS Regu~on/~u~orlty of
En~s_~[. ~.W~_. :, ~e te’~ ~ is used to refer to a me~ of Allen & Ovmy LLP Or an. emgfoyee or ce~ant ~ equ~alent stmtdi~g and qu~onS. A list of ~e
merr~ of All~ & ~ ~ ~ ~n-m~ ~0a~,design~ ~ ~ ffpen to ~ atits tug.ted of Ece, one Bishq~Square, Lei~don E1 6A0;

Allen & O~er,/LLP or an affitiated undertaldng hss an efPa:e in each of:. Abu 0{labf, Amsterdsm, Antwerp, Athertsi Bar~kok, ~. Bratislava, i~,is, Bu~rest (assodated
~Er, e), Budapest, Do(~. Dubai, D0~se/dorf, FranldtJrt, Hamburg, Hang Kant, Jakaita (aSsacii~ed offi~), LondOn, Luxemboorg, Meddd~ Mannlteim,. MEan, Moscow, Munich,
,New YorE, Pelfs, Perth, Prague, Riyadll (~ ~@~e)~ Rome, ~ P~ulo, ShanghaL Sil~apore, Sydney, Tokyo and WFrs~w.
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Yours s~cerely

~ ~artner

co:          arid
IaternatioaaI LLP;E nd 11 News ~ & 0~ LLP

EI1c.

- Hog~ L~.veiis

_ k

00I256I-,0000367 CQ:!3482093~3 2
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

OLDFIELD PAUL
18 February 2011 15:36

¯ RESTRICTED/News Corp"

o60A.

~" . .. ’    . - .. . .

I met with J.S.this morning. He’s keen to have a plan in place early next week for the handling of the News Corp
outcome.weil in. advance of any announcement,:l said l’d.wait for you to return.on Monday before I did anything, in
case you already had.something in train. "

i luThink he’s keen to have a statement drafted well in advance and also a plan fro         S e on who to brief etc.

Cheers.

~ul.

Paul¯ Oldfietd
Principal Private Secretary :to the Secretary of State
DePartment fQr Culture, Media and Sport

.. ¯ ¯ , .

..~ ..
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~@ 4T THE H~T
OF GOVERNMENT

The Treasury Soticitor
Broadcasting

f..-R* ~.ULr~3~ul .~LIt:~:L

London SW1Y 5DH
www.cutture:gov, uk

A[!en & Oyery LLP
One Bishops Square

E1 6A;D̄
:                -.

Your Ref

¯ 23"February 2011.

o

Dear

News Corporation - British Sky Broadcasting Group Ptc

Thank you for your letter of 17 February; apologies for the delay in responding to you.

To confirm, if the Secretary of State proposes to accept U|Ls, he would intend to pubtish his
decision to accept those UILs, the UILs in full, and reports received from the OFT and Ofcom.
However, he is conscious that his decision and the reports might contain confidential information
and th~ it may be necessary to publish non-confidential versions of those documents. However,
it is dear that the UILs should be published in as full a form as possible in order to ensure that
those wishing to respond to the consultation which would follow wilt be able to do so fully and
effectively.

,7

Insofar any decision of the Secietary of State is concerned, you wi[[ be given opportunity to make
representations as to confidentiality in advance of such a decision being published, albeit that we
wit[ want to get that done quickly. So far as the reports from the OFT and Ofcom ate concerned,
the Secretary of State intends in any event to publish these reports in due course, and will ask
those bodies to provide non-confidential versions for pubtication. ! would ask you therefore to
provide us with versions marked with those parts which you would wish to remain confidential as
soon as you are able to. I would also ask you to ensure that only those figures, words or passages
which are of real sensitivity are marked up.

I hope that this is dear, but do p[ease [et me know if you have further queries.

YoUrs sincerely
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OFFICE OF FAIRTRADING

062

The Rt. Hon Jeremy Hunt, MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

Your ref CMS 164661/DC Direct line
Our ref COMP/5932 Fax
Date 1 March 2011 Email

Dear Secretary of State

Advice from the Office of Fair Trading on undertakings in lieu offered by News
Corporation relating to the anticipated acquisition by News Corporation of British
Sky Broadcasting Group plc

¯ I refer to your letter of 17 February 2011 following on from our report to
you of 11 February 2011 (the Report).

2= In your letter, you asked us to work with News Corporation (News) and
British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (Sky) to agree a set of undertakings in
lieu of reference (UIL), so that you can make a final decision whether or
not to accept those undertakings, taking into account the OFT’s further
recommendations on whether they are practically and financially viable.

3, Since receiving your letter of 17 February, the OFT has engaged with
News with a view to amending the UIL offered to you in light of the
comments and recommendations in the Report. The OFT has also
consulted with Ofcom in its role as sectoral regulator. This process has led
to a revised set of UIL submitted by News on 1 March (the Revised UIL), a
copy of which is annexed to this letter.

=
The advice and recommendations that I set out in this letter are based on
the remit to the OFT set out in your letter of 27 January 2011. The OFT

has advised on Whether the UIL are practically and financially viable and
has considered if there are any practical issues which could undermine the

O
Office of Fair Tradint

Fleetbank Hous~
2-6~SSIfSbUW SqUat

London EC4Y 8J;
Switchboard: (020) 7211 800,

www.oft.gov.u
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operation of the UIL and whether they would be effective over the

medium and long term. I note that your assessment of the Revised UIL will
be in the context of their ability to resolve media plurality concerns. The

OFT has not considered the effectiveness of the UIL in terms of their
impact in addressing the media plurality concerns raised by Ofcom in its
report of 31 December 2010. This issue is being addressed by Ofcom. To
the extent that the OFT has been concerned with ’effectiveness’ of the
Revised UIL, this relates to their mechanical and operational effectiveness.

.
Before providing advice and recommendations in relation to the Revised

UIL, I set out details of the amendments that have been made in the
Revised UIL as against those originally submitted to the Secretary of State
and considered by the OFT for the purposes of the Report;

Details of key amendments in the Revised UIL

,
The OFT set out in the Report (at paragraph 1.20) a number of
amendments that it considered were necessary. These, together with the

changes made since, are:

interim protection - this has been included in paragraph 8.1 of the
Revised UIL;

non reacquisition commitment - this has been included in paragraph
8.1 of the Revised UIL;

prior review / approval of key agreements - this has been

incorporated in relation to the brand licensing agreement in
paragraph 4.6 of the Revised UIL; News has provided that the lease
of the current Sky News premises and the arrangements between
News/Sky and Newco in relation to satellite capacity, playout and

uplinking should also be subject to approval by the Secretary of
State under paragraph 5.1 (ii) of the Revised UIL;1

inclusion of an arbitration / dispute resolution mechanism - this has

been incorporated in paragraphs 4.5(v), 4.7(v) and 5.3 of the

Revised UIL;z

1 Unlike the carriage agreement and brand licensing agreement, these would not need to be
approved prior to the Effective Date (that is, acceptance of the UIL).
2 News has provided details of the proposed arbitration mechanism to the OFT, but the OFT
notes that the Secretary of State will have the ability to review and approve these in the carriage
agreement and brand licensing agreement.
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restrictions on termination of the key agreements - this has been
included in paragraph 4.8 of the Revised UIL; and

other obligations - the OFT set out in sections 7 to 1 2 of the
Report further detail on each of the points raised above, together
with further undertakings and amendments to the UIL; further
material amendments to the Revised UIL are considered below in
paragraph 7.

.
In addition to the above, there have been a number of additional material
amendments incorporated in the Revised UtL,3 namely:

enumeration of transfer of assets - as envisaged in paragraphs
9.13 and 9.14 of the Report - News has included in paragraph 4.1
of the Revised UIL an obligation to provide a schedule of assets to
the Secretary of State prior to acceptance of the UIL;

non-solicitation of staff - as envisaged in paragraph 9.21 of the
Report - News has agreed to include a two year non-solicitation
clause in paragraph 4.2 of the Revised UIL; and

operational agreements - as envisaged in paragraph 11.10 of the
Report - News has addressed in the Revised UIL the main points

raised by the OFT in relation to the operational agreements (in
particular, as well as prior review of key agreements (see above),

termination rights by Newco in relation to all operational

agreements-).

Advice in relation to the Revised UIL

o In light of the amendments proposed by News, and subject to prior

approval of the key agreements, as described above, the OFT advises the
Secretary of State that the Revised UIL are likely to be practically and

financially viable in the short and medium term (that is, no more than 10
years).

,
The OFT also advises the Secretary of State that the amendments made
to the Revised UIL do not address the essential structural limitation
identified in the Report, that the UIL offered are unlikely to be practically
and financially viable over the long term. The relevance of this limitation
ultimately depends on the time horizon which the Secretary of State,

3 In addition, there have been a number of drafting changes to the Revised Undertakings that are

not set out here.
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advised by Ofcom, considers relevant to ensure the effectiveness of the
UIL in addressing any media plurality concerns. The OFT notes that
Ofcom’s advice of 11 February 2011 sets out its views on the dynamics
of the industry.

Advice in relation to process going forward

10. To the extent that you are minded to accept the Revised UIL, you will be

aware that Schedule 10 Enterprise Act 2002 provides for a consultation

period on UIL to give third parties an opportunity to make representations
on them for you to consider.

11. Paragraph 2(2} of Schedule 10 provides an explanation of the contents of
the notice that should accompany the publication of any UIL. In practical

terms, this notice is normally effected by means of the publication of an

ac(~ompanying text issued by the OFT (or, in this case, the Secretary of
State) explaining why it/he is minded to accept the UIL in question. In

order to fulfil the requirements of paragraph 2(2} and provide an
informative basis for the consultation, the notice should identify the media
plurality concerns that the Revised UIL are seeking to deal with and

explain the intended purpose and effect of the Revised UIL.

12. in particular, having regard to the limited time period in which to consider

the UIL offered and to consult with News, the OFT advises that it would
be appropriate for you to test further the viability and robustness of the

commitments offered during the statutory PUblic consultation process.

Yours sincerely,

Clive Maxwell
Executive Director, OFT
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PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9 PER CENT OF BRITISH
SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

UNDERTAKINGS GIVEN BY NEWS CORPORATION PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 3 OF
SCHEDULE 2 OF ENTERPRISE ACT (PROTECTION OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS) ORDER 2003

WHEREAS:

(a) News Corporation proposes to acquire the shares in British Sky Broadcasting Group plc that it does
not already own.

(b)

(d)

On 4 November 2010 the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a European
Intervention Notice under section 67(2) of the Act and the Order in connection with the Transaction.

On 31 December 2010, Ofcom provided its report to the Secretary of State on issues of media
plurality (as provided for in Article 4A of the Order-) and on 30 December 2010 the OFT provided its
report to the Secretary of State on the creation of a European. relevant merger situation pursuant to
Article 4(4) of the Order.

The Secretary of State considers that the conditions for referring the Transaction to the CC under
Article 5 of the Order are met and, absent any offer of undertakings from News, he would be minded
to refer the Transaction to the CC.

(e) The Secretary of State has a discretion to accept undertakings in lieu of reference from News under
paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 of the Order:

(0

"The Secretary of State may, instead of making such a reference and for the purpose of
remedying, mitigating or preventing any of the effects adverse to the public interest which
have or may have resulted, or which may be expected to result, from the creation of the
European relevant merger situation concerned accept from such of the parties concerned as
[he] considers appropriate undertakings to take such action as [he] consider~ appropriate."

The Seeretary of State considers that the undertakings given below by News are appropriate to
remedy, mitigate or prevent the effects adverse to the public interest which may be expected to result
from the creation of the European relevant merger situation,

NOW THEREFORE News hereby gives to the Secretary of State the following undertakings for the
purpose of remedying, mitigating or preventing the effects adverse to the public interest which may be
expected to result from the Transaction.

1. EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE UNDERTAKINGS

1.1 These undertakings shall take effect from the date that, having been signed by News, they are
accepted by the Secretary of State.

SPIN-OFF OF SKY NEWS BUSINESS

News shall effect the spin-off of the Sky News business into an independent English public limited
company, Newco, the shares of which will be publicly traded, using its best endeavours and acting in
good faith, ~it the Closing Date or as so~ as te~0t~ably praetical~le following theClosing Date and
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2.2

in any event within 9 months of the Closing Date, subject to any extension of time agreed with the
consent of the Secretary of State. Shares in Newco shall be distributed to the shareholders of Sky in
the same proportions as their shareholdings in Sky.

News shall take (or procure the taking of) the following steps to achieve the spin-off of Newco to the
shareholders of Sky:

(i)

O0

(iii)

the formation of Newco as a new public limited company incorporated under the laws of
England and Wales as a Subsidiary of Sky;

the establishment of the corporate governance arrangements set out in section 3 below;

the transfer of the business of Sky News (as set out in section 4 below) into Newco in
exchange for shares in Newco;

(iv) the entering into of the agreements between Sky and Newco set out in sections 4.4, 4.6 and
section 5 below;

(v) the spin-off of shares in Newco to shareholders of Sky in the same proportions as their
shareholdings in Sky under arrangements that cause the resulting News shareholding in
Newco on completion of the spin-off to be 39.1%, equal to its current shareholding in Sky;
and

(vi)    the putting in place of arrangements for the public trading of Newco shares.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF NEWCO

News shall ensure that the corporate governance structure of Newco shall be established to
substantia}ly replicate the effects of the existing corporate governance structure of Sky. In
particular:

0) News shall be subject to a voting limitation of 37.19% of the total votes of Newco on
substantially the same terms as currently apply in relation to Sky pursuant to the voting
agreement dated 21 September 2005 (as amended by a memorandum dated 19 October
2005);

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that Newco’s Sky News TV, radio and
any closely related services (irrespective of the platform on which such service is
distributed) will abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in news
reporting and where appropriate will comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code;

Oi) The articles of association of Newco shall provide that, so long as News in combination with
any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News does not own
more than 50% of Newco’s voting shares, the majority of the board of Newco shall comprise
Independent Directors and one of those Independent Directors shall be chairman of the
board of Newco. The definition of Independent Director contained in these undertakings
shall be included in the articles of association of Newco;

Material Transactions between Newco and News or Sky shall require the approval of
Newco’s audit committee, which shall consist exclusively of Independent Directors.
Material Transactions between Newco and News or Sky involving amounts of £12.5 million
or more shall also require the approval of the board of Newco. In addition Newco’s articles
of association shall also provide that transactions between Newco and News or Sky may,
ttepeiiding ori materiality, require an independent fairness opinion or Newco independent
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(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

shareholder approval (by virtue of Newco applying controls that have equivalent effect to
those imposed by Chapter 11 of the Listing Rules);

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that .the board of Newco and its
committees shall have the appropriate balance of skills, experience, independence and
knowledge of Newco to enable them to discharge their respective duties and responsibilities
effectively and that at least one Independent Director must have senior editorial and/or
journalistic experience;

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that the appointment or removal
(including any material changes in terms and conditions which could give rise to
constructive dismissal) and any material changes to the authority or reporting relationship of
the head of Sky News must be approved by the board of Newco;

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that Newco shall adhere to the obligations
imposed by the Listing Rules as regards c0mpfiance with the principles set out in the UK
Corporate Governance Code; and

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that, so long as News in combination with
any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News does not own
more than 50% of Newco’s voting shares, Newco shall establish’ a corporate governance and
editorial committee which will:

(A) comprise a majority of members who are Independent Directors (including
an Independent Director with senior editorial and!or journalistic
experience);

03) be chaired by an Independent Director;

(c)

09)

be entrusted with oversight of Newco’s compliance with the corporate
governance provisions, the provisions relating to the principle of editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting and compliance with the
Ofcom Broadcasting Code as provided for under section 3. l(ii) above; and

operate under terms of reference which will stipulate that the corporate
governance and editorial committee will:

I° be adequately resourced and have powers to review and investigate
all areas within the remit of the committee;

II. meet at least four times a year;

III. report on a regular basis to the board of Newco;

IV. cause a statement to be included in the Newco annual report on its
activities including its oversight functions specified in section
3.1 (viii)(C) above;

W. consider any representations made by the head of Sky News as to
Newco’s compliance with the provisions relating to editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting and compliance with
the Ofcom Broadcasting Code as provided for under section 3. I (ii)
above and repgrt any such representations to the board of Newco;
and
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3.2

4.2

4.3

4.4

VI. advise the Newco’board on any issues within its remit including any
approval specified at 3. I (vi) above.

For so long as News in combination with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies
Corporate as News does not own more than 50% of the voting shares in Newco, News shall vote
against any proposed change to Newco’s articles of association which would remove the corporate
governance provisions provided for in sections 3.1 (ii) to 3.1 (viii) above.

SKY NEWS BUSINESS TO BE HELD WITHIN NEWCO

News shaU cause the Sky News business to be transferred, as a going concern, to Newco. This will
require the transferring or making available of those assets required to conduct the Sky News
business, which will be set out in a Schedule of Assets which will be provided to the Secretary of
State prior to the Effective Date andwhich will include:

all or substantially all tangible assets currently used exclusively for the purposes of carrying
on Sky News’ business. Arrangements will also be made for Newco to have the use of assets
which are not used exclusively in the Sky News business on normal market terms if so
requested by Newco;

(ii) all Key Sky News Editorial Staff and all or substantially all staff currently engaged
principally in the Sky News business, including news gathering staff (UK and international
staff), production, online and multimedia staff; and

(iii) all or substantially all licences, permits, consents and authorisations issued by any
governmental or regulatory organisation for the benefit or purpose of the Sky News business
(and, to the extent that such licences, permits, consents or authorisations are not capable of
transfer, News will endeavour to assist Newco in applying for new licences, permits,
consents or authorisations).

News shall agree (subject to customary limitations) not to solicit staff transferred to Newco for a
period of 24 months after the date of spin-off.

Without prejudice to the generality of section 4.1 above, and subject to obtaining the necessary third
party consents, News shall also use all reasonable endeavours to procure that there will be
transferred or made available to Newco:

the benefit and burden of any carriage agreements between Sky and third parties (including
with Virgin Media and UPC) for the distribution of the Sky News TV channel. News will
use all reasonable efforts to ensure that these agreements are transferred directly to Newco;

(ii) Arqiva capacity for one standard definition channel until the expiry of Sky’s existing
capacity agreement with Arqiva in respect of the broadcast of Sky News on DTT;

5) the benefit and burden of wholesale contracts entered into by Sky for the supply of news
content to Channel 5 and IRN; and

(iv) the benefit and burden of all or substantially all contracts to which Sky News is party
associated with fixed newsgathering.

In addition News shall ensure that Sky enters into a Carriage Agreement with Newco under which
Sky News channels and services will be provided to Sky on a wholesale basis for distribution by Sky
to viewers or subscribers in return for the payment of a carriage fee by Sky to Newco in a form to be
approved by the Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date.
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4.5

4,7

4.8

Any Carriage Agreement approved by the Secretary of State for the purpose of the obligation in
paragaph 4.4 above shall:

(i) be for a term of 10 years;

(ii) not provide Sky (or News) with arty ability to determine or influence the editorial content of
Sky News output or the appointment or termination of editors or other staff of Newco;

(iii) subject to section 4.8 below be terminable by Sky only in the event of material breach that
has not been cured or in the event that Newco ceases to provide output which is branded
"Sky News";

(iv) (subject to Et~ regulation including Ofcom’s Code of Practice on EPGs, and Sky’s
pubfished "Method for allocating listings in Sky’s EPG") oblige News to use its best
endeavours to ensure that Newco is provided with an EPG slot which is no worse than Sky
News’ current EPG slot; and

(v) contain a dispute resolution mechanism.

News shall ensure that Sky will enter into a royalty-bearing Brand Licensing Agreement with
Newco, under which Newco will receive a licence of the Sky News brand for an initial 7 year term,
with an automatic renewal for a further 7 years, and which may then be extended at the option of
Newco for a further 3 years, in a form to be approved by the Secretary of State prior to the Effective
Date.

Any Brand Licensing Agreement approved by the Secretary of State for the purpose of the obligation
in paragraph 4.6 above shall:

(i) permit Newco to use the Sky News brand in connection with its news output;

(ii) not provide Sky or News with any ability to determine or influence the editorial content of
Sky News output or the appointment or termination of editors or other staff of Newco;

(iii)

(iv)

subject to section 4.8 below be terminable by Sky only in the event of a material breach that
has not been cured and/or in the event of a change in Control of Newco; and

contain a dispute resolution mechanism.

News shall also ensure that neither the Carriage Agreement nor the Brand Licensing Agreement can
be terminated by Sky until any dispute between News and Sky as to the validity of that proposed
termination has been finally resolved under the dispute resolution process specified in the relevant
agreement. News will bear all reasonable costs (includiiag Newco’s reasonable costs) of any dispute
resolution process originating from a proposed termination by Sky of the relevant agreement
(irrespective of the outcome of that dispute resolution process).

OPERATIONAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN SKY AND NEWCO

News shall enstire that Sky will, prior to or at spin-off, enter into the agreements listed below with
Newco under which Sky will provide facilities and support services to Newco, on arms’-length
terms:

O) an advertising sales agreement between Newco and Sky under which Sky will sell
advertising and sponsorship on behalf of Newco for a term of up to 3 years;
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5.2

5.3

5.4

(ii) a lease of land and buildings under which Sky will agree to lease the existing Sky News land
and buildings to Newco for a period of up to 15 years and which shall be in a form to be
approved by the Secretary of State prior to spin-off;

(iii) a site support services agreement under which Sky will agree to provide certain support
services to Newco while Newco leases premises from Sky including IT support services for
a term comparable with the term of the lease;

(iv) one or more agreements in relation to broadcast and technical services under which Sky will
offer to Newco:

(A) satellite capacity;

03) playout;

(C) uplink;

(D) DTT transmission;

(E) online transmission; and

(F) mobile distribution,

in each ~ase for a term of up to 10 years (or such shorter time as required by Newco) except
for the service set out at (13) which will be provided until [)<] (when Sky’s contract with
Arqiva relating to the broadcast of Sky News on DTZ expires and it is expected that Newco
will enter into its own contract directly with Arqiva) and, in the case of the agreement(s)
relating to the services set out at (A), (B) and (C) in a form to be approved by the Secretary
of State prior to spin-off; and

(v) broadcast operations (including studio operations staff such as camera operators and sound
technicians; edit suite services and staff; in-studi0 graphics specialists; and video library
staff) and creative services (on- and off- screen design services) agreements.

Each of the agreements set out at 5.1 (i)’to (v) above will be terminable by Newco on the provision
of reasonable notice to Sky and, where appropriate, break fees to cover Sky’s unavoidable costs of
early exit. The required period of notice (and, where applicable, break fees) will be set out in each
agreement.

News shall ensure that the agreements listed at sections 5.1 (iii), 5.1 (iv) and 5. l(v) above will provide
that charges to Newco are set for the first year at a timed price (for each relevant agreement)
equivalent to the cost of Sky providing the relevant services (including internal cost allocations) plus
a 5% margin. Thereafter the charge to Newco for each agreement will be based upon the fixed price
increased by CPI for each following year for the remainder of the agreement, with the following
adjustments:

0)

(ii)

Sky will adjust pricing to reflect actual usage levels for services where Newco has variable
demand (e.g. IT support services and broadcast operations and creative services); and

Sky will adjust pricing to pass on savings or cost increases of services which Sky obtains
from a third party (for example, the cost of web hosting or mobile transmission).

News shall ensure that any agreements entered into under sections 5.1 (i) to 5.1 (v) above will contain
adispute resolution mechanism.
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7.2

7.3

CONTINUED SEPARATION

News shall not, for a period of I0 ye~s from the Effective Date, except with the prior written
consent of the Secretary of State, acquire shares in Newco that will result in News in combination
with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News holding more than
39.14% of the shares in Newco.

COMPLIANCE

News shall comply promptly with such written directions as the Secretary of State may from time to
time give:

(i) to take such steps as may be specified or described in the directions for the purpose of
carrying out or securing compliance with these undertakings; or

0i) to do or refrain from doing anything so specified or described which it might be required by
these undertaldngs to do or to refrain from doing.

News shall procure that any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News
complies with these undertakings as if it had given them and actions and omissions of the members
of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News shall be attributed to News for the
purposes of these undertakings.

Where any Affiliate of News is not a member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate
as News, News shall use its best endeavours to procure that any such Affiliate will comply with
these undertakings as if it had given them. Until the Closing Date, Sky shall not be treated as an
Affiliate of News for the purposes of this paragraph.

INTERIM ACTION

Prior to the spin-off of the Sky News business, News shall ensure that, from the Closing Date
(except with the prior written consent of the Secretary of State or for the purposes of preparing for
the transfer of the Sky News business to Newco and/or effecting the spin-off):

(i) without News accepting any duty to provide any substantial capital expenditure to the Sky
Newsbusiness in addition to the capital expenditure plans in place at the time of the
Transaction, the Sky News business is maintained as a going concern and sufficient
resources are made available by News for the continuation of the Sky News business on the
basis of its pre-merger business plan;

(ii) no materia! changes are made to the organisational structure of the Sky News business or the
management responsibilities within the Sky News business, other than in the ordinary course
of business;

(iii) the Sky News business is maintained and preserved and is rtm in the ordinary course;

0v) the natta-e, description, range and standard of news gathering and production and broadcast
news currently supplied by the Sky News business is maintained;

(v) the separate brand identity of the Sky News business is maintained;

(vi) no assets of the Sky News bu~siness are disposed of, and no Interest in such assets is created
or disposed of, other than m the ordinary course of business;
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10.

O 10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

(vii) there is no new integration of the information technology used by Sky with that used by the
Sky News business and the software and hardware platforms of the Sky News business shall
remain unchanged, except for changes and maintenance in the ordinary course of business;
and

(viii) all reasonable steps are taken to encourage all Key Sky News Editorial Staff and all or
substantially all staff currently engaged principally in the Sky News business (as set out in
section 4.1 above) to remain with the Sky News business.

PROVISION OF INFORMATION

News shall furnish promptly to the Secretary of State or the OFT such information as the Secretary
of State or the OFT considers necessary in relation to or in connection with the implementation
and!or enforcement of and/or the compliance with these undertakings, including for the avoidance of
doubt, any confidential information.

INTERPRETATION

The Interpretation Act 1978 shall apply to these undertakings as it does to Acts of Parliament.

References in these undertakings to any English law term for any legal status, interest, concept or
thing shall in respect of any jurisdiction other than England and Wales be deemed to include what
most nearly approximates in that jurisdiction to the English law term.

In these undertakings the word "including" shall mean including without limitation or prejudice to
the generality of any description, definition, term or phrase preceding that word and the word
"include" and its derivatives shall be construed accordingly.

For the purposes of these undertakings:

"Act" means the Enterprise Act 2002;

"Affiliate" of a person is another person who satisfies the following condition, namely that any
enterprise (which; in this context, has the meaning given in section 129(1) of the Act) that the first
person carries on and any enterprise that the second person carries on from time to time would be
regardeA as being under common control for the purposes of section 26 of the Act;

"Brand Licensing Agreement" has the meaning set out in section 4.6 above,

"business" has the meaning given by section 129(1) and (3) of the Act;

"Carriage Agreement" has the meaning set out in section 4.4 above;

"CC" means the Competition Commission;

"Closing Date" means the date on which News acquires all or a majority of the share capital of Sky
or, if the Transaction is effected by a scheme of arrangement, the date on which the scheme of
arrangement becomes effective;

"CPI" means the consumer prices index, as published from time to time by the Office for National
Statistics;

"Control" shall be construed in accordance with section 26 of the Act, and in the case of a body
corporate, a person shall be deemed to Control it if he holds, or has an interest in, shares of that body
corporate amounting to 40 per cent or more of its issued share capital or carrying an entitlement to
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vote at meetings of that body corporate of 40 per cent or more of the total number of votes which
may be cast at such meetings;

"Effective Date" means the date that, having been signed by News, these undertakings are accepted
by the Secretary of State, as described at 1.1 above;

"EPG" means EleCtronic Programme Guide;

"Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate" has the meaning given in section 129(2) of the Act;
references to a Group of Interconnected" Bodies Corporate shall be to the Group of Interconnected
Bodies Corporate as constituted from time to time;

"Independent Director" means a member of the Newco board of directors who:

¯ has not been an employee of Newco, News or any member of the same Group of
Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News within the last five years~

does not have, and has not had within the last three years of the date of their first
election to the Newco board, a material business relationship with Newco or News either
directly, or as a partner, shareholder, director or senior employee of a body that has such
a relationship (Sky’s independent directors shall not be excluded from this definition by
virtue of having served on Sky’s board);

has not received and does not receive additional remuneration from Newco or News
apart from a director’s fee, does not participate in Newco’s or News’ share option or
performance-related pay scheme, and is not a member of Newco’s or News’ pension
scheme;

¯ does not have close family ties with any of Newco’s or News’ advisers, directors or
senior employees;

does not hold cross-direct0rships and does not have significant links with~ other directors
through involvement in other companies or bodies;

does not represent a significant Newco or News shareholder; and

¯ has not served on the board of Newco or News within nine years from the date of their
first election;

"Interest" includes shares, an interest in shares and any other interest Carrying an entitlement to vote
at shareholders’ meetings; and for this purpose "an interest in shares" includes an entitlement by a
person other than the registered holder, to exercise any right conferred by the holding of these sliares
or an entitlement to Control the exercise of such right;

"Key Sky News Editorial Staff’ means the head of Sky News, the executive editor of Sky News
and the head of newsgathering of Sky News;

"Material Transaction" means any transaction that involves or could reasonably involve the
payment or receipt by Newco or its subsidiaries of amounts of £5 million or more or such other
limits agreed by Newco from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt any renewal of or material
amendment to the Carriage Agreement and the Brand Licensing Agreement would be deemed to be a
material transaction for the purposes of this definition;
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"Newco" means the public limited company (including, where relevant, any wholly-owned
subsidiary of such public limited company) into which the business of Sky News will be transferred
and which will continue to operate that business, as described in section 2.1 above;

"News" means News Corporation;

"OFT" means the Office of Falr Trading,

"Order" means the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003;

"Secretary of State" means Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport (except as
context otherwise requires);

"Sky" means British Sky Broadcasting Group pie;

"Sky News" means the business of news gathering and production, and creating and offering
(whether on a free to air or subscription basis) the broadcast news channels currently branded "Sky
News" and "Sky News HD" and related services under the Sky News brand and/or news services
provided to third parties, including the wholesale provision of news input to third party media
enterprises. For the avoidance of doubt, "Sky Sports News" is a separate business which will remain
under the sole control of Sky;

"Subsidiary" shall be construed in accordance with section 1159 of the Companies Act 2006 (as
amended), unless otherwise stated; and

"Transaction" means the proposed acquisition by News of some or all of those shares in Sky that it
does not already own.
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o6R

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
Department of Culture, Media and Sports
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

Cotette BmNe

Ed Richards

Dear Jeremy

News Corporation / BSkyB proposed merger: further advice on revised UILs

We are writing as requested in your letter of 17 February 2011, to provide you with our
advice on whether a revised set of proposed undertakings (UILs) provided by News
Corporation on 28 February 201 t addresses the potential impact on media plurality of its
proposed acquisition of the shares in British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (Sky) it does not
already own, as identified in our report of 31 December 2010.

Background

tn our previous report of 31 December 2010, we noted that the proposed transaction would
result in Sky ceasing to be a distinct media enterprise from News Corporation. We
considered both external and internal plurality and a range of measures to assess the effect
of the proposed i’ansaction/including-

Audience share and reach within individual platforms - Following the transaction,
News Corporation would be the only news and media provider present on all four media
platforms at the wholesale level (TV, newspapers, online and radio). At the retail level, it"
would be one of three providers of UK-wide news and current affairs on three Of four
platforms (alongsidethe BBC on TV, radio and online and Northern & Shell on "iV,
newspapers and online).

Consumers’ consumption of news - We considered the parties’ position in respect of
their share of ’news minutes’ consumed. This suggests that the proposed acquis’Rion
would see News Corporation consolidate its second place in terms of news consumption
(rising from 14% to 24% including wholesale news provision). This compares to the BBC,
which has news consumption of 44% of minutes and DMGT which is third with 9%.

Office of Communications J Riverside House
2a Southwark Bridge Road
London gel 9HA tTelephone +44 (0)20 798t 30(~0

or +44 (0)300 !23 3000
Textphone +44 {0)20 7981 3043

IFacs{mi|e +44 (0)20 7981 3333
www.ofcom.o~rg.uk
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Primary research on consumers’ claimed use of different media - The proposed
transaction would be a combination of the second and fourth largest providers based on
our research into share of all references for news providers. For example, News
Corporation’s potential ability to influence would increase with the addition of Sky News,
increasing its share of references from 12% to 22%. News Corporation’s reach as a
percentage of regular news consumers would increase from 32% to 51%,

By considering these measures, we concluded that the proposed transaction would result in
an increase in News Corporation’s ability to influence public opinion (through Sky News).
This indicated a change in the concentration of media ownership which would be likely to
affect sufficient plurality.

Our advice, based on the evidence and reasons set out in our report, was that we reasonably
believed that the proposed acquisition may be expected to operate against the public interest
since there may not be a sufficient plurality of persons with control of media enterprises
providing news and current affairs to UK-wide cross-media audiences.

We therefore recommended a fuller second stage review of these issues by the Competition
Commission to assess the extent to which the concentration in media ownership may act
against the public interest.

On 25 January you announced that, following meetings with Ofcom and News Corporation,
you intended to refer the merger to the Competition Commission, considering that it may be
the case that the merger may operate against the public interest in media plurality. However,
before doing so, you said that it was right that you consider undertakings in lieu (UILs)
offered by News Corporation.

You requested Ofcom to advise you on the extent to which the proposed UILs address the
potential impact on media plurality identified in our 31 December report. You separately
asked the OFT to advise you on whether the proposed UILs would be practically and
financially viable and effective, in relation to which we have, as requested, assisted the OFT
in light of our sectoral expertise.

We wrote tO you on 11 February 2011 with our views on News Corpoi’ation’s UILs, which
propose to separate Sky News into a new company - ’Newco’. In that letter, we detailed the
importance of suitable governance measures being put in place as a result of the UILs given
the fundamental commercial dependency of Newco on a merged News Corpo~tion/Sky
entity.

In our view, these UILs did not provide sufficient assurances on such governance
arrangements to address our previously expressed concerns on the impact on plurality from
the proposed transaction. However, we noted that the proposed UILs may represent a way
forward in principle, subject to resolution of some key outstanding points and on further
negotiation relating to the detail of the arrangements.
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Following advice from Ofcom and the OFT, you received assurances from News Corporation
that it was willing to address the outstanding concerns. On 17 February you asked us and
the OFT to work with News Corporation on a revised set of UILs.

Following further discussion, News Corporation offered revised proposed UILs that are
attached in fu.ll to this letter.

Revised proposed UILs

In our letter of 11 February, we had indicated that in light of Newco’s commercial
dependence on News Corporation, the following outline set of governance measures would
be needed in addition to the measures offered in the original proposed UILs.

The Board of Newco should consist of a majority of independent directors,
"independent directors" being directors who have no other News Corporation or News
Corporation associated interest;

The Board of Newco, including the independent non executive directors, should have a
combination of both senior editorial and business experiencelexpertise;

¯ The Chairman of Newco should be an independent non executive;

There should be a sub-committee of the Board of Newco to oversee editorial
independence and integrity of NewcO’s services (’the Board Editorial Committee").

In addition, we notedthat the OFT had a number of remaining concerns relating to the
practical and financial viability of the initial UILs. These concerns were relevant to our
plurality concerns, and in our view would also need to be satisfactorily addressed in any final
UfLs.

Taking each of these points in turn, the revised UILs, received in final form on 1 March 20t 1,
now propose as follows:

°

°

a majority of the New~ board of. directors will be independent, being directors who
have no other News Corporation or News Corporation associated interest (UILs 3. l(iii)
and 10.4);

the Chairman of the Newco board will be an independent director (UILs 3.1 (iii));

the articles of association of Newco will provide that the board of Newco and its
committees shall have the appropriate balance of skills, experience, independence and.
knowledge of Newco to enable them to discharge their respective duties and
responsibilities effectively and that at least one Independent Director must have senior
editorial and/or journalistic experience (UILs 3.1 (V));

the articles of association of Newco will provide that Newco’s Sky News "i’V, radio and
any closely related services (irrespective of the platform on which such-service is
distributed) ~!I abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in news
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reporting and, where appropriate, will comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code (UILs
3.1Cii)). The reference to closely related services is to ensure that the provision of text
content alongside audiovisual content does not provide a mechanism for editorial
influence that could affect the editorial independence and integrity of Newco news
services; and

Newco shall have a Corporate Governance and Editorial Committee, key points of
whose terms of reference are defined in the articles of association. This committee
would oversee and report to the full board on compliance with the principles of editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting and compliance with Ofcom’s
Broadcasting Code (UILs 3.1(viii)).

Under the revised proposed UILs, the provisions in the articles relating to independent
directors and the editorial committee would no longer apply if News Corporation acquired
more than 50% of the shares in Newco (even though News Corporation might not have the
75% control of voting required to amend the articles of association of Newco).

However, News Corporation’s share in Newco would be limited to 39.14% and it would
require your prior approval to acquire any more (UILs 6.1 ).

In offering our advice in relation to the revised pi~oposed undertakings we assume that you or
any successor would consult both publicly and with Ofcom and the OFT before agreeing to
any change which proposed to permit News Corporation to increase its shareholding above
39.14%.

We understand that if you are minded to accept these revised proposed UILs you will consult
on them (as would also be requ|red by statute for any future changes to or termination of the
UILs). if you decide, subject to the outcome of the public consultation, to accept the UILs, we
consider that further negotiation with News Corporation may be necessary on the precise
terms of contracts outlined within them which require your prior approval. It is important to
note that the financial and practical viability of the revised proposed UILs and their
effectiveness in addressing our plurality concerns will depend on the detail of the
arrangements.

As you are aware, the revised proposed UILs effectively run for a 10 year period. As we set
out in our letter of 11 February 2011, we have advised the OFT that we consider that a
carriage agreement of a 10-year term in the context of market dynamics in this sector is long
term. This is because we consider that there is likely to be significant evolution of the market
and consumers’ Use of news and current affairs over the next decade. As a result, the
situation with regard to plurality may be significantly different in 10 years time.

However, in this context, we would like to restate and emphasise our advice, set out in our
report of 31 December 2010 and our letter of 11 February 2011, that the Government should
consider undertaking a wider review of the statutory framework to ensure plurality in the
public interest in the longer term. We believe that the current system ts deficient in falling to
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provide for intervention to be considered where plurality concerns arise in the absence of a
corporate transaction involving media enterprises.

Our advice

We have seen a draft of the OFT’s further advice to you in relation to the financial and
practical viability of the revised proposed= UILs. We agree with the OFT’s position.

In conclusion, and with reference to the points set out above, we consider that the revised
proposed undertakings would address the plurality concerns identified in our report of
31 December 2010.

Colette Bowe Ed Richards

Clive Maxwe#, Executive Director, OFT
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SLAUGHTER AND MAY One Bunhi[[ Row
London ECIY 8YY
T +44 (0)20 7600 1200
F +44 (0) 20 7090 5000

06L+

1 March 2011

Department for Culture, Media & Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London SWl 5DH

Your reference

Our reference

Direct line

Dear J

News Corporation/BSkyB

I write further to our letters of !2 January, 20 January and g February. AS before, we write on
behalf of BT, Guardian Media Group, Associated Newspapers Limited, Trinity Mirror PIc,
Northcliffe Media and Telegraph Media Group (together, the "Concerned Parties’).

It was reported in the Financial Times on 24 February that News Corporation has offered to divest
Sky News as part of a proposed undertaking in lieu of reference to the Competition Commission
("CC").

Our letter of 20 January outlined the key difficulties with any remedy which seeks to divest Sky
News on a standalone basis (separated from BSkyB). In particular, our letter outlined the
complexities involved in separating the loss-making Sky News from BSkyB and ensuring that the
business divested would constitute a viable and independent source of news plurality.

:l’he complex nature of the issues associated with standalone divestment of Sky News mean that
such a remedy cannot be characterised as "clear-cut" and therefore could not be an appropriate
remedy in the absence of a full investigation by the CC.

Furthermore, the complexity of these issues makes it all the more important that the Secretary of
State, the OFT and OFCOM engage with interested third parties (many of whom have relevant
sector experience) prior to taking a provisional decision that any proposed undertaking addresses
the plurality concerns. Therefore, the Concerned Parties request that:

¯ The Secretary of State provides an outline of the key features of any remedy proposals that
are made by News Corporation;

¯ The Concerned Parties are given the opportunity to discuss the remedy proposals with the
OFT and OFCOM prior to them advising the Secretary of State; and
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SLAUGHTER AND MAY

° The Concerned Parties are gfven the opportunity to discuss the remedy proposals with the
Secretary of State prior to any provisional decision or substantive announcement which he
may make on this issue.

Finally, the Concerned Parties would be grateful if you could confirm that the Secretary of State,
the OFT and OFCOM will consider the issues outlined in our letter of 20 January when
considering whether any proposed undertaking constitutes an effective remedy to the plurality
concerns.

Yours sincerely

Copy to : [

lslaughterandmay.com
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DEPARTMENT FOR CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT

NOTICE OF CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS
CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9% OF BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING

GROUP PLC

.UNDERTAKINGS GIVEN BY NEWS CORPORATION PURSUANT TO
PARAGRAPH 3 OF SCHEDULE 2 OF THE ENTERPRISE ACT 2002

(PROTECTION OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS) ORDER 2003

Views are sought by midday on 21st March 2011 as to whether the attached
undertakings in lieu are sufficient to remedy, mitigate or prevent the public
interest concerns in relation to media plurality raised by this merger. For
reasons explained below, the Secretary of State is not consulting on any
competition aspects of the proposed merger.

Background

On 3 November last year, News Corporation (News Corp) indicated that it intended

to increase its shareholding in British Sky Broadcasting Group PIc (Sky) from 39.1%

to 100%.

Given the nature of the merger and the way in which United Kingdom law works, any

competition concerns arising in relation to the transaCtion felt to be considered by the

European Commission.

On21 December last year, the European Commission concluded that the increased

shareholding would not significantly impede effective competition.

However, under UK law, an issue arose as to whether this transaction gave rise to

concerns about plurality of persons controlling media enterpdses,r The Secretary of
State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a European intervention notice

raising this public interest. He asked Ofc0m to investigate and report to him by 31

December. That report was produced by Ofcom and provided to the Secretary of

State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport, Jeremy Hunt (the Secretary of State).

On 25 January, the Secretary of State informed Parliament of his initial decision on

the proposed News Corp/BSkyB merger. Having considered the Ofcom report and

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 1
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considering that concerns raised in it meant that the relevant statutory test was met,

he made it clear that he intended to refer the merger to the Competition

Commission. However, before doing so he also made it clear that he would consider

undertakings in lieu offered by News Corp which, in his opinion, had the potential to

remedy, mitigate or prevent the potential threats to media plurality identified in the

Ofcom report, the conclusion of which he shared.

The Secretary of State’s statement, along with the Ofcom report and other

supporting documentation, is published on the DCMS website at

http ://www. cultu re.,q0¥, uk!pu b li catio ns!7737, as PX.

Unde[takings in lieu were set out in detail by News Corp in a letter to the Secretary

of State of 18 January and in a revised form on 24 January, both of which are

published with this notice.

In brief, the proposal was that Sky News be spun-off as an independent public

limited company. The shares were to be distributed amongst the existing

shareholders of Sky in line with their existing shareholdings. The effect of this would

be that, after the proposed News Corp/Sky merger was completed, the

shareholdings in Sky News would remain as if the merger transaction had not

happened. The new company would have a majority of independent non-executive

directors and, importantly, have long-term carriage and brand licensing agreements

with the newly-merged News Corp/Sky company so as to.ensure its financial

viability°

News Corporation would not be able to increase its shareholding in the new

company without the permission of the Secretary of State.

In the Secretary of State’s view, these undertakings in lieu had the potential to

remedy, mitigate or prevent the effect of the increase in News Corp’s shareholding to

100% of~ Sky News. On the face of it, they addressed the main concerns outlined in

Ofcom’s initial report and, as such, deserved serious consideration.

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 2
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Having informed Parliament of his decision on 25 January, the Secretary of State

wrote to the OFT on 27 January requesting them, under section 93 of the Enterprise

Act 2002, as an expert public body with experience in negotiating undertakings in

lieu, to discuss the undertakings in lieu with News Corp. On the same day he also

asked Ofcom, under section 106B of the Enterprise Act, for advice on whether the

undertakings in lieu addressed the potential impact on media plurality identified in

their report. ¯ Both letters are published with this notice.

OFT and Ofcom reported to the Secretary of State on 11 February. Those reports

are published alongside this notice, redacted as necessary for confidentiality.

It was clear from both reports that, in the discussions with News Corp, significant

progress had been made towards resolving the concerns about plurality which had

been identified to the Secretary of State by Ofcom and about which he continued to

be concerned. As such, certain important issues remained unresolved.

The Secretary of State therefore wrote to News Corp on 15 February making clear

that, unless News Corp were prepared to amend the undertakings in lieu to deal with

the specific matters which the regulators considered needed to be dealt with in the

undertakings, he would refer the merger to the Competition Commission. He asked

them to respond within 24 hours.

News Corp replied the following day agreeing to make the necessary changes and

providing the Secretary of State with a revised version of the undertakings in lieu.

Both letters are published with this notice.

On 17 February the Secretary of State wrote to both OFT and Ofcom asking for

further advice on the revised undertakings in lieu before taking a decision on whether

to propose to accept them.

Both regulators wrote to the Secretary of State on 1 March and set out their further

advice. Ofcom advised that the undertakings address their concerns over the

plurality of news provision and the OFT has advised that they are likely to be

practically and financially viable for up to 10 years, it is in the light of this

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 3
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independent advice, and the 0wo regulators’ previous advice, that Secretary of State

has reached his decision. The advice is published with this notice.

Ba sis of decision

In its initial report, Ofcom identified a range of concerns, including:

¯ News Corp would be the only news and media provider present on all four
media platforms (-I-V, newspapers, on-line and radio) at the wholesale level;

¯ News Corp would be one of three providers of UK-wide news and current

affairs on three of four platforms at the retail level;

¯ That, in terms of "news minutes" consumed, News Corp would consolidate its
position as the second place as provider behind the BBC;

¯ Primary research indicated that, in terms of "share of references", News Corp
would leapfrog I-IV into second place behind the BBC. This was true both on

a retail and a wholesale basis.

The Secretary of State agreed ’with Ofcom’s conclusion that the proposed acquisition

raised concerns about whether there would be a sufficient plurality of persons with
control of media enterprises.

Having carefully considered the subsequent OFT and Ofcom advice, and the

reasoning set out in that advice, the Secretary of State considers for the reasons

given in that advice that the undertakings in lieu which are proposed by News Corp

will prevent, remedy or significantly mitigate the potential threat to media plurality,

which might be caused by Newcorp’s increased shareholding from 39. t% to 100% of

Sky News. The Secretary of State takes the view that the proposed undertakings

would offer significant editorial, operational, financial and commercial independence

for the new company, and he would therefore propose to accept them.

Details of undertakin,qs in lieu

Key aspects of the undertakings in lieu include:

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 4
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¯ The Board of the new company will have a majority of independent directors

who have no other News Corp, or News Corp-associated, interest;

¯ The Board, including the independent non-executive directors, will have the

appropriate balance of skills, experience, independence and knowledge, and

at least one must have senior editorial and/or journalistic experience ;
¯ The Chairman will be an independent director;

¯ Sky News’ services will abide by the principle of editorial independence and

integrity in news reporting;
¯ The Board will have a Corporate Governance and Editorial Committee to

ensure corn pliance with the principles of editorial independence and integrity

in news reporting;
¯ A 10 year carriage contract;

¯ A 7 year brand licensing (with potential to extend for a further 7 years).

The principles of the arrangements are clear and set out in the proposed UlLs.

There are detailed provisions of the carriage and brand licensing agreements which
will need to be finalised. The terms of the UILs ensure that these agreements will

need to be approved by the Secretary of State. in deciding whether or not to

approve the drafting, the Secretary of State will take the advice of Ofcom and OFT

as appropriate. The merger cannot, of course, go ahead until the Secretary of State

has been satisfied on all these matters.

The OFT has said that the undertakings are likely to be practically and financially
viable in the short and medium term. They expressed concerns about whether the

undertakings in lieu would be viable over the long term, but recognised that the
appropriate time-frame in this market was for the Secretary of State to decide, with

Ofcom’s advice.

Ofcom have considered the impact of a 10 year carriage agreement in the contextof
this industry. Given the rapid p~ce of technological change, they have advised the

Secretary of State that in this environment a carriage agreement of 10 years is a

long-term measure. The Secretary of State agrees with this view and therefore

concludes that the provision of a 10 year carriage agreement and a 7 year brand

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 5
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licensing agreement with the option to extend for a further 7 years are of sufficient

length to remedy, or significantly mitigate the concerns in relation to media plurality.

He will of course only reach final conclusions on this and other aspects of the

undertakings in lieu afterthis consultation.

In the circumstances, the Secretary of State considers that if the concerns relating to
plurality identified by Ofcom are now prevented, remedied or significantly, mitigated

by the undertakings then he would propose to accept those undertakings in lieu of a

reference to the Competition Commission. He considers that the arrangements
involve a carriage agreement and a brand licensing agreement (along with various

operational agreements) which will ensure the finan cial and commercial

independence of the new Sky News company over what is a very long period in
terms of this sector. The agreements are coupled with governance provisions, a

number of which are highlighted above, which he considers ensure editorial and
operational independence.

Consequently the Secretary of State has concluded that a referral to the Competition

Commission would not be merited at this stage, and instead proposes to consult on

the undertakings in lieu, the final version of which are published with this document.

In line with the legislation, the Secretary of State, by this notice, is commencing a

consultation period during which time all interested parties will be able to express

their views on the undertakings in lieu. Once he has considered representations, he

will reach a decision on whether he still considers that the undertakings of lieu

should still be accepted in lieu of a reference to the Competition Commission.

If after consultation he remains of the view that the undertakings in lieu address the

concerns about media plurality, he will accept them and not refer this merger to the

Competition Commission. If any amendments are made to the undertakings in lieu

following this consultation, there will be a further notice of consultation before he
takes any decision to accept amended undertakings in lieu.
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Representations should be sent to .bskyb-newscorp.consultationL~.cuiture.qsi..qov.uk
by midday on 21st March 2011.

Postal representations should be sent to:

BSkyB-News Corporation Consultation

Media Team

Department for Culture, Media and Sport

2-4 Cockspur Street

London

SW1Y 5DH
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Oral Statement: News Corporation’s proposed
BSkyB

acquisition of

Thursday 3 March 2011

The Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and sport (Mr Jeremy Hunt): With permission, Mr
Speaker I should like to make a statement about News Corporation s proposed acquisition of BSkyBI I
start by thanking both the Office of Fair Trading and Ofcom for their detailed, thorough and independent
analysis, which has been produced to a challenging time scale. My decision today relates to the plurality of
news provision, not competition or market power issues, Which were ruled, on by the European Commission
on 2~ Decembe~ 2010.

Ear[ier this morning, tannounced thaLthe independent media regUlator, Ofc0m, had advised me that
undertakings in lieu offered by News Corporation would address the plurality concerns that Ofcom had

study these undertakings during the formal consultation that will start today. However, it may help if I
outline the main points.

The undertakings would ensure that Sky News is spun off as an independent public limited company. The
shares in that company would be distributed among the existing shareholders of BSkyB in line with their
existing shareholdings. News Corp would therefore retain a 39.1% stake in the new company, although it
will not be allowed to increase this shareholdingfor 10 years without the Secretary of State s permission.. In
other words, even if the proposed News Corp/Sky merger goes ahead News Corp’s shareholding in Sky
News will remain the Same as at present.

term, but expressed concerns about whether they would be viable over the longer term..It stated, however,
that the appropriate time frame in this market was for me tO decide with Ofcom s advice.

Ofcom has considered the impact of a 10-year carriage agreement in the context of the media industry, and
it has expressed the view that, in a rapidly changing media and technological environment a carriage
agreement of 10 years is a long-term measure. I agree with its independent view about the difficulties of
predicting with any certainty how the plurality issues will develop over a longer time frame. However, I will
Of course reach a final conclusion on that and other aspects of the undertakings only after the consultation
is complete.
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Consequently, on the basis of the independent advice I have received, I have concluded that a referral to
the Competition Commission would not be merited at this stage, and instead I propose to consult_on the
undertakings in lieu, the final version of which has also been placed in the Libraries of both Houses and on
my Department’s website.

In line with. the legislation, I am opening a consultation period, during which time all interested parties will
be able to express their views on the undertakings. Once I have considered representations, I will reach a
decision on whether I still believe that the undertakings should be accepted in lieu of a referral. If, after
consultation, I am still of the view that the undertakings address the concerns about media plurality, I will
accept them and not refer the merger to the Competition Commission.

I should add that, quite separately to my consideration of the merger, I have carefully noted Ofcom’s point
that there is a potential weakness in the current public interest test with respect to media p urality-namely,
that it can be applied only when there is a commercial transaction to consider. That wider question is one
that I intend to consider in the context of the forthcoming review of communications regulation which I
announced earlier this I/ear.

Throughout the process, I have been very aware of the potential controversy surrounding the merger. "
Nothing is more precious to me than the free atld independent press for which this country is famous the
wor d over In order to reassure the public about the way in which the decision has been taken, I have
sought and published independent advice at eVery step of the way, even when not required to by le{w. After
careful consideration, I have followed that independent advice. The result is that, if the deal goes ahead,
Sky News will be able to continue its high-quality output with greater protections for its operational and
ed toria independence than those that exist today. For those people who have concerns about the plurality
of news provision, I hope that that will be a welcome step forward. As such, I commend this statement to
the House.

[Ends]

Back to main

O

http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/ministers_speeches/7909.aspx 01/05/2012
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News Corporation / BSkyB merger- 3 March 2011
020/11
3 March 2011

The Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport, Jeremy Hunt, has today announced that,
following advice from Ofcom and the Office of Fair Trading (OFT), he intends to accept undertakings from
News Corporation on their proposed merger with BSkyB in lieu of a referral to the Competition
Commission..

A notice of consultation on the undertakings has been launched today and expires on 21 March.

The Secretary of State is required to look at the specific issue of media plurality related to the merger
(competition issues having already been dealt with at European level) and issues of plurality focus on the
provision of news.

The undertakings that News Corporation has offered would involve Sky News being ’Spun-off" as an
independent public limited company. The shares in that company would be distributed amongst the
existing shareholders of BSkyB in line with their shareholdings - News Corporation would therefore retain a
39.1 per cent stake in the new company. To ensure editorial independence and integrity in news reporting;
the company would have a board made up of a majority of independent directors, including an independent
chair, and a corporate governance and editorial committee made up of independent directors (who would
have no other News Corporation interests). News Corporation would not be allowed to increase its
shareholding in the new company without permission from the Secretary of State for 10 years.

The company would have a ten year carriage agreement and a seven year renewable brand licensing
agreement to ensure its financial viability - measures considered by the regulators to be long term in the
rapidly-changing media sector.

Jeremy Hunt said:

"1 am consulting on proposed undertakings from News Corpol"ation. Informed by advice from the
regulators, I believe that these will address concerns about media plurality should the proposed News
CorporationtBSkyB merger go ahead. The undertakings offered would ensure that shareholdings in Sky
News would remain unchanged, and indeed offer it more independence from News Corporation than it
currently has.

"Throughout this process | have been very aware of the potential controversy surrounding this merger.
Nothing is more precious to me than the free and independent press for which this country is famous the
world over. In order to reassure the public about tile way this decision has been taken I have sought and
published: independent advice at every step of the way, even when not required to do so by law. And I have
followed that !ndependent advice."

Once the Secretary of State has considered responses to the consultation, he will reach a decision on
whether hestill believes that the undertakings in lieu should still be accepted. If, after consultation, he is
still of. the view that the undertakings in lieu which News Corporation has offered address the concerns
about media plurality, he will accept them and not refer this merger to the Competition Commission.

back to top

Notes to Editors

On 3 November 2010 News Corporation notified the European Commission of its intention to acquire the
shares in BSkyB that it does not already own. On 4 November 2010 the Secretary of State for Business,
innovation and Skills issued a European intervention notice in relation to the proposed acquisition.

The Business Secreta~ asked Ofcom to investigate and provide advice and recommendations onthe
public interest consideration in section 58 of the Enterprise Act 2002. This public interest consideration
concerns the sufficiency of plurality of persons with control of media enterprises.

On 2,5 January 2011 Jeremy Hunt announced that he intend to refer the merger to the Competition
Commission as he considered that it may operate against the public interest in media plurality, but that he
would first consider (and ask the OFT and Ofcom for advice on) undertakings in lieu offered by News
Corporation.

http:/iwww.culture.gov,uk/news/media_releases/7890,aspx 01/05/2012
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News Corporation / BSkyB merger - 3 March 2011

This investigation, and the Secretary of State’s decision, is solely and specifically on the issue of media
plurality. The European Commission has already looked at corn petition issues, and on 21 December 2010
cleared the proposed merger. The Commission concluded that the transaction would not significantly
impede effective competition in the European Economic Area or any substantial part of it. The Commission
made it clear that its decision did not prejudice the Secretary of State’s jurisdiction in relation to the
merger’s impact on the separate question of sufficiency of plurality in the media.

DCMS has today published the undertakings proposed by News Corporation, all advice received from
Ofcom and the OFT, correspondence between the Secretary of State and News Corporation, and a
timeline of the process followed.

Supporting documents
Notice of Consultation on the proposed acquisition by News Corporation of
up to 60.9% Of BSkyB Group PLC - March 2011
Oral Statement: News Corporation’s proposed acquisition of BSkyB

Press Enquiries:. 020 7211 2210
Out of hours telephone pager no: 07699 751153
Public Enquiries: 020 7211 6000

Follow us on: Share:

Back to main

Back to top

http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/media releasesH890.aspx 01/05/2012
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|ira

From:
Sent:.
To:
Cc:

Subjed:
Attachments:

IIIIII III - I [ - -

I0 March 201117:22

~SMITH, Adam; BEEBY, Sue; K~LGARRIFF PATRICK; ZEFF JON; -
STF~PHENS )ONATHAN
RE: Consultation correspondence
SB 11 03 10 - consultation process~doc ¯ -

.

Revised advice attached. This is a joint note from and me

F

~e~,..,t: 10 March 201t 10,:22

;MITH Adam; BEEBY Sue; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; ZEFF JON; ~PHENS JONAt~HAN
Subject: RE Consultation correspondence

Advice (cleared with lawyers) on how to handle the consu!tati0n process. Some of this SoS is well
aware, of some wil! be new.

Happy to discuss.

Sos has juSt asked for some legal advice on the right way to handle wh~t he is ~a~ing the ’17 day’ ~ns~i~tion,

! think it would be good to explain the process, what he can say.at this stage to respondents and more gene~lly how
h~ ~hould r~fer to the �0nsui~tio~ when sFea~g about it pubii¢iy. We should aiso set out what.ftappens en~
respott~es are in.

Woul~ it be possible to have something for close Monday?

Thanks

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Device
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From:

Sent: Fri Mar 04 68:23:44 2011
Subject: RE: Consultation correspondence
It’s also occurred to’ me this morning that we will need some strong lines about what the SoS ca~ and cannot
iega!ly do. I ~ ma~y of the responses focus on what are ~op~ly competition conc~a’ns, and
cotieent~ation of media power concerns. Those are different ~om pt ~,at~U, a~d we should, i t~, work up
some lines (also for a consultation response) to t~8 effect,

L~gal Advisers to ~he D~artraeBt for Cut, re, M~,~ a~,~port

Th:a~k you yew much -- r|t ask L ~ set the meeting ~Up=

i am not in the OffJee 6n Monday and Tuesday (although happy to Nin t~ meeting on fhebp!der
phon~)-~ but ~y thoughts are:

we are congMer~g this from the                  v!eW:

r:

2
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Consuitati0n  Risks and Pmc.ess

During the consultation

It is important that you continue to stress that you are tak!ng a quasi-judicial decision.
As such, you must not take into account any irrelevant ~onsiderations (whether
political, economic or whatever) but reach a decision on the merits of the case.

0

You can refer to the advice which you have received and followed from the
regulators, though it is important not to give the impression that you have been
direCted by them. You must have carefully considered their advice in reaching your
own decision.

Given that you may change your mind as a result of the consultation, it is best if you
do not, or do not appear to be, too strongly defending the proposal while it is sti|! out
for consultation. Where specific criticisms are raised, it would be safest to say that
they will be carefully considered before you reach your decision.

It is best to keep to the lines that you have used to date as far as possible. However
many good arguments you use, one "bad" argument could be used as the basis of a
challenge. The safest course legaUy is to let the decision speak for itself and direct
those with views to partiGipate in the consultaUon exercise.

z

That said, it is perfe~ty reasonable to give pd~rily fa~ual answers toequestions
based~ ~nthe substan~ of the UtLs (as you have done ai~ea~’). !t is a!So
reasonable.to give a deSoripti0n of the process you have fOiSted and intend to
fogow.

O
Once. the conso!ation is over and you have reached your decision, you wiii then,~rbe
able t~_defend ~t~:~e~ ~s_~en ~eu m~eI ~in amu~ morn p r~a~iv:e~.faShi~n,than

Meet-inas

We recommend that you do not offer meetings where they have not been reque_sted.

Where t’equested, you will need to consider each meeting request on its merits. We
would recommend that you agree to requests from the main Opponents and would
be highly unlikely to recomm~end meetings with individuals. There will inevitably be
some grey cases in the middle where a judgement needs to be made.

One-to-one meetings with MPs do not feel consistent with the transparent approach
adopted to date, and we recommend that instead you write all MPs (draft to follow).
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_

If you did want to see MPs, a workable approach may be to have open meetings for
MPs. We can discuss this further if you wish. q

At all meetings we recommend that you make it. clear at the start of the meeting that
your prtmary role {s to listen carefully to the representations put to you, not to engage
in debate Or ju~ification of theprap0sed UtLs. You shoUld also encourage the
attendees to make mpreseritations in writing.

Period of,~.SU~t|~

You may we|l have late responses and requests for an e~ec=~sion to the t-[cne{~tb~e.
These will have to be considered on their merits. It may not be reasonable t~ t~n
down requests for an e~ension wh.em the respQndent is likely to- have subSta~ti~ve
po~r~tS to ~ake. At the same t~me, ~t would not be reason~b|e: t~:-af~wthe P~s~ to
drag ~t t~termir~ab|y, s0 a ~u|-~|ahce w{tl-h~ve to b~ ~ u~c~k. :~iei~e is n°o need,
however, to say pUb|icaity that an extensfon m{gh~ be ~efed ’in ~6me " -
circumstances but equa||y you shOUld not ~ic~liy r~le ~t Out.

You w~|! need to c0nsi~er at[ represe~a~|0nS, cie~t$y s~i~g ~ot’e~time on ti~o~se
which aremore relevanto We W~i| pC~vi’de you~~th ~dv~, ~d~-~ ~r~ ~,~|l-t~e

p0~nts; ~ffd ws have secu~d ~xti~a ~sour~es for~|s ~¢~S~.~

No de~sion should be taken until you have all these representations before you.

been read,, su~m~dsed where nece~ary, and published’ on our ~bsite.

Asoin~i~ed above, it is at th~ point that your decision cart be promoted morn
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E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

11 March 2011 22~52
BSKYB

News Corporation / BSkyB: Response to Notice Of Consultation
Response To Consultation.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

CONFIDENTIAL EMAIL FROM SLAUGHTER AND MAY - THIS EMAIL AND ANY ATTACHMENT MAY BE
PRIVILEGED

Dear Sir / Madam,.

ase find attached on behalf of BT, Guardian Media Group, Associated Newspapers Limited, Trinity Mirror PIc,
~rthcliffe Media and Telegraph Media Group submissions made in response to the Department for Culture, Media

art~porrs Notice of Consultation on the proposed acquisition by News Corporation of up to 60.9% of British Sky
Br~Edcasting Group PLC.

Kind regards,

Slaughter and May
"One Bunhill Row
London FP.lv ~y’¢
Tel: +44|
Fax: +44L

S~IiJGHTER AND MAY, One Bunhill Row, LondonEClY 8YY

For more information, go to www.slaughterandmay.com

TEL: +44 (0)20 7600 1200 FAX: +44 (0)20 7090 5000

Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Firm SPA number 55388

A list of partners is available for inspection at the above address

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and!or recorded for legal purposes.
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co,te,~ of ~o zt t RE Fw +Sky... ’ ..................
¯ , _ r++- [.o+-

r4y Workspace ~ Wc+kspace ~ Settings m Cor~en
~ Favorites        ~+ Users ~. Groups                    ~ For "~i

!

From:

CC
Subject." Kt:; ~W; ~t~.~0nsul~l:~

CONFIDENT’L¢~ FJ~AIJ. FROM SLAUGHTER AND HAY - THIS EMAIL AND ANY ATt’AO4ML~tT HAY BE pRIVILEGED

Sent Date=
Received

tS105/20t 1 20:25
18105/20tt 20:26

We confirm that we are happy for you to publish an unredacl~d versien of the response,

Best regards

Subject; BSkyB consu~’~’dou

~;Culmre,g.~.gov, u k]

Thank you for your response to the copsuil~n On the undertakings in I~J in respect of the proposed acqu~ition by News CorDo~d~on Of up m 60,9% Of 6SkyB Group PLC.

Whilst: we are anaiysieg the resl~nses received we are w r;tieg to you to see if you would be happy e~,

1) for us to pubfish your n~s~0nse to the consuil:atien you provided. We understand you arovided it marked as str;cby conE~e,n~L

2) if we puhffshed a r~d~cL~l ~on Of your ~oonse to the coasultaCJon, and if so, couid you provide us with one that you am happy with.

3) ~" you would ~refe r that we did not refer to your response in our summaw of ~SpOrL~o

I WOUld be grateful if you could let us know what: your p~ference wouki be within five working days. No final dedsiens have ~ take~ on whether or when we wil! pubffsh the ~s~onseso

Thank YOU

i E~oa~ ~o~ Culture, Nedia and Sp~rt
P

24 Cockspur ~

j London

This e~ail and its co~ are the prOperb/of the Depad~*flent for Gul~re, Hedia and Spod:.
If yOU are not the intended recipient of th~ message, please delete it.

] ~11DCHS e-mall is recorded and st~.for a min~ of 6 months - ’
’ Th~ original of this emait was scanned ~of viruses by the Government Secure [~ranet: virus scanning service ssjp~d by CabieS~witeiess Worldwide in partne~h~ with ~tessageLabs. (CCT~ Cer~ficato Number

SLAUGHTER AND HAY, One Bunhlll Row, London EC1Y 8YY

For more ~K~ormat~n, go to www.s~anghteranoYnay+com

TEL:++44 (0)20 7~]0 1200 FAX: +44 (0)20 7090 5000

Re~Julated by the SOiiC~OrS Regula’t~n ~rJ~, Firm SPA naml:P.J" 55388

A I~t: of partners ~s available for +n.~pec’don at the above addras~

This ~nail was ~Ce~ed from the I~TEPJ4Et" and scanned by t~ G~w~mme~ Sec~r~ [~dn~c ~ot~-,virus ser~(ce su~pr~ by Cable&Wirek~ Worldwide in partnership with ~essageLabs. (CCTH Cer ~-~-d~ Numbe~
2009/09/0052.) In case of ~erns, please call your 9rganisation’s 1-(" Helpdask.
Communica’dons vie the GSi may be automaticalb/Ingged~ monitor~l and/or recorded for ~egal porpose~,

http~//~ive~ink/~ive~ink/~ve~ink~exe?func=~~&~bj~d=289262~4&~bjA~ti~n=viewheader 21!03/2012
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3L/~U~I’I I CK /~P~IU IVl/~!

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED
ACQUISITION BY NEWS coRPORATION OF UP TO 60.9% OF BRITISH SKY

BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

2.3

2.4

The UIL proposed by News Corporation entirely fails to address the plurality concerns.
To be effective, the remedy would need to ensure that Sky News remains independent
of News Corporation. In reality, the UIL will make Sky News almost entirely dependent
on News Corporation. For examl~le, Sky News will be:

(i) Dependent upon a contract with News Corporation for 85% of its revenues (and
25% of its costs).

(ii) -Dependent upon News Corporation to distribute its TV news output on the
BSkyB network.

(iii) Dependent upon News Corporation for its future existence - since Sky News
will be unviable were the carriage agreement not to be renewed.

In these circumstances it is fanciful to expect that Sky News will enjoy any meaningful
independence allowing it to offer a separate contribution to news plurality. Instead, the
editors and directors of Sky News will be acutely aware that the viability of the company
(and therefore their own job security) depends entirely on maintaining the approval of
News Corporation.

1
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SLAUGHTER AND MAY Strictly Confidential

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.8

relevant cond(tions, News Corporation could easily pursue complaints on other grounds
in an attempt to discourage editorial policy of which it disapproved.11

These issues are further compounded by the absence of any real clarity over defined
terms used in the UIL. For example, BSkyB is entitled to terminate the carriage
agreement upon a "material breach" by Sky News of its obligations under the
agreement - the UIL does not elaborate, however, on the interpretation of this phrase.

The dependence of Sky News on News Corporation was confirmed by the OFT who
stated that "the successful operation of Newco relies to some extent on the incentives of
News/Sky’.12

News Corporation appears to consider that this departure, from normal UK merger
control standards is justified on the basis that Sky News and News Corporation will not
be competitors and, therefore, that News Corporation will have an interest in the
ongoing success of Sky News.~3 It is important to note that were the OFT’s normal
standards to be applied, the merged entity’s incentive in respect of the divestment
business would be irrelevant - as remedies are Supposed to create independent
divestment businesses (viable regardless of the incentives of the merged entity). The
fact that" News Corporation had to resort to its own incentives to argue that Sky News
will be viable is in fact confirmation that Sky News will not be independent.

Furthermore, even if it were factually correct that News Corporation has a commercial
interest in the ongoing success of Sky News,~4 the argument entirely fails to address the
plurality issues. Specifically, it is false to assume that an interest influencing the
editorial content of Sky News would involve any commercial Sacrifice on the part of
News Corporation. First, given the unequal bargaining position of the two companies,
even a threat by News Corporation to use its financial and commercial leverage could
change Sky News policy without necessarily endangering the success or ongoing
operation of Sky News. Secondly, it may simply be the case that .the benefits of
influencing editorial policy (e.g, increased exposure for hlews Corporation newspapers)
outweigh .any costs involved in disciplining Sky News. It is therefore wrong to assume
thaL an interest in the success of Sky News acts as a safeguard against editorial
influence.

H Other examples of how News Corporation could discipline Sky News might inci’ude degrading the quality of serviCes

provided under Clause 5 o!’the UIL or degrading the scope or quality of distribution (see further below).

lz Paragraph ! .13, OFT report dated 11 February 2011.

13 Paragraph 6.4, id.

14 It ~s not even clear that this factual assumption is weU-founded. For example, there is no restriction on News

Corporation setting up its own broadcast news business~ Therefore, it may well be the case that News Corporation
will have a commercial incentive to hinder the success of Sky News. The OFT noted that News Corporation may not
always have an incentive to promote the success of Sky News (see paragraph 1.13, OFT report dated 11 February
201!).

6
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SLAUGHTER AND MAY Strictly Confidential

8.4

9.2

9.3

In light of the "above, therefore, instead of maintaining the status quo with regard to
News Corporation’s shareholding in Sky News (by reference to the present ownership
structure of BSkyB), any remedy envisaged by the UlL should in fact reduce News
Corporation’s shareholding in Sky News post-Takeover in order to ensure the remedy is
adequate and takes account of this increased influence that News Corporation will enjoy
over Sky News through, inter alia, the Carriage Agreement.

No Lasting Remedy

Even if one sets aside al! the concems (as set out above) as to Sky News’ dependence
upon News Corporation during the 10-year term of the carriage agreement, the UIL
suffers from another profound defect: it makes no provision to protect news plurality on
an ongoing basis. Instead, the UIL simply leaves it to News Corporation to decide (by
virtue of the carriage agreement renewal decision) whether Sky News.should continue
to exist after 10 years. Therefore, while over the "short and medium" term {he remedy
contained in the UIL is deeply flawed, over the long term it is simply non-existent. This
is completely contrary to r~ormal merger control standards which require a divestment
remedy to effect a lasting change in the market structure.2s

(A) .OFT/OFCOM Advice

There is no doubt that the viability of Sky News will be in severe jeopardy if the carriage
agreement is not renewed after 10 years. The .OFT explained that:

"in the context of ensuring the "long-term" viability of Newco and the UIL, it is
important to consider whether Newco can continue as a standalone entity on a
permanent or lasting basis. It is clear that, absent the revenue stream provided
by the carriage agreement, Newco is effectively loss-making. As a
consequence, absent renewal on a similar basis, an alternative revenue stream,
or being acquired, there is a real risk that Newco may not survive as envisaged
by the UIL beyond the term of the carriage agreement."24

The OFT states that this threat to the survival of Sky News threatens the efficacy of the
UIL: "the finite duration of the carriage agreement, in particular, entails a material risk to
the tong term viability of Newco and hence the UtL".=5 The OFT went on to descdbe the
finite duration of carriage agreement as an "essential structural limitation of the UIL"2s

and stated that it had been unable to identify any improvements to the UIL which wou[d
address this flaw.

23See, for example, paragraph 22, Commission Notice on remedies acceptable under the Council Regulation (EC) No
139/2004 and under Commission Regulation (EC) No 80212004;

24Paragraph 1.16, OFT report dated 11 February 2011.

26 Paragraph 1.15, id.

26 Paragraph 1.17, id.

12
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SLAUGHTER AND MAY ~l’lCtly ,~.,,onl-luul t u=l
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[

From:
Sent:
To:
Co:
Subject:

i

13 March 2011 20:04
ZEFF JON;E ] KILGARRIFF PATRICK; SMtTH, Adam

Urgent - action required newscorp/bskyb merger

Dear all

Sorry to email on a Sunday evening. Sos wants to meet on.the newscoq~ conSUltation tomorrow
morning. I will ask Will to arrange a slot in the diary, He is likely to want to meet the key
opponents of the deal during the consultation to show that he, has met and listened to both sides-.

! have spoken to Jonathan Stephens tonight who would be very grateful if we could pull together a
list of the organisation~lpeople sos might see ~fOr 10..00am pls?

sumab|y we could go for those people who-wrote in to the odgin.al,ofcom report? Could we
’- ~Up some of them together to avoid numemus meetings?

!-[’ .; _ imPosSible that sos wilil take. the advice in the Submis-s!on (ie~only meet on, request) but
given what I’ve heard over the weekend/do think it will be un|i|kely, so we now need to get a back
up plan in pla~,.

Very happy to discuss

Many thanks

Sent f~m my B|~ckBet~ Wireless Device
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The Office of The Rt Hon Lord Prescott
House of Lords

London
SWlA 0PW

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secreta~ of State
Department for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport

~-4 Cockspur Street
ondon sWIY 5DH

15 March 2011

In your statement to the House of Lords on 3 March you indicated your provisional
agreement to Murdoch’s News Corp application to takeover BSkyB. However you
said that there would be a 17 day consultation period.-

During the statement, t called upon the Department to either delay or extend the
consultation pe: riod until the reopened criminal investigations by the Metropolitan

~Police into Murdoch’s News of the World had been completed. The Minister in her
reply recognised the seriousness of the charges but failed to answer my question.

it has become more and more evident that the criminal activities by News
International’s News of the World have extended far beyond its original defence of a
rogue reporter.

Moreover the new evidence later released by News International clearly shows a
deliberate withholding of such evidence to the original enquiry led by Assistant
Commissioner Yates. This has led to the reopening of the enquiry and investigation
by various bodies and we now await their further response.
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For example, the reopening of the criminal investigation by Assistant Commissioner
Akers of the Metropolitan Police has revealed many, many more cases of phone
hacking. This involves thousands of individuals, who were originally denied the
opportunity of being informed during the Yates and Hayman investigations.

The Crown Prosecution Service is now complaining of being misled by the original
evidence provided by the Yates investigation and is now conducting its own enquiry
into events.

.

Indeed, yesterday in a letter to the Guardian the Director of Public Prosecutions, Keir
Starmer complained publicly that Mr Yates had taken a sentence of evidence given
to the Culture Media and Sport Committee out of context. This will no doubt be
considered by the Parliamentary Committees in their own new enquiries.

The Press Complaints Commission (PCC) is also conducting its own enquiry into its
failure to hold the journalists, managers and newspapers involved in this case to
account. Your own Minister in an adjournment debate in the House of Commons on
the 10 March recognized the ’undoubted lapse in the standards that we expect from
the media’.

The numerous civil court cases are daily revealing evidence of possibly thousands of
cases of itlegat phone hacking. A number of reputable television documentary
programmes, along with the on-going Guardian investigation by Nick Davies, have
revealed more evidence of these cdminai activities., They also highlighted the
concern over the close relationship between the Metropolitan Police and News
International a-t the highest levels.

Last night the Panorma television programme revealed a new process of criminal
activity - emai! hacking commissioned by the previous News of the World executive,
Atex Marunchak, once again revealing decision making at the very highest executive
level on a Murdoch newspaper.,

.I am also aware, as ! said in my statement to-the House of Lords, that investigations
are underway into phone hacking by people working for the Sunday Times.

The increasing public concern of the involvement of News International in criminal
activities - clearly endorsed at the highest level - is reflected in.an online petition with
more than 360,000 people calling for Murdoch’s bid to takeover BSkyB to be
blocked.
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I once again call on this Government to de.Jay confirmation of this decision to grant
approval until the enquiries into these cdminal aCts are completed. Did you consider
these issues before making your initial decision?

.’These many reopened enquiries into criminal acts by News international raise
important questions over integrity and whether Murdoch would pass any ’fit and
proper person’ test to take ful! control of a major part of the UK’s television and
newspaper media.

If you are not prepared to delay your final decision, will you consider using your
review powers if further criminal acts are proven?

Please accept this letter as my contribution to the consultation period and I hope you
will address yourself to the question when you make your next statement.

Sincerely

Rt Hon Lord Prescott
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NON-CONI’:IL)I::N I IAL VI-I-,(LSIUN

News Corp I BSkyB Undertakings In Lieu

BT Submission to DCMS dated 16 March 2011

Summary

News Corp’s proposed undertakings in lieu (UILs)were published on 1 March for
consultation. The UILs are meant to preserve media plurality by ensuring that Sky News
(Newco) remains an independently viable force against other providem of news, in
particular the BBC, ITN and News Corp itself. In BT’s view, the UILs will not achieve this.

First, the UILs are too easily circumvented and unlikely to achieve sufficient
independence for Sky News.

News Corp and Sky News remain structurally connected through shareholdings,
directorships and a web of significant contracts. It will be easy for News Corp to
deploy its votes, people and contractual rights to make operations difficult for Sky
News;

¯ Sky News’s financial viability is assured only through revenues achieved from its 10
year carriage agreement with BSkyB;

the checks meant to rein in News Corp’s influence (independent directors, editorial
board and audit committee) are too weak, given News Corp’s track record of
undermining such checks;

there is a long 9 month interim period during which News Corp is allowed full
control of Sky News, a crucial window in which to influence Sky News’ future
agenda.

Secondly, the likelihood is that the UlLs will only delay News Corp’s full control of Sky
News by 10 years, not prevent it:

O After 10 years, News Corp may proceed to acquiring full control without further
regulatory review. The acquisition of an entity as small as Sky News will not
necessarily fall within UK merger control thresholds.

The carriage agreement between Sky News and BSkyB, without which Sky
News is signficantly loss-making, comes to an end in 10 years’ time. This both
increases Sky News’ dependency on News Corp and makes Sky News less
attractive to a competing bidder because of the uncertainty as to whether or not
the contract will be renewed.

We consider that the UlLs have not been sufficiently tested in the time available and that
their deficiencies can only be adequately addressed if the proposed acquisition is
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NON-CONFIDENTIAL VERSi

referred to the Competition Commission. The issues are too complex to be resolved in
further market testing1.

Not independently viable

With full ownership of BSkyB, News Corp will have complete control of Sky News’ main
trading partner. It is not sufficient to limit News Corp’s influence, in particular over
editorial policy. Plurality in news media can only be achieved if Sky News becomes an
independently viable company.

The UlLs do not ensure that Newco is independently viable - in terms of voting dghts,
directorships, the webof contracts between News Corp/BSkyB and Sky News, and the
insufficiency of independent contracts for Sky News.

How voting rights may be used by News Corp to undermine the UILs

News Corp, through BSkyB, is likely to have a majority of voting rights at general
meetings of Newco. This enables BSkyB to block important resolutions. For example, a
share issue may be blocked by BSkyB. This gives News Corp control over an important
source of funding for Newco, which cannot be secured by the board alone but must be
approved in general meeting by a majority of shareholders.

Funding could be secured by debt, but only as long as Newco’s Articles of Association
empower NewCo to borrow. As there is no restriction on BSkyB voting to remove the
power.to borrow in Newco’s articles, News Corp will be in a position to block all
borrowing.

In that scenario, which regulators would be unable to prevent under the UlLs as currently
drafted, Newco would have no independent, conventional way of raising money, and all
of Newco’s revenue streams will have to come from third party contracts.

Third party contracts are a very fragile basis for funding, particularly when the principal
contract Newco relies on is the carriage agreement with BSkyB. The OFT report
comments on Newco’s financial dependence on BSkyB, describing the carriage
agreement as Newco’s "principal revenue stream" stating it "accounts for an increasing
proportion of Newco foreast total revenues as the term progresses’~. It is clear that
Newco will not be able to rely on independent revenue streams from other contracts.

In sum, Newco will have no ability to independently fund itself. The implications are noted
by the OFT:

1 The undertakings would have to be finalised by 21 Apdl (24 weeks from the date of the European
Intervention Notice): paragraph 3(5) Schedule 2 Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests)
Order 2003.

z Paragraph 10.26, 11 February OFT report. Although this pre-dates the 1 March draft UILs, the OFT’s

corfirfi~dt~a~ r-ernaids relev~h~. ..................................................................

2
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"... the implication of the inability to raise finance could impair the ability of Newco to
respond to technological advances in the way that news is collected (input) or
disseminated (output)’a

UILs should ensure that Newco’s borrowing powers are enshrined in the Articles.

The independence of the board is not guaranteed

The UlLs require the majority of the Newco board to be independent, and only one
independent director to have senior editorial/journalistic experience. This may effectively
result in a majority of industry experts on Sky News’ board being BSkyB appointees.
Independent non-experts, however well intentioned, may not have the experience
required to probe some of the more complex board proposals.

The single expert independent director will be the lynch-pin for guaranteeing the board’s
independence, and there is not enough in the UILs to support him or her - no fellow
independent expert board members, no requirement that he/she should be present at
meetings, no provision to cover for any long-term absence.

Contracts can be used to frustrate the undertakings

All of Newco’s significant contracts (the Carriage Agreement, Brand Agreement and
Operational Agreements) will be with BSkyB. This will give News Corp multiple
opportunities to use BSkyB’s contractual rights to frustrate the UILs. The following are
just some examples of how this might happen.

Carriage Agreement

After 10 years, the carriage agreement between BSkyB and Sky News will come to
an end. The Carriage Agrement may not be renewed after it elapses. In its report4
the OFT said:

"...it is not possible to conclude with any degree of certainty that the
carriage agreement will be renewed after the expiry of the ten year period
such that Newco,s principal revenue stream will continue."

Ofcom assesses that 10 years is justified since it is a much longer period than is
typical in this sector~. Typical contract length in the sector is not the point. The
Carriage Agreement has to be long enough to ensure continued independence
and viability. As stated by the OFT:6

3 Paragraph 7.22 11 February OFT report.

4 Paragraph 10.29, 11 February OFT report.

s Ofcom’s 1 March advice, page 4.

6 Paragraph 10.24, 11 February OFT report.

3
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"However, the OFT considers that, in the context of ensuring the ’long-term’
viability of Newco and the UIL, it is important to consider whether Newco
can continue as a stand-alone entity on a permanent lasting basis."

The OFT considers that without the carriage agreement, "Newco would be
significantly loss-making".7 The carriage agreement "would appear to underpin the
short-to-medium term (no longer than 10 years) viablity of Newco and the UIL"
The OFT "considers that the finite duration of the carriage agreement, in
particular, entails a material risk to the long term viability of Newco and
hence the UIL. ’~ [emphasis added]. The OFT adds:"there is a real risk that
Newco may not survive as envisaged by the UIL beyond the term of the carthage
agreement. The relevance of these t~sks ultimately depends on the time horizon
which the Secretary of State considers relevant to ensure the effectiveness of the
UILs."

The Carriage Agreement is clearly not long enough to secure Newco’s
independence,

Brand Licensing Agreement

The Brand Licensing Agreement maybe used as a control mechanism by News
Corp. For example, an obligation not to denigratethe brand could be used to
control Newco’s activities and in extremis even to constrain Sky News’ coverage of
News Corp-related matters.

It is not clear whether the Brand Licensing Agreement will be terminable in the
event of a change of control (a third party acquiring more than 40% of Newco
shares). If so, the Brand Licensing Agreement.can be used to ~’resu/t in
termination of the carriage agreement" 9 This is because the Carriage Agreement
is terminable "in the event that Newco ceases to provide output which is branded
"Sky News"1°.

It is not satisfactory that the Carriage Agreement should end once Newco ceases
the Brand Licensing Agreement. This prevents Newco from ending the Brand
Licensing Agreement after the initial 7 year term, in readiness for the Carriage
Agreement elapsing.

Premises and facilities sharing

BSkyB and Newco are required to share premises and facilities for 15 years.
Physical proximity is all to BSkyB’s advantage as it will bring huge scope for cross-

7 Paragraph 1.10, 11 February OFT report.

8 Paragraph 1.15, 11 February OFT report.

9 Paragraph 10.16, 11 February OFT report.

10 Paragraph 4.5(iii) UILs.

4
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fertilisation and influence. Newco does not appear to have the benefit of break
clauses.

The UILs, instead of enshrining long-term premises and facility sharing, should
ensure that News Corp provides Newco with the financial means to be physically
separate. By analogy, BT’s undertakings required Openreach to be operationally
separate and Ofcom saw to it that Openreach was located in a different building
not shared by other parts of BT.

Operational Agreements

The advertis ing sales agreement under which BSkyB will sell advertising and
sponsomhip on behalf of Newco will give BSkyB control over all Sky News
advertising. Again this agreement may operate more to News Corp’s than to Sky
News’ advantage. Instead of securing the most attractive financial deal for Sky
News, BSkyB may try to secure terms that advantage News Corp or BSkyB
instead.

[CONFIDENTIAL]

As seen above, Newco’s inability to raise finance could impair its ability to trade.
Advertising revenues are a potentially very important source of inde pendent
finance. The UlLs could be frustrated by giving BSkyB unfettered control over
Newco’s advertising revenue.

The UlLs should require advertising to be handled by a third party, albeit funded by
BSkyB. In addition, to safeguard against BSkyB interference, advertising should
be placed on terms that do not favour News Corp orBSkyB or deny access to any
legitimate advertising buyer.

The UILs fail to ensure a sufficiency of independent contracts

As seen above, Newco will need to secure independent sources of revenue. This
may include revenue from contracts with third parties that compete with News
Corp or BSkyB. There is nothing in the UILs that.encourages Newco to pursue
such revenue opportunities, regardless of its impact on News Corp.

The UILs should ensure that Newco positively pursues independent revenue
streams, without, discriminating against competitors of News Corp or BSkyB.

r

The proposed checks in the UiLs are insufficient to secure independence

Given News Corp’s ability to use its voting rights, directors and contractual rights to
influence Sky News, the proposed checks in the UlLs on News Corp and BSkyB are
insufficient.

5
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Audit committee

The Audit committee11 should ensure fairness in transactions between News Corp/
BSkyB and Sky News, but only protects material transactions. Materiality is
insufficiently defined and appears to refer only to financials thresholds. An
agreement may be essential but have a low monetary value12. The Audit
committee’s powers are too vague to be effective13. A fairness opinion obtained
by the Audit committee need not be followed.

Editorial committee

The corporate governance and editorial Committee’s powers are central to the
UILsTM. They are insufficiently defined. By contrast, the BT undertakings detail in
37 paragraphs the remit and powers of the independent Equality of Access Board
that oversees equality of access for third parties to BT’s network.’ The Board is
given teeth by virtue of the requirement on BT to inform the Board of breaches and
on the Board to inform Ofcom of non-trivial breaches. The UILs should set out
Newco’s obligations in greater detail including a requirement for breaches to be
reported to the Editorial committee, and from there reported to the OFT or Ofcom,
who should be given formal responsibility for supervision of the operation of the
undertakings. The prospect of breaches being reported acts as an important
deterrent.

The UILs should require the head of Sky News, not just empower him, to make
representations to the Editorial committee on compliance with the principle of
editorial independence, and require him to report breaches to the Editorial
committee.

Dispute resolution, process

The protection in the dispute resolution process; preventing termination by BSkyB
until disputes are resolved, only applies to the Carriage and Brand-Licensing
Agreement15.     ¯           ¯           ~8This protection does not extend to Operational Agreements . In its

r
11 Paragraph 3.1(iv) UILs.

lz A contract may become operationally essential and therefore fall outside the list of Operational
Agreement to be reviewed by the OFT.
13 The UlLs’appear to rely on Chapter 11 of the Listing Rules, a code for listed companies in case of

transactions with related parties. This does not help as the safeguards provided in Chapter 11 consists in
obtaining the approval of Newco shareholders. Such approval is likely to be forthcoming by virtue of
BSkyB’s ability to exercise a majority of votes.

~4 Paragraph 3.1(viii) UlLs.

is Paragrapli 4.8 UILs.

is Paragraph 5.4 UILs does not require paragraph 4.8 protections to apply in the case of Operational
Agreements.

6
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report, the OFT recommends similar protection for Operational Agreement through
the dispute resolution process:

"[operational agrements] shoutd be subject to similar protections given to
the carriage agreement and brand license agreement."

No fairness requirement

There is no general requirement in the UlLs for News Corp or BSkyB to deal with Sky
News on a fair, non-discriminatory basis. News Corp could frustrate the UILs by
imposing onerous requirements in Newco contracts, which Newco does not have the
negotiating power to resist. These could even act as a poison pill against future take-
over bids for Newco.

There should be a reqdirement in the UlLs for News Corp and BSkyB not to
discriminate against Newco in their commercial deals, and to grant Newco no less
favourable terms than to a third party.

Controls fall away

If News Corp acquires more than 50% of Newco voting shares, the corporate
governance provisions in the UILs will fall away. It is likely that in order to acquire
more than 50% of the voting rights, News Corp would seek regulatory clearance.
However that is not necessarily the case. The Secretary of State may not intervene
under media plurality rules. News Corp itself acknowledges that:

"any hypothetical reacquisition of Newco shares ... would not automatically
trigger a substantive review on issues of media plurality- given that this
would depend on the issuing of a merger notice".1T

It is worth noting that the corporate governance provisions rules may be voted out of
the Articles by a majority of shareholders that are not related to News Corp.

Inadequate safeguards in the 9 month interim period

There is a 9 month interim period during which News Corp is allowed full control of Sky
News. This is a very long period compared to the three months that are normally
considered acceptable to implement a remedyTM. It is a crucial window Which can be
used by News Corp to influence Sky News’ future agenda.

The UlLs will not prevent News Corp interfering in Sky News for the first 9 months of its
operation. Nor will the UILs prevent the sharing of confidential information between News

~7 Paragraph 7.31, 11 February OFT report.

18 Paragraph 7~11, 11 Feburary OFT report.

7
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Corp and Sky News in the interim period, despite the OFT stating this to be one of the
normal requirement in UILs19, that should be adopted in this case2°.

News Corp can reacquire Newco after 10 years

The UILs require continued separation between News Corp and Sky News for a 10 year
period.21 The OFT has stated that it would not usually place a time limit on separation22.
The risk is is imposing a 10 year limit is that this will leave the way open for News Corp to
acquire Sky News after 10 years. It is not certain that a take over bid for Newco would
trigger the merger control provisions of the Enterprise Act since:

Newco’s gross assets may be below the £70 million threshold and the merger
may not increase a share of supply of 25% or more (no referrable merger);
it is unlikely that a quarter of broadcasting will be supplied by the merging
parties (no special merger situation);
even if the merger gives rise to a referrable merger or special merger
situation, the Secretary of State is not obliged to intervene23.

It cannot be assumed therefore that after 10 years, an acquisition of further shares by
News Corp would trigger a merger control review.

News Corp would be well placed to bid for Newco after 10 years. The impending expiry
of the carriage agreement between BSkyB and Sky News that underpins the viablity of
Newco, will make Newco less attractive to competing bidders, leaving the field open for
News Corp.

The UILs are not viable after 10 years

The OFT considers that: 24

"there is a real risk that Newco may not survive as envisaged by the UIL beyond the
term of the carriage agreement. The relevance of these risks ultimately depends on
the time horizon which the Secretary of State considers relevant to ensure the
effectiveness of the UILs."

!9 Paragraph 7.14, 11 February OFT report "ensure that confidential information relating ot the business to
be divested is not shared with the acquirer’s business".
z0 Paragraph 7.17, 11 February OFT report.

¯ 21 Paragraph 6 UILs.

2z Paragraph 7.33, 11 February OFT report.

23 For example the Secretary of State did not issue an intervention notice for media plurality issues to be
considered in the merger between the Daily Expressand 5.

24 Paragraph 1.15, 11 February OFT report:

8
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Ofcom appears to fall back on a hypothetical review of the statutory framework to ensure
plurality in the public interest in the long term. There is no indication that such a review
may be initiated.

The UILs therefore fail to ensure that Newco is independently viable in the long term.

Conclusion

In our view the UlLs merely pave the way for News Corp to make a full bid for Sky News
in 10 years’ time. Only a referral to the Competition Commission can unpick the
complexities of the UIL and ensure that the future of media plurality is safeguarded.

BT Group plc
16 March 2011
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To: Jeremy Hunt From:I
Team:Media
Tel:
Date: 17103/20t 1

NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

IssUe

¯ Advice from OFT and Ofcom on representations on the uILs.
¯ Meeting with main opponents of the merger.

Timing

lmmed(ate.

~ecomm.endation and Advice

We recommend that you continue to get appropriate advice from Ofcom and OFT on
the Substantive responses to the consu|tation on the UtLs to see whether they raise any
points which might lead you to reject or amend the UILs.

Draft letters for your signature are attached.

We have now had the response from Slaughter & May, BECTU and BT (attached)
whiCh should be enclosed ~th the letters.

The math group of ~pp~n~ts who S|~ter & May ~Qt for (BT, Guardi~ Media Group,-

a~d OFT to be p~rtt ~h(~h ~e agree would ~e ve~ se~siS~~ as thW too Will W~nt to
~te~r the points e~p|a|,edand, if ne~ssa~i seek ~ta~f~rt.    ~

i su~t your~ office qet (n touch w~h (hem to agree a Suitable date. The ~ontact is

As of th~s afternoon, we have received over 10,000 responses, all but 500 of WhiOh are
pa~ 0f¯~n¯ 0~aniSed e-m~(l¢ampatgn. Of th~ ~em~(n(~g 500, the ~St ~Or~|~ ...ar re ~lso
fr~ ~embe~s of the pub|it who ~re oppQ~ed to theme~ger~ ~wiit~give .you ar~
update when the consu|tation formally c(ose~: on ~o~day at-m~day,

CC
Jonathan Stephens

Zeff
Ke~th Smith
Pa(d~k K|~ardff
Camia Geist-Diwer
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Sue Beeby
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

I I III I III II

17 March 2011 15:09
BSKYB
submission
Submission to the Secretary of State final.docx; The Ofcom report on the
NewsCorpKGrevised.docx

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Please find attached my submission to the Secretary of State, along with a document analysing the Ofcom report on
the transaction, to which the submission cross-refers.

David Elstein

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure lntranet anti-virus service
,,~plied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partner,ship with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/’09/0052.)

se of problems, please call your organisation s IT Helpdesk
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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,Subm, ission to the Secretary of State in relation to the NewsCorp/BSIo/B proposed transaction

It has been evident, ever since the European Commission cleared the proposed transaction in terms

of competition issues, that the only basis for it being blocked within the UK would be on plurality
grounds, based on the specific provisions within the 2002 Enterprise Act: This has not stopped

opponents of the deal from continuing to cite competition issues, as in point 6 of the latest missive

from the self-styled "media alliance" (now- apparently- the "dead wood society", as it no longer

includes the BBC and Channel 4). However, their primary argument addresses theeffectiveness of
the UILs in relation to Sky News that have been secured by Ofcom and the OFT from News Corp in
order to gain their approval for the transaction.

What the "media alliance" argument does not address is the underlying reality: Once Sky News

became the focal point of the process, si~veral courses of action were open to News Corp and BSkyB.
One was simply to close down Sky News. Understandably, given the massive long-term investment
in Sky News, its considerable brand value and its widely acknowledged success as a news channel,

the parties were no doubt reluctant to do this. Another option was to close Sky News temporarily,
and at some future date re-launch it, perhaps under another name. Again, this may have been
deemed over-engineered in the face of other possible solutions.

A third option was to spin off Sky News ahead of any transaction process, with a shareholding

balance reflecting the current BSkyB one of 60.9% non-News Corp and 39.1% News Corp. This would
require the creation of a coherent operating structure along with a medium-term financial plan, such
that the non-News Corp shareholders would face no on-going financial calls, and might also be able

to sell their shares.

The current proposal is a mirror imageofthatapproach, with Sky News "left behind" after all the
rest of BSkyB has been merged into News Corp. The structural and financia I issues that will
inevitably face a loss-making business Currently fully-integrated into BSkyB are not to be under-

estimated. However, attempts to find solutions to those problems - especially if they are combined
with structures designed to ring-fence Sky News editorially- need to acknowledge an over-riding

fact: there is no current obligation for the shareholders of BSkyB - let alone the biggest shareholder
- to commit to funding Sky News this year, next year or for any measurable future period. Any

attempt to impose such an obligation runs the clear risk of the parties simply deciding to close Sky
News, such that no impediment to the transaction remains for regulators or politicians to address.

It is to the credit of the shareholders that they have invested so heavily in an award-winning service,
even after the launch of the BBC News Channel made the sustaining of the quality of Sky News

permanently unprofitable. It is also to their credit that, although the best means of retaining the
strength of Sky News - keeping it as an in{egral part of BSkyB - has been ruled out by a combination

of political pressure and regulatory muddle, they are still willing to contemplate an imperfect
structure and long-term subsidy (longer term than the BBC enjoys) rather than resort to closure.

However, the Secretary of State should not be misled by the flawed Ofcom repOrt on the transaction

into believing that there really is a plurality issue, even if- for the sake of moving the transaction

forward - the parties are responding constructively to the invitation to offer UILs. The Secretary of

State should be aware that neither the Competition Commission nor a judicial review of the Ofcom
re poff could conceivably sustain its methodology, such that its recommendations would inevitably
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be rendered void. Of course, the Competition Commission could substitute its own reasons for not

clearing the merger on plurality grounds, but its ability to do so may have been compromised by

some aspects of the Ofcom report.

The attached note, prepared by me last month, details a series of errors and questionable judgments

in the Ofcom report, whose combined effect is to enlarge the seeming significance of the proposed
transaction in its potential effect on media plurality. Two key indicators - reach and share - are

seen by Ofcom as of such importance that the alleged scores from combining the businesses - 51%
and 24% respectively - are cited by Ofcom in its March 15t letter to you signing off the UIL process.

Both these figures are clearly wrong, and the attached note explains in some detail why a share of

news consumption of between 9% and 14% is more plausible than the 24% offered. As far as reach
is concerned, the Ofcom methodology is so misguided that no (eliance On it is possible at all.

Radio reach for Sky News is defined by Ofcom as anyone who has listened to at least five

consecutive minutes of commercial radio in any week. Given that news on commercial radio is
confined to 2-3 minute bulletins broadcast at the head of most hours, the chances of just 5 minutes

including the whole of a news bulletin are low. Analysis of R/MAR data for the last quarter of 2010
shows that at least 2 million of the alleged 33.4m included in the Ofcom definition of weekly reach
for Sky News have never heard even one second of a bulletin.

Given that average listening time to commercial radio for adults is 13 hours a week, defining reach

by 0.6% of that listening (5 minutes) is a trivially low threshold. In any case, non-consecutive
listening is more likely to offer a meaningful reach figure for radio news, given its rigid transmission

pattern. Before reach can be considered meaningfu!, surely at least one bulletin a day should be the
minimum threshold (2 minutes a day is the level used by NRS to define newspaper reach). On that

basis, commercial radio news reach would be between 12.4m and 19.4m adults per week, not the
33.4m repotted by Ofcom: if we took a mid-point within that frame, less than 50% of Ofcom’s figure.

Similarly, television news reach (which can be measured precisely by BARB) needs a far more
stringent definition than 3 co nsecutive minutes of Viewing (or 0.2% of average weekly viewing).
Such a low threshold serves only to exaggerate the reported reach of minor providers. For instance,

simply increasing the threshold to even the inadequate 5 consecutive minutes applied to radio
reduces Fire’s reach by 60% (and so would almost certainly reduce Ofcom’s estimated combined Sky

News/Five reach by at least 50%).

Ofcom does not explain how its consultant, Kantar, has calculated a 14.5m weekly reach for News
Corp newspapers collectively. Given the published reach figures for each of the four titles, a reach of
20-21m seems far more likely. It can be stated with some confidence that the 51% weekly reach
projected for Sky/News Corp (the basis of which has never been explained by Ofcom) is wrong by a
large margin, and that no reliance can be placed on it.

Likewise, the figures provided for news consumption do not stand up to even the most cursory

examination. Despite repeatedly canvassing the option of weighting different measures of media

news consumption, Ofcom decided - inexplicably - not to weight anything,’ up or down, whilst
conceding that this might be in error. The report explicitly treats a minute reading a newspaper as

the equivalent - in consumption terms - of a minute watching a news programme: this despite
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overwhelming evidence that less than half the content of newspapers is actually news. No

reasonable person could adopt such an irrational approach. In doing so - and thereby doubling the
apparent Consumption of news output attributable to News Cor p from under 7% to nearly 14% -

Ofcom undermines faith not just in its methodology but in its bona tides.

A similar- more embarrassing - error is found in Ofcom’s treatment of commercial radio news

consumption. Ofcom appears to have missed the 2009 press release issued by IRN and Sky News to
anno unce that the volume of news supplied to IRN by Sky News would be two minutes per hour, not

three. It is true that many major stations maintain a 3-minute bulletin, but they supplement the

national and international stories supplied by Sky News with local stories sourced elsewhere.
Moreover, news bulletins are not universally broadcast through the night. As a result, the three
minutes an hour of news attributed to Sky News by Ofcom, amounting to 72 minutes a day, should
in reality be counted as 28 minutes a day. Consequently, the 6.7% of all daily news consumption

attributed by Ofcom to Sky News radio should really be less than 3%: a lamentable error by the body
that regulates commercial radio.

With television, Ofcom again consistently ignores its own multi-year research on stated audience
reliance on news sources - confirmed by a special survey in November - and fails to up-weight the

time spent watching TV news output. It also treats all live’s news output as if it were wholly
controlled by Sky News.

As the attached note explains, there are arguments for attributing commercial radio news
consumption, and Five News output, at least in part to those legally responsible for it- the

commercial radio Bcence holders and Five - rather than to Sky News. However, even if this course is
not followed, any acciJrate assessment of the real amount of Sky News radio output, and

proportionate we~ghtings of time spent with TV news and newspapers, would leave the combined

share of News Corp and Sky at between 9% and 14% of news consumption.

This happens to be, at the highest point, barely more than Ofcom calculates as News Corp’s pre-
transaction level: a level that the Ofcom report nowhere suggests is unacceptable. Moreover, in
order to make its case of possible public detriment from a reduction in news plurality as a result of

the transaction, Ofcom perforce has to treat News Corp’scurrent controlling 39.1% stake in BSkyB as
non-controlling in key respects: even if the most important one cited - hiring and firing of the editor

of Sky News - is undoubtedly within News Corp’s power now. Even if this error is ignored, the logic
of Ofcom’s position inexorably leads to the situation in which the Secretary of State finds himself.

This is that 39.1% Of a spun-off Sky News does not bestow control on News Corp: an assumption that

frustrates many opponents of the UILs, even though the contrary assumption would render the need
for UILs null. The additional items agreed by News Corp in relation to funding, brand licensing,

chairmanship of the Sky News board and the creation of an editorial board do not assuage the
hostility of those who simply want to delay the transaction by triggering a reference to the

Competition Commission. As I know from having shared public platforms with leading executives

from the Telegraph Group and the Guardian Media Group, their objective - if they cannot prevent
the entire transaction - is delay, which is more attractive to them than any amount of UILs,

irrespective of the potential impact of delay on the survival of Sky News. Better, they think, that Sky

News closes than that it be allowed to exist under the control of News Corp, now or in the future.
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However, by discounting the significance of the 39.1% News Corp holding -for instance, by not

apportioning that part of Sky News’ supposed share of news consumption to News Corp, which
would reduce the impact of the transaction- Ofcom has made any reference to the Competition

Commission moot: all the parties ever had to do was spin offSky News, with unchanged

shareholdings, indeed, Ofcom’s call for UILssupposedly protecting the independence of Sky News
begs the question as to why Sky News was deemed currently to be 100% independent for the

purposes of calculating news consumption shares.

Ofcom’s call for greater powers to intervene in the media market is puzzling. The biggest Single

change in news consumption in recent years has been the 10% rise in the BBC’s already dominant
share of TV news consumption - the source overwhelmingly relied upon by regular news users,
according to Ofco m’s multiple sources of evidence. By comparison, the shift in supply contracts for
Five and IRN from ITN to Sky News is secondary. Neither of these developments has attracted any

comment from Ofcom in the eight years of its existence and - indeed - neither is mentioned as an
issue in the current re port. Yet the change most lamented by the "media alliance" -the 3% rise in

News Corp’s share of a rapidly declining national newspaper market in the last 10 years - barely
affects the overall.n ews consumption picture. The question therefo re must be: what non-

transaction changes does Ofcom think might require special powers for it to exercise?

Ofcom gives no clue as to what such powers might involve. Forced divestment of businesses?
Excluded categories of buyers? Restrictions placed on print runs of newspapers that have become

too popular?’ it is notable that normal competition rules - not special media plurality rules - were
what forced BSkyB to divest most of its shares in ITV. Competition rules can also prevent unfair
trading practices. The 20/20/20 rule enshrined in the 2003 Communications Act is now redundant:

News Corp would not be allowed by the Competition Commission to own ITV as well as BSkyB, even
if it published no newspapers. Can it really be a matter of legislative concern if ITV chooses a news

supplier that happens to sell newspapers to 8% of consumers? Only 40% of adults read national
newspapers, yet the 2003 ACt precludes anyone with 20% of that market supplying ITV with TV
news. This government is easing local cross-media ownership rules. TO introduce new powers begs

the questions: what would they be, why would they be needed and how w0uld they be exercised?

Scepticism on this front is underlined by Ofcom’s sub-standard performance on the relatively simple
question it hasjust been trying to analyze..If the regulator seemingly does not know how to define

reach in comparable terms as between different media, does not understand the significance or
even the quantum of supposed consumption of news across different media, and chooses to ignore

the detailed research about Consumer behaviour it has commissioned, it is hard to have much
confidence in its ability even to define the circumstances for non-transaction intervention.

The government will have ample time to consider the wisdom of the Ofcom bid for extra powers in
the run-up to a new Communications ACt in 2015. Meanwhile, Ofcom having excluded the optimum

circumstances for Sky News to flourish (that is, fully owned by BSky B within News Corp), the best

that can be hoped for is that the UlLs offered by News Corp, and accepted by Ofcom and the OFT
(however reluctantly) will do as little damage as possible. For the Secretary of State now to refer the

transaction to the Competition Commission would inexcusably put at risk an excellent news service,

whose viewers trust it much more than viewers of its terrestrial rivals trust those services.

David E~fi I6~T20I 1 ..................
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The Ofcom report on the NewsCorp/BSkYB transaction

Ofcom’s report, on whether the News Corp offer to buy the 60.9% of BSkyB it
does not already own should be referred to the Competition-Commission, said

at the outset that the threshold was low: if the transaction involved a
reduction in media plurality that might be contrary to the public interest, the
Commission should be called in.

@

The test was whether there would be a sufficientsupply of people with control
of media enterprises. Unfortunately, the Enterprise Act 2002 which created
the special powers of intervention for theSecretary of State in media mergers
defined neither "sufficient" nor "control"; and even the definition of "media
enterprises" - as newspaper publishers or broadcasters - has its tricky points.

An immediate problem for Ofcom was deciding whether there was currently a
"sufficient" supply of people with control of media enterprises. On the face of
it, Ofcom’s failure to intervene in the earlier merger of Northern and Shell and
Channel 5 strongly suggests that a reduction of one in"supply" is not in itself
grounds for intervention; arid that if the reduction as a result of that deal was
not material, the status quo was presumably satisfactory. Why, then, would
News Corp increasing its ownership of BSkyB to 100% from the 39.1% which
already allowed it operational control make enough difference to cross the
’;low threshold" required for intervention?

The three criteria

Ofcom said (in paragraphs 1.21 and 3.17 of its report) that its conclusions
would depend upon three criteria: reach; consumption of news; and the
importance attached by consumers to different sources of news.
unfortunately, Ofcom’s attempts to apply these criteria are seriously flawed,
thanks to a combination of errors of fact and of judgment.

From the outset, Ofcom said it wanted to assess cross-media provision of news

and current affairs: but in only one of the four media examined is the category
of current affairs actually measured - TV - and Ofcom chose to ignore that
metric. It so happens that including current affairs viewing would have
reduced the reported consumption of Sky News output, and enlarged that of

the BBC, but we are not given a reason for the omission.
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The only genre for which data from BARB (the industry research Unit) was used

by Ofcom was that dealing with international and national news: viewership of
news bulletins, news programmes and 24-hour news channels.

Reach

The Ofcom exercise tried to align "reach" across various media, set out in
Figure I on page 8 of its report (also Figure 15 on page 33). However, it
managed to confuse itself thoroughly: first with TV.

The definition of reach of each channel’s or broadcaster’s news output
depends upon three variables: the qualifying length of continuous viewing time
(number of minutes), the period within which qualification counts (a week, a
month, etc) and the number of different such viewings in the period (one, two,

three, etc).

Ofcom chose to focus more on suppliers of news than on broadcasters. In
legal terms, as Ofcom recognizes in paragraph 2.20, suppliers may well fall
outside the 2002 Act, if they are not also broadcasters (ITN, for example, is not
a broadcaster) and therefore do not qualify as media enterprises. Ofcom
conceded that if Sky News were only a supplier (to Channel 5 and to
commercial radio through its contract with Independent Radio News), and did
not operate a broadcast service, there would be no basis for a public interest
intervention, as only one of the merger parties would qualify as a "media
enterprise". Nonetheless, given that there was a broadcast operation called
Sky News, Ofcom felt justified in including its third par~ supply as being under
its "control". I will return to this point later.

Ofcom describes Sky News as one of "three main (sic) providers of TV news": a
description somewhat undercut by the qualification that their respective
shares of provision are 70% (BBC), 22% (ITN) and 8% (Sky News). indeed, if
broadcast channel had been the definition, Sky News would be found in a
remote seventh position. Yet the combination of "one of three main
providers" of TV news with News Corp’s leading position in newspaper
provision is Ofcom’s reason for referring the transaction to the CC.

The report’s analysis of TV news reach, using one viewing period of three

consecutive minutes ina week as the criterion, puts the BBC well ahead, at

Z
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33.5 million adults. ITN’s reach (across ITV and Channel 4) is 21.9 million, and
that of Sky News (in its own right and as a supplier to Channel 5) is 11.7 million.

Actually, the reach of theSky News channel by this measure is just 4.8 million
(less than 10% of adults). In Figure 8 on page 31, all the channels broadcasting
news are identified individually, showing Sky News reach trailing that of news
on BBC One, I-I-VI, BBC News Channel, Channel 5, Channel 4 and BBC Two. Sky

News reach is less than one-sixth of that for news on BBC One. Even news
content on BBC Two has a 30% larger reach than the Sky News channel.

The significance of BBC news being available from three BBC channels would
be more apparent if the third element of measurement- "at least one"

qualifying viewing session - were increased to two, three, or four, with

multiple viewing options allowing "BBC TV" to draw much further clear.

Likewise, increasing the threshold from three consecutive minutes to five
consecutive minutes would reduce Channel 5’s reach by 60% (and with it the
reach of "Sky News" as a supplier), as compared with a reduction of around
10% for other channels. Ofcom chose not to cite these - or any other-

-alternative ways of measuring reach.

Yet five minutes of consecutive listening is precisely the measure used by
Ofcom to define radio reach. R/MAR, the radio equivalent of BARB, has no sub-
genre entitled news, let alone news and current affairs, so Ofcom simply
regarded ~ one instance of five consecutive minutes of listening to radio in a
week to be equivalent to reach for radio news: a substitution for which it is
impossible to find a justification.

News Corp says that Ofcom compounds this error with two further mistaken
assumptions: that commercial radio transmits three minutes of news every
hour, and that Sky News supplies it all. News Corp’s response to the Ofcom
report pointed out that, in peak time (when most listening takes place), most
major commercial radio groups supplement Sky News content (which only
covers national and international news) With other news content (primarily
local news); and news bulletins typically run two minutes, not three.

It is puzzling how Ofcom (which licenses and regulates all broadcast
commercial radio in the UK) would not know this if News Corp is right. What is
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even harder to understand is how it can convert reach for any commercial
radio listening into reach for news listening (which constitutes 3.3% of output),
let alone listening to Sky News, if Sky News does not supply all of commercial

radio’s news content.

@

Eventually, in paragraph 4.36, Ofcom acknowledges that the figure for Sky
News radio reach is "potential" reach; moreover, "it is likely that estimating
reach on the basis of all radio listening overstates the level of reach achieved in
respect of national news listening". It probably overstates it by a factor of at
least 2, and maybe much more.

To add to the confusion, Ofcom places newspaper reach in the same graphic
(Figure 1 on page 8, reproduced as Figure 15 on page 37). The numbers it
shows, supplied by Kantar, base the definition of reach on readership, as
researched by the National Readership Survey. However, the published NRS
figures are for individual newspapers, not for newspaper groups, and Ofcom
does not reveal how the group figures were derived.

For inStance, the Daily Mail has an average readership of 4.7 million according

to NRS, while the Mail on Sunday has a readership of 4.9 million. According to

Ofcom, the Mail’s group readership is 7.3 million, implying that at least half of

the Sunday readers do not read the weekday editioh, and vice versa. Likewise,

the Daily Telegraph has a readership of 1.7 million, and the Sunday Telegraph

1.5 million, but group readership, according to Ofcom, is 2.4 million: again

implying that about half of the weekday readers do not read the Sunday

edition, and vice versa.

News Corp’s News International is more complicated, as it owns four
newspapers. The Sun and the News of the World have readerships of 7.7
million and 7.6 million respectively, with The Sunday Times on 3 million and
The Times on 1.6 million. But Ofcom reports group readership at 14.5 million,
or 29.4% of all adults, which can only be true if at least half of The Sun’s

readers do not read the News of the World, and vice versa. Given that half of
all adults - according to NRS - do not read a newspaper at all, the Ofcom
calculation impliesthat 60% of all people who read a newspaper read a News

Corp title.

4
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The 1 million readership attributed to the Lebedev Foundation is even more

puzzling, as The Independent has a readership of 550,000, and the
Independent on Sunday a readership of 590,000: it Would appear that almost
nobody reads both papers.

Ofcom excluded the Evening Standard from its Lebedev numbers, so that
cannot be the answer. In the absence of any other explanation, it is hard to
understand these and many other Kantar figures, unless- perhaps - the
published NRS reach statistics have been inflated by extending the period (24
hours after publication, according to NRS) qualifying as "readership".

\

The likelihood, of course, is that such an extension would only apply to non-
news elements in the newspapers: for as Ofcom notes in paragraph 3.5,
"newspapers are not solely devoted to the reporting of news". What else is
there? According to Ofcom, there is "content based on in-depth discussions
and opinionated commentary".

In reality, there is much more: the puzzles, fashion, cookery, travel, investment
advice, TV listings, reviews, agony aunts, features, gardening, property pages,
readers’ letters, and so on that constitute the bundled product we call
"newspapers".

Last week, The Sunday Times (according to NRS, the newspaper on which
readers spent by far the most time) contained the equivalent of 504 A4-size
pages. 30 were devoted to national and international news: A further 52
pages came in the shape of sport and business sections, which NRS tells us are
read by less than 60% of "readers" of The Sunday Times. Even allowing these
sections full "news" value (and note that Ofcom excludes "sports news
programmes" from its definition of news for TV reach), and discounting
advertising pages by 90%, actual news content accounted for less than 23% of
all pages.

In recent Weeks, the "news" proportion of The Sunday Telegraph has been as

low as 15% and never above 30%. The same applies tothe Saturday editions
of both the Daily Telegraph and The Times (which are read for longer than the
Monday to Friday editions}: this week, "news" comprised 15% of content, or
less than 90 pages out of nearly 600. Clearly, the reach of newspaper groups

....................... [e~orted !,n the Ofcomta, b!e -even if it were fully explained - cannot be

5
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reasonably presented as equivalent to the reach of their news pages. Research
from North America has shown that as many as athird of newspaper readers

never look at the news pages.

Ken Goldstein, president of Communications Management Inc of Winnipeg,
argues that the same criticism can be applied to the data for online reach and
consumption, taken from Nielsen by Ofcom. The prominence in the top 50
websites of news providers does not equate to site visits being news
consumption. The Daily Mail and the BBC, which are easily the leading two
sites included in the sample, both offer a large proportion of feature material
(thoughthe BBC is in the process of reducing the entertainment element in its
website). As it happens, the role of the internet in the Ofcom analysis is too

small to make it worthwhile to attempt a systemic adjustment: but thepoint
made is almost certainly correct.

The simple fact is that "newspaper" reach for certain, and online reach in all
probability, is not the equivalent of "TV news" reach: presenting it as such is
just as erroneous as the comparison between "Sky News radio" reach and "TV
news" reach. It follows that the 51% reach for Sky News and News Corp
combined, calculated by Ofcom, is unlikely to be correct. Figure i is not what a
regulator which styles itself "evidence-based" should be including in a report.

Consumption

Fortunately, actual news consumption is an easier currency t° measure across

media. BARB provides details of the minutes of TV news consumption per

head per day; itis possible roughly to estimate the proportion of daily radio

listening measured by RAJAR that is attributable to news; NRS measures both

readership and minutes spent on newspapers; and Nielsen has estimates of

online consumption.

However, Ofcom’s attempt (Figure 26 of page 59) to assemble the four
elements in a single diagram -the most crucial in the whole report-falls into
a number of traps. Ofcom does not provide the raw figures it used: but the

percentages it has calculated give us a clue as to its methodology - which turns
out to be not even the biggest problem presented by Figure 26.
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On ~/news consumption, as with reach, Ofcom chooses to attribute the Sky
News production, News on Five, to Sky News, rather than to Channel 5, which
is responsible for it in legal, contractual and regulatory terms - something
Ofcom is fully aware of, as the licensor of Channel 5. If there were any
problem with Channel 5’s news output, Ofcom would be straight, on to Channel
5, and would not even pick up the phone to Sky News.

The legal issue is: who has control? Having commissioned News on Five

(originally from ITN) when i launched the channel, i had no doubt that my

Head of News was always in editorial control, and accountable to me (through

the Director of Programmes) as Chief Executive. in due course, the ITN

employee who was the editor of News on Five moved to Five as an employee,

and his successor accounted to him on a daily basis. Inevitably, newsgathering

was undertaken by the supplier, but the news agenda, together with the

content and running order of the news bulletins, was a joint decision.

It was absolutely not my experience that - in Ofcom’s words -"there was little

scope for editorial adjustment by the retailer". The implication that, currently,

the Sky News editor responsible for delivering News on Five checks with News

Corp what to include in each bulletin, while the broadcaster stands helplessly

by, is wrong: Given Ofcom’s concession that the Competition. Commission, in

assessing the concept of wholesale news supply, concluded that there was

"some degree of shared editorial influence", it is hard to understand Ofcom’s

decision to attribute the .output of Five News 10.0% to the Sky News column.

There is a fUrther legal puzzle. The 2002 Enterprise Act is clear as to what

constitutes a media enterprise: either a broadcaster or a newspaper publisher.

The Ofcorn report makes clear that if Sky News were not itself a media

enterprise - in other words, a broadcaster in its own right - then its wholesale

supply of news would not be relevant to the public interest inquiry.

It follows that if Sky News were to hand back its Ofcom broadcast licence, and

operate in the UK Solely as an online service, it could retain its non-UK

broadcast services, and its wholesale supply contracts, without there being any

basis for a public interest intervention by the Secretary of State. Yet because

Sky News is a broadcast service, Ofcom feels able to attribute 100% of Channel

5"s news output (along with commercial radio news, irrespective of the use of

7
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other sources and the active compilation of bulletins by radio stations
themselves) to Sky News.

An illustration of the difficulty presented by the Ofcom approach is that if ITN -
which is a wholesale supplier that does not qualify as a broadcaster - were to
be taken over by the Daily Mail, currently a 20% shareholder, and then won
back the supply contracts to Channel 5 and commercial radio currently held by
Sky News, the merged enterprise would - according to Ofcom’s methodology-
suddenly jump from a 9% control of consumed news to 22%. Yet such a
transaction would fall entirely outside the framework of the legislation,
suggesting that either the Act is badly drafted, or that Ofcom’s methodology is
faulty, or that there would be nothing to worry about (or possibly allthree).

If we move to the newspaper side of the consumption diagram, we find that
Ofcom has - as in the reach section - counted the full weight of minutes
reading newspapers as if these were spent consuming news, on the basis that
"one minute of TV national news consumption is equivalent to one minute of
reading a newspaper" (note 124): an unsustainable position, in the light of
actual newspaper content.

Could Ofcom -without saying so - be working on the assumption that
newspapers are read with real concentration, whereas many people do other
things whilst watching TV? Unfortunately, Ofcom itself had disposed of this
argument in a massive research exercise last year, which included the finding
that 83% of all TV viewing is "solus" (that is, not accompanied by any other
media activity), whereas only 71% of reading print is "solus’.

The question is: what level of discount should be applied to the newspaper

consumption figures to make them comparable to the TV news consumption

minutes? It seems that a figure of 50% would be conservative: a minimum

reflection of the very different experiences being measured as between

"viewing TV news" and "reading newspapers", and a discount level used by the

German regulator, KEK in a similar situation recently.

It should be noted that Ofcom’s focus on "national" newspapers (which
happens to catch all News Corp titles) excludes great swathes of newspaper

publication covering national and international news, but not nationally
distributed.-That the Yorkshire Post, The Scotsman and the Evening Standard

8
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also cover issues at a more local level does not invalidate their national and
international content. Metro’s readership is not far below that of the Daily
Mirror/Record, and the Evening Standard’s is not far short of that for The
Times. 3.5.million people read a regional evening paper every weekday; 7.5
million a regional morning paper; 10 million a paid-for local weekly; 17 million
a free local weekly: their combined readership is as large as that for the so-
called national titles, but is excluded from Ofcom’s analysis.

Audience reliance on news sources

The significance of these omissions is underlined when we move on to the

third element in the Ofcom guidance- audience reliance on different news

media. Here the report provides startling- and seemingly decisive - evidence.

In 2009, as in previous years, Ofcom asked a very large sample of regular news

consumers which source they relied upon most. 73% plumped for TV; 8% for

newspapers (including, to some extent, the categories of newspaper just

described that Ofcom excluded); 7% for radio; and 7% for online. These

proportions have changed little over the years. Likewise (see paragraph 4.32),
29% reported that their only source of news was~TV, compared With 6%for

newspapers, 3% for radio and 5%online. Some of this differential may be on

account of perceptions of bias: 56% think newspapersare biased, but only 22%

say that of TV.

Ofcom also cites another piece of recent research, on cross-media behaviour,
which asked similar questions, but in a different order and with different
emphases. The results were 63:14:10:I0 - slightly less stark than the 73:8:7:7,

but surely of high significance. These findings strongly suggest up-weighting
the reported minutes watching TV news, or re-allocating all consumption
according to these "reliance" ratios (it would then no longer be necessary to
discount minutes reading non-news in newspapers, as the actual level of news
in newspapers would have been factored in).

Mr Goldstein of CMI takes the view that, if Ofcom is conducting an inquiry
based on the potential detrimental effects of a merger’s undue influence on

consumers of news, and the views of those consumers in terms of reliance on

sources are established and robust, it must make sense to take those views

9
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fully into account- rather than discard them whilst claiming to act on behalf of

these very consumers, He has compiled the following table:

Media

_News Corpo
DMGT
Trinity Mirror
Telegraph
Northern and Shet~
Guardian
Lebedev

BBC

Audience
shares
within the
medium
based on
Figure 26,
page 59
of Ofcom
report

34.2%
22.8%
11.9%
10,4%
10.2%

6.5%
2.5%
1.5%

73.2%

Media "weights"
based on Figure 6 on
page 29 of Ofcom
report:

% saying
medium
iS "ma in
source of

News"

Audience
shares

weighted
by

"source of
news" %

2,74%
1.82%
0.95%
0,83%

0.82%
0.52%

4
1;88%

Media "weights"
based on footnote 54
on page 28 of Ofcom
report:

% saying
medium
is "main
source of

Audience
shares

weighted
by

"source of

4.79%
3o19%
1,67%
1o46%
!.43%
0.91%
0°35%

7,32%
2.68%

BBC
News Corp.
DMGT
Trinity Mirror
Northern & Shell
Telegraph
Guardian
Lebedev
Pearson

37.5%
12.5%
25.0%

0.0%
0.0%

12.5%
- l zs%
’ 0.0% i

0.0%

2.62%
0.88%
tJ5%
0°00%
0,00%
0°88%
0°88%
0°00%
0.00%
0°00%

3,75%
1.25%
2.50%
0.00%
0o00%
1.25%
1.25%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

BBC
tTN
Sky
of which Five 22.6%}

73.5%
17A%

9.1%

53 °66%
12.70%
6.64%

46.30%
10.96%

5.73%
.29%)

TOTALS
BBC
ITN
News Corp
Sky
Sky + News Corp.
SkyiNC minus wholesale

loo% 100,00%
61,40%
12o70%
3,62%
8.52%

!2.14%

8,76%

100% 100.00%
57.37%
10.96%
6,04%
8.41%

14o45%
10,48%
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As a cross-check, I re-worked Ofcom Figure 26 on page 59, adjusting
in three ways: down-weighting newspapers by 50%; separating

wholesale news supply; and up-weighting TV by 50%:

Ofcom 1 (before changes)

News consumption: percentage of minutes per head per day

Company Papers Radio TV Online Total

Sky 6.7 2.4 9.1

Channel 5 0.7 0,7

News Corp 13.8 0.1 13.9

[News Corp/Sky 13.8 6.7 3.i 0.1 23.7]

BBC 18.3 24.9 0.3 43.5

ITV 4.8 4.8

Channel 4 1,1 1.1

DMGT 9,2 0.2 9.4

T Mirror 4,8 4.8

Telegraph 4.2 0.1 4.3

N and Shell 4.1 4.1

Guardian 2.6 0.1 2.7

Indy 1.0 1.0

Pearson 0.6 0.6

Total 40.3 25.0 33.9 0.8 100%

11
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Ofcom 2 (after changes)

Company Papers Radio TV Online Total

Sky 4.51 4.51

News Corp 5.45 0.07 5.52

[News Corp/Sky 5.45 4.51 0.07 i0.03]

BBC I4.46 46.77 0.25 61.48

ITV 9.02 9,02

Channel 4 2.08 2.08

IRN 5.29 5.29

DMGT 3,63 0.17 3,8

T Mirror 1.89 1.89

Telegraph 1.66 0.07 1.73

N and Shell" 1.62 1.62

Cha nnel 5 1.32 1.32

Guardian 1.03 0.07 1.1

indy 0.4 0.4

Pearson 0.24 0.24

Total 15.92 19.75 633 0.63 100%

As can be seen, both in the Goldstein table and my "Ofcom 2", the share of
news consumption attributable to News Corp is substantially lower than in
Ofcom l, and the combined share of News Corp and Sky, excluding wholesale
supply, is around 10% - as compared with the 24% in the Ofcom report.

12
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There is a further problem. News Corp already owns 39.1% of BSkyB (and
therefore of Sky News). Ofcom says it has "taken into account" that fact, but

nonetheless fails to attribute any part of the Sky News audience to News Corp
pre-transaction (which would reduce yet further the supposed impact of the
merger). Ofcom’s justification is that owning 100% of BSkyB would allow News
Corp to run the business entirely to its own commercial agenda. This lesal
argument (in marked contrast to Ofcom’s preference for "reality" as opposed
to legality where wholesale news supply is concerned) misses the key point:
News Corp has now- and has always possessed - operational control of
BSkyB, including every aspect of Sky News.

When Ofcom asserts (as it does in paragraph 5.7) that 100% Control of BSkyB

would give News Corp greater power to dismiss the editor of Sky News, it is

wrong. Every editor of Sky News is appointed by the chief executive of BSkyB.

Every chief executive of BSkyB has been nominated by News Corp, and rubber-

stamped by the BSkyB board. News Corp could remove the current editor of

Sky News today, and secure the appointment of his successor, even without

the proposed transaction.

Some opponents of the merger have argued that only the presence of the
independent directors of BSkyB has prevented News Corp having its evi[way
with Sky News. They cite Rupert Murdoch musing that he wished Sky News
were more like Fox News. In fact, there is nothing preventing Murdoch from
transforming Sky News, other than sound commercial sense. A version of Fox
News might or might not work in the UK- the US version, available on the Sky
platform, has virtually no viewers - but Sky News is very successful
journalistically (winning the Royal Television Society award for best news
channel again this February) and arguably Murdoch’s most admired UK
journalistic product.

As for the independent directors, there is no evidence that they have ever
raised at board level any issue to do with Sky News. Indeed, in their
submission to Ofcom in support of the merger, they effectively offered to close
Sky News if that were the only barrier to clearance.
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Paradoxically, it is News Corp - which launched Sky News and funded it for two
years before Sky was merged with British Satellite Broadcasting in 1990 -
which has shown the most interest in keeping alive the loss-making service.

There is a further problem with treating the 39.1% as if it had no significance.

It would follow that, if News Corp sold down its stake in News International

(which publishes all its UK newspapers), reducing to 39.1% but retaining

editorial control (as with BSkyB), and then used the proceeds to buy 39.1% -

plus editorial control - of the Telegraph Group, the Daily Mail group, Trinity

Mirror and Northern and Shell, it would have secured editorial control of 89%
of UK national newspaper consumption. However, according to Ofcom, there

would be five separate owners of that 89%, and none of them would be News

Corp. Thei’e would be no reduction in media plurality, and no grounds for any

intervention under the 2002 Act. Indeed, the current merger proposal would

also not be subject to a public interest intervention.

Summary

I would expect the key table in the report (Figure 26 on page 59, which is

equivalent to Ofcom I above) to come under severe pressure if it were

subjected tO detailed scrutiny at any independent review. Contrary to the

report’s claim that its conclusions represent "a reasonable belief, on the basis

of the evidence available", it is clear that Ofcom ignored a great deal of

evidence: not only that which was readily available, but also that which Ofcom

itself provided.

It failed to present any alternative ways of measuring TV news reach, including
one variation which reduces Channel 5 reach by 60%. It offered a radio news
reach figure for Sky News which cannot be correct. Instead of presenting the
published figures for individual newspaper reach, it offering a bulked up
estimate for "group reach", unsupported by any explanation and in seeming
conflict with the individual reach figures.

On consumption, it treated newspaper readership as if it were news
readership: an approach which substantially over-states the significance of
newspapers. Despite saying that current affairs as well as news consumption

would be measured, no attempt was made to include the easily measurable TV
c u trent affairs genre,

14
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On audience reliance on sources, it presented strong evidence of the

paramount significance of TV, and then chose to ignore it.

It also chose to attribute 100% of its estimate of commercial radio news reach
and consumption to Sky News, despite News Corp’s claim that most major
station groups treat Sky News content as an ingredient within, rather than the
whole of, the peak-time bulletins theycompile. The News Corp claim also
challenged Ofcom’s estimate of the volume of commercial radio news output,
whether or not it was all attributable to Sky News.

On wholesale news supply, Ofcom ignored the Competition Commission
judgment that it involved shared editorial responsibility, and instead attributed
all of Channel 5"s news output to Sky News.

It wrongly stated that the transaction would allow News Corp to dismiss the
editor of Sky News (a power it has always possessed}. Finally, in consistently
discounting the significance of News Corp’s current stake in BSkyB, it
exaggerated the true effects of the transaction on media plurality. An
extension of that logic would see Ofcom allowing even a massive shift in
control of UK newspapers without recognizing any case for intervention.

The biggest danger for Ofcom is not that it may have made a series of errors
and questionable judgments. It is that all of these errors and judgments
pointed in one direction: to enlarge the significance of the proposed merger,
and reduce the reported level of BBC dominance. The chances of this having
happened by accident are low. If any independent review of the Ofcom report
found support for a charge of bias, it would surely spell the beginning of the
end for Ofcom, whose future status is by no means guaranteed under media
legislation planned for 2015.

Cross-media ownership rules
s

As part of its report, Ofcom suggested that any new legislation should create
additional regulatory powers to intervene in the media market, even in the
absence of a transaction, if there were concerns about plurality. Whatever the
faults of the current legislation, the weakness of this report will give politicians

pause before they assign any new authority to Ofcom - or its successor.
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My original concern in this whole affair was that a misguided regulatory

intervention into the News Corp/BSkyB transaction might have the effect of

discrediting our regulatory processes, rather than dislodging the merger. That
concern remains.

It is sometimes claimed that our regulatory structure is too weak to counter-

act the influence of News Corp. Yet regulators forced Rupert Murdoch’s exit

from London Weekend Television, rejected his consortium’s application for the

British satellite project, rejected his consortium’s bid for Channel 5, excluded

BSkyB from what became ITV Digital, forced BSkyB to divest most of its shares

in ITV, and have imposed restrictions on BSkyB in relation to platform

management, electronic programme guides, conditional access charges and

wholesale pricing of sports channels. The main cross-media ownership rule -

the 20/20/20 clause -is aimed at News Corp and BSkyB.

Yet Ofcom’s new intervention proposal reflects a degree of unease with our

cross-media ownership rules, the current version of which have been in place

in 2003. We seem primarily concerned with national newspapers: yet Ofcom

accepts that diversity of ownership is not equivalent to diversity of opinion.

Moreover, the long-term decline in circulation seems likely to continue, such

that a 20% threshold in 2003 represents a much higher circulation then than it

does now. Is it circulation or share which concerns us? Is circulation anyway

the right test? The Daily Mail/ITN example I offered would not be possible if

readership rather than circulation was the test: no newspaper with over 20%

of national newspaper circulation can control the ITV news provider. The Mail

falls below that threshold in circulation, but not in readership.

Finally, what- if anything - should we do about the BBC? The BBC’s share of
TV news consumption has grown from 60% to 70% since 2002. The BBC now
controls 71% of the news sources on which consumers place 87% of their
reliance: TV, radio and online. Many, including Ofcom, are relaxed about this
situation, in that the BBC seeks to influence neither votes nor views. But if we
are not concerned about that 71%, why worry about possible combinations of

small fractions of that share in the commercial sectdr? And if we are
concerned about the 71%, what should be done?

David Elstein 27.2.11
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From: James Firth L
Sent: 17 March 2011 17:00
To: BSKYB
Subject: Formal Submission from James Firth

What follows is a formal submission to the consultation process From James Firth, a digital rights commentator, data
. management consultant and internet expert. This submission is made with the presumption that the contents of
the submission and identity of the submitter may become public knowledge. A copy of this submission is also
published online here : http://eif.me/dC

James Firth has a 14 year career in IT. He has worked on military and civilian communications projects and is
credited as the sole inventor of patent GB2388282 (EP1359778), a system for managing encryption keys in secure
communications systems, whilst working for Motorola. James created his first website in 1994 and has closely
followed the development of the internet. He has worked for He now writes the blog
www.sliRhtlyrightofcentre.com as well as working as a consultant on data management issues. He has been

blished in national media and is a committee member of Digital Surrey, a knowledge-sharing community for
"’~sinesses that use the internet.

The viewpoint expressed is that of James Firth, and the official position of his company, Dalton Firth Limited. James
is ndt speaking for Digital Surrey, or any other organisation mentioned above.

I’m concerned that the proposed buy-out will impact competition and plurality in the online news market, and this
aspect may not have been fully assessed. I therefore urge the Secretary of State to refer this deal for Competition
Review.

My concerns stem from the estimated 2.5 million broadband subscribers using BSkyB’s internet service Sky
Broadband. The proposed deal could put News Corporation in a position to give discounted, bundled or preferential
access for Sky Broadband subscribers to its online news titles; in particular its non-free services such as The Times,
News of The World and The Daily (iPad newspaper).

"s dominant position could adversely effect other publishers in the online news sector if News Corporation chose
promOte News Corporation’s online titles to Sky Broadband customers (so-called "cross-promotion" deals). It

i@ also give News Corporation a dominant position in the sale of advertising slots should the company decide to
offer cross-media deals providing TV, Online and printed newspaper advertising; and this may have an adverse
impact on com petition in the market for advertising.

x.

The deal might restrict the plurality of.news sources accessed by a bulk of Sky Broadband subscribers if, for example,
News Corporation decided to promote its own online news content on its portal services, such as launch pages
provided by defaultto subscribers of an ISP.

This deal could potentially lead to a closed market of news - TV and online - for BSkyB customers, and provide
serious challenges for other online newspapers looking for new ways to make online journalism pay.

.James Firth
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

17 March 2011 15:14
BSKYB
BSkyB - News Corp Consultation
consultation on BSkyB merger 10.3.11.doc

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear Sir/Madam

On behalf of BECTU I attach our response to this Consultation.

Yours sincerely

w

BECTU 373 - 377 Clapham Road, London SN9 9BT    TEL: 828 7346 8986. I~ you are not the
intended addressee o~ this email, please regard yoursel~ as being under a duty of
�onfidentiality not to disclose its contents. I~ you are not a named addressee you must
not use, disclose, distribute, copy, print or rely on this e-mail. Please use "Reply" to
alert the sender and then delete this message ~rom your system. Opinions, conclusions and
other information in this message that do not relate to the o~icial business o~ BECTU
shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by BECTU. Although BECTU routinely
screens ~or viruses, addressees should scan this email and any attachments for viruses.
BECTUmakes no representation or warranty as to the absence o~ viruses in this email or
any attachments. BECTUmay monitor e-mails sent or received. Further communication will
signify your consent to this.

L.tis email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus

N~u~bCe supplied by Cable&WirelessWorldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificateer 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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BECTU
CONSULTATION ON UNDERTAKINGS FOR
PROPOSED NEWS CORP- BSKYB MERGER:
BECTU SUBMISSION

BECTU is the trade union for creative, technical and administrative workers in the
audiovisual and live entertainment sectors. With thousands of members working in the
broadcast and independent production sectors, we have a close interest in this issue
and made a previous submission to the consultation on the public interest test in relation
to this proposed merger.

2 We note that, following reports from Ofcom and OFT, the Secretary of State indicated he
was minded to refer the merger to the Competition Commission, subject to further
discussions with News Corp on undertakings in lieu of such a referral. We note that
following such discussions the Secretary of State has now indicated he intends to
accept such undertakings in lieu Of a referral.

3 We further note that underlying the whole process have been concerns about
competition, media pluralism and the public interest ’in relation to every different
audience in the United Kingdom for there to be a sufficient plurality of persons with
control of the media enterprises serving that audience’. Specific issues emerging in the
public interest consultation included:

= the power of the media not just to reflect but to form opinions
the sheer size of News Corp in relation to competitors
the editorially-interventionist approach of Rupert Murdoch
the need for impartiality in news coverage but also in the selection of issues to
cover and the setting of the news agenda
the clearly-attested editorial preferences of Murdoch and News Corp
the opportunities for" cross-subsidy and cross-promotion

THE PROPOSED UNDERTAKINGS

4 We note that the undertakings cover the following points:

Sky News to be spun-off as an ’independent’ public limited company with shares
distributed among existing Sky shareholders in line with their shareholdings and
News Corp thereby retaining a 39% holding (needing the Secretary of State’s
permission to increase this)
the new company to have a 10 year carriage agreement and 7 years brand
licensing agreement with News Corp/BSkyB.
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measures aimed at achieving editorial independence: an independent chair; a
majority of independent directors with appropriate skills and experience; an
editorial committee of the board.

COMPETITION

In commenting on the undertakings, we firstly do not accept that competition issues
have been satisfactorily dealt with and that we are dealing solely with issues of media
pluralism and editorial independence. The sheer size and reach of the proposed
merged company gives rise to clear concerns that it would be anti-corn petitive:

the merged company would be the largest private media company ever seen in the
UK
an enlarged News Corp, with an expected turnover of £9b within a.few years,
would have almost double the revenue of the BBC. Its size and scale would
predominate over every other media organisation in the UK.
the new combine would reach across all significant media platforms: ,television,
radio, newspapers, online and ISP - including a customer- base of 10m television
subscribers and a 40% share of the newspaper market.

6 It would clearly have opportunities on a Scale unavailable to any competitor:

to cross promote News Corp news titles and channels
to bundle news products with other media services
to develop integrated news products for convergent devices and media
to win wholesale news contracts
to distort the advertising market with cross platform deals
to take a dominant position in competing for rights.

7 If none of this gives legitimate grounds for competition concerns: whatever would?

DEPENDENCE

We do not accept that the proposed new company operating Sky News would be, in any
meaningful sense,.’independent’ :

the new company would be relatively small, with Sky News as its sole product
it would be commercially dependent on News Corp/BSkyB for 85% of its revenue
and 25% of its costs
News Corp would be its largest shareholder as well as the sole funder of Sky News
there is no guaranteed mechanism for the new company to escape this position of
dependence in the future.

9 We note the OFT’s view that: ’It’s clear that, absent the revenue stream provided by the
carriage agreement, Newco is effectively loss-making. As a consequence, absent
renewal on a similar basis, an alternative revenue stream, or being acquired, there is a
real risk that Newco may not survive as envisaged by the [undertakings] beyond the
term of the carriage agreement’.
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10 The proposed spin-off company would have only a formal independence while in reality
remaining deeply dependent on News Corp. Surely the purely formal appearance of
independence should not be enough to negate the need for a referral to the Competition
Commission?

EDITORIAL ISSUES

11 In the light of the above factors, the measures proposed to provide ’editorial
independence’ appear to us to be completely inadequate. This is especially the case
given News Corp’s previous record of promises of editorial independence and integrity
at the time of eadier takeover deals: notably in relation to The Times and Sunday Times
in 1981 and the Wall Street Journal in 2007. Post-takeover, none of these publications
are considered in any way editorially-independent of the interests of News Corp.

12 This concern is especially pointed at a time when News Corp companies are subject to
numerous civil actions and to a renewed police investigation concerning illegal phone-
hacking. This context should give pause for thought on the wisdom of accepting the
proposed undertakings without a full process of regulatory scrutiny up to and including
the Competition Commission.

13 As a test of the genuineness of News Corp’s commitment to editorial independence, we
note that as late as February ~his year its position was that it was not willing to undertake
that the chair should be independent. Its subsequent reluctant acceptance of this point
gives us no comfort whatsoever- and nor should it be of any comfort to the Secretary of
State.

THE PROCEDURE

14 We have severe reservations about the procedure followed by the Secretary of State in
reaching his decision. Given the earlier reports from Ofcom and OFT and given that, on
the basis of these, the Secretary of State was at that point minded to refer the issue to
the Competition Commission, why was News Corp then allowed the privilege of a series
of private discussions with regulators, without any public scrutiny, leading to the
reluctant and unconvincing undertakings we are now presented with? Why, on an issue
concerning media pluralism - and thereby our democratic process - was the initial
decision in favour of a referral to the Competition Commission not complied with?

15 The Secretary of State has given the appearance:

of being primarily concerned to achieve protection from legal challenge for a
controversial decision he may have been predisposed to make in the first place
of reducing a decision of major public interest to private horse-trading with a very
significant supporter of his Government and his Party
of seeming to be exceptionally keen and accommodating in order to find a means
of allowing the merger without further regulatory scrutiny.

16 We therefore believe that in the broader democratic interest of seeking a diverse and
pluralistic media landscape in the UK, the proposed merger should be referred to the
Competition Commission.
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WIDER CONCERNS ON MEDIA REGULATION

17 We noteand agree with Ofcom’s view that ’the current statutory framework may no
longer be equipped to achieve Parliament’s policy objective of ensuring sufficient
plurality of media ownership’.

the current framework will only trigger a process of public interest scrutiny if there
is a specific corporate transaction (eg a merger)
plurality concerns may well arise not from such a transaction but from the evolution
of the media market eg increasing dominance by a media operator simply by
means of growth in audience and market share.

18 We therefore join Ofcom in urging the Government to undertake a review of the statutory
framework to ensure media pluralism - with particular attention to plurality concerns
which may arise in the absence of a specific corporate transaction.

CONCLUSION -

19 We call on the Secretary of State to refer the proposed merger to the Competition
Com mission rather than abjectly accepting this inadequate settlement.

20 We further call on the Government tO institute a broader review of the statutory
framework governing the public interest in media pluralism.

Andy Egan/slv/lO March 2011
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Department for ¢u(ture, Nedia and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt NP
-Secretary of State

London SWIY 5DH
www.cu[ture.gov.uk

CMS 1700831DC

Ed Richards
Chief Executive
Riverside House
2a Southwark Bridge Road
LONDON
SE1 9HA { ~> March 2011

department for
culture, media
and sport

NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER: UILS

I am forwarding to you copies of the representations made by Slaughter and May
(who represent an alliance of media groups), BT and BECTU in response to the on-
going consultation on the proposed undertakings in lieu offered by News Corporation
on 1 March 2011 (the UILs). I would be grateful if you would review the advice you
have already given me on the potential impact on media plurality of the proposed
UILs in light of these representations. Please also let me know whether, having
considered these representations, it would be appropriate in your view for the UILs to
be amended in any respect.

! envisage that my officials will also in due course send you copies of any
other submissions that make material representations with regard to the°practical and
financial viability of the proposed UIL, together with a summary of all of the
consultation responses. I would be grateful if you would, in the same way, review
your previous advice and advise whether any amendments to the proposed UlL
would be appropriate in light of such submissions and the summary of responses.

I said in my statement to Parliament that ! would be asking Ofcom and OFT to advise
me on the detailed provisions on carriage, brand licensing and certain operation
agreements which are set out in undertakings in lieu. I understand that News Corp is
working on these documents, and I would be grateful for your advice in connection
with these contracts in accordance with my previous request for your advice.
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Department for Culture. F4edia and Sport

i said in my statement to .Parliament that I would be asking Ofcom and OFT to advise
me on the detailed provisions of the carriage and brand licensing agreements as well
aS cee~in operational agreements which are referred to in the proposed UILs. I
understandthat, subject to any amendments that may be necessary in light of the
responses to the consultation, News Corporation anticipates that it will be in a
pos~ion to provide Ofcom and the OFT with copies of drafts of these key documents
for your respective consideration shortly..i would ask you to engage with News
Corporation as necessary and advise me whether in your view these agreements,
once finalised, are consistent with the proposed UILs (as amended, if applicable, to
take account of the responses to the consultation) and Ofcom’s previous advice with
regard to media plurality.

I am writing to OFT in similar terms and I would ask that both organisations continue
to work close ly together on these questions.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
SeCretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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Department for Culture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State

Z-4 (.:ocKspur b~reeL
London SWIY 5DH
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Colette Bowe
Chairman
Riverside House
2a Southwark Bridge Road
LONDON
SE1 9HA I ~ March 2011

department for
culture, media
and sport
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NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER: UILS

! am forwarding to you copies of the representations made by Slaughter and May
(who represent an alliance of media groups), BT and BECTU in response to the on-
going consultation on the proposed undertakings in lieu offered by News Corporation
on 1 March 2011 (the UILs). I would be grateful if you would review the advice you
have already given me on the potential impact on media plurality of the proposed
UILs in light of these representations. Please also let me know whether, having
considered these representations, it would be appropriate in your view for the UILs to
be amended in any respect.

i envisage that my officials will also in due course send you copies of any
other submissions that make material representations with regard to the practical and
financial viability of the proposed UIL, together with a summary of all of the
consultation responses. I would be grateful if you would, in the same way, review
your previous advice and advise whether any amendments to the proposed UIL
would be appropriate in light of such submissions and the summary of responses.

I said in my statement to Parliament that I would be asking Ofcom and OFT to advise
me on the detailed provisions on carriage, brand licensing and certain operation
agreements which are set out in undertakings in lieu. I understand that News Corp is
working on these documents, and ! would be grateful for your advice in connection
with these contracts in accordance with my previous request for your advice.
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Department for Culture, Hedia and Sport

I said in my statement to Parliament that I would be asking Ofcom and OFT to advise
me on the detailed provisions of the carriage and brand licensing agreements as well
as certain operational agreements which are referred to in the proposed UILs. I
understand that, subject to any amendments that may be necessary in light of the
responses to the consultation, News Corporation anticipates that it will be in a
position to provide Qfcom and the OFT with copies of drafts of these key documents
for your respective consideration shortly. I would ask you to engage with News
Corporation as necessary and advise me whether in your view these agreements,
once finalised, are consistent with the proposed UILs (as amended, if applicable, to
take account of the responses to the consultation) and Ofcom’s previous advice with
regard to media plurality.

I am writing to OFT in similar terms and i would ask that both organisations continue
to work closely together on these questions.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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Department for Culture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State

2-4 Cockspur 3tree~
London SWIY SDH
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Clive Maxwell
Executive Director
Office of Fair Trading
Fleetbank House
2-6 Salisbury Square
LONDON EC4Y 8JX i ~ March 2011
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NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER: UILS

! am forwarding to you copies of the representations made by Slaughter and May
(who represent an alliance of media groups), BT and BECTU in response to the on-
going consultation on the proposed undertakings in lieu offered by News Corporation
on 1 March 2011 (the UILs). I would be grateful if you would review the advice you
have already given me on the practical and financial viability of the proposed UILs in
light of these representations. Please also let me know whether, having considered
these representations, it would be appropriate in your view for the UILs to
be amended in any respect.

i envisage that my officials will also in due course send you copies of any
other submissions that make material representations with regard to the practical and
financial viability of the proposed UIL, together with a summary of all of the
consultation responses. I would be grateful if you would, in the same way, review
your previous advice and advise whether any amendments to the proposed UIL
would be appropriate in light of such submissions and the summary of rest~onses.

I said in my statement to Parliament that ! would be asking Ofcom and OFT to advise
me on the detailed provisions of the carriage and brand licensing agreements as well
as certain operational agreements which are referred to in the proposed UILs. I
understand that, subject to any amendments that may be necessary in light of the
responses to the consultation, News Corporation anticipates that it will be in a
position to provide Ofcom and the OFT with copies of drafts of these key documents
for your respective consideration shortly. ! would ask you to engage with News
Corporation as necessary and advise me whether in your view these agreements,
once finalised, are consistent with the proposed UILs (as amended, if applicable, to
take account of the responses to the consultation) and the OFT’s previous advice
with regard to their practical and financial viability.
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Department for Culture, Hedia and Sport

i am writing to Ofcom in similar terms and I would ask that both organisations
continue to work closely together on these questions.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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[
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

18 March 2011 16:47
BSKYB
BSkyB-News Corporation Consultation - submission attached
Scan001.PDF

Attached please find a detailed 16 page lesal Submission written by law firm DLA Piper on behalf of Avaaz.

Please acknowledse receipt of this submission.

AVAAZ <http://Avaaz.org> - the world in action

; ....... ................................................
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D LA PIPER
London
EC2V 7EIE
United Kingdom
DX 33866 Finsburv Souare
T +44 (011
F +44 (0):
W www.dlapiper.com

BSkyB News Corporation Consultation Media Team Your reference
Department for Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Coxspur Street Our reference
London
SWIY 5DH

By Email :
bskyb-newscorp.consultation@culture.gsi.gov.uk

Dear Sirs

18 March 2011

SUBMISSION ON THE DRAFT UNDERTAKINGS IN THE NEWSCORP -
BSKYB MERGER "

On behalf of Avaaz, we would like to submit the following comments in relation to
the Secretary of State’sConsultation on the proposed acquisition by News Corporation
("NewsCorp") of the remaining 60.90% of British Sky Broadcasting Group PIe
("Sky").

Avaaz is a global citizens network with over 7 million members worldwide and over
500,000 members in the UK. Avaaz has a particular interest in safeguarding
democracy and is keen to ensure media plurality is not compromised in the UK.

1. Executive Summary

1.! As concluded by Ofcom and accepted by the Secretary of State, the proposed
acquisition raises significant public interests concerns. Section 58(2C)
Enterprise Act 2002 (as amended) requires the Secretary of State to consider
in particular "the need, in relation to every different audience in the UK, or in
a particular area or locality in the UK, for there to be a sufficient plurality of
persons with control of media enterprises serving that audience."

1.2 This public media consideration is "concerned primarily with ensuring that
control of media enterprises is not overly concentrated in the hands of a
limited number of persons. It would be a concern for any one person to
control too much of the media because of their ability to influence opinions
and control the agenda. This broadcasting and cross-media public interest
consideration, therefore, is intended to prevent unacceptable le~Sels of media
and cross-media dominance and ensure a minimum &vel of plurality. ~ This
needs to take into account the effect not only in terms of number of
enterprises but also of the range of diverse views. For News Corporation to
be in a position to add I00% ownership of BSkyB to its holding of 37% of
the UK newspaper market while retaining any degree of control over Sky
News gives one enterprise, and one individual, Mr Rupert Murdoch, too

DTI- Guidance on the Operation or" the Public Interest Merger Provisions reladng to newspaper and other m~ia
mergers, May 2004. seelion 7.7

DLA Piper UK LLP is regu/atsd by the
Solicitors Regtdation Authordy.

DLA Piper UK LLP =s a limited liabigb/
partnership re~stered in England and
Wales {number 0C307847) Which is part"
of DI.A Piper, ~t gloW. ~aw firm, ot~rat~,g
through various separate and distinct
~e~ ent{t~es

A tist of members is opert for msoectton
at its registered c#~qce and princtpat place
of ~usineee, 3 Noble Street, London,
EC2V TEE and at the address at the top
of this Mtter. Parlrmt-denotes member of
a limited tiabtlity patqnershtp.

A list of offices and regulatory information
can be fotuld at www.dlapt0er com.

UK switchboard
-,44 (0)8706 111 111
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1.4

much control of the media because of his ability to influence opinions and
control the agenda. These very serious concerns warrant an in-depth
investigation by the Competition Commission. (See below Section 2)

The proposed Undertakings in Lieu ("UIL") are not sufficiently robust or
permanent to prevent NewsCorp from exercising a significant degree of
control over Sky News, and require further in-depth consideration by an
expert body such as the Competition Commission, and further opportunities
for third parties to comment on their scope and effect.

Should nevertheless the Secretary of State decide to exercise his discretion
and accept undertakings in lieu of referring the transactiofi to the Competition
Commission, then the current UIL are significantly deficient and do not
provide a comprehensive remedy to the public interest concerns identified by
Ofcom and accepted by the Secretary. Set out below are various as to ways in
which they must be strengthened. In particular the UIL must:

t.4.1 protect media plurality on a permanent basis, not merely for 10
years (see section 3a);

1.4.2 protect media plurality from day one by preventing NewsCorp
from having any degree of control, even on a temporary basis, by
delaying completion of the acquisition of Sk$" until Sky News has
been spun off(see section 3b);

1.4.3

! .4.4

include the appointment of a Monitoring Trustee to supervise the
negotiations.on the numerous commercial contracts and the spin
off of Sky News (see section 3c);

Regai-dless of its economic rights in the spun off Newco, impose
upon NewsCorp limited voting rights to avoid it having de facto
control Over Sky News (see section 3d) ;

1.4.5 ensure that Sky News can become financially independent of
NewsCorp. The terms of all the commercial agreements should
therefore be improved, including (i) subject to a fair and
reasonable terms and (ii) terminable by Sky News (see section
3e);

1.4.6 provide for more active monitoring by strengthening the
obligations regarding compliance and reporting on adherence to
the UIL, and set out upfront fixedf’mancial penalties for breach
of the letter and spirit of these UIL to ensure that NewsCorp does
not seek to undermine or circumvent them (see section 30 ; and

1.4.7 impose a non-compete obligation on NewsCorp so, that it cannot
circumvent the UIL and undermine the business of Sky News

¯ (see section 3g).
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2.1

2.2

2.3

The Proposed Acquisition Should be Referred to the Competition
Commission

We endorse Ofcom’s Initia! Repbrt on the Public Interest Test dated 3l
December 2010 in whichOfcom had particular regard for the significance
attached by Parliament to media plurality for the functioning of a healthy and
informed democracy (paragraph 1.5). Avaaz is very concerned about the
effect the proposed acquisition will have to reduce media plurality in the UK.

¯ Whether directly or indirectly NewsCorp should not be in a position to
exercise control over Sky News, nor be able in anyway to determine its
commercial strategy or editorial policy.

2(a) The increase front 39% to 100% ownership does affect the level of
control and hence plurali& of the media.

NewsC0rp contends that Ofcom does not take account of Sky’s existing links
with [NewsCorp]"2 referring to the fact that "in Sky!ITV, [NewsCorp] was
already assumed to have control/material influence over Sky and no concern
about plurality was identified"3.

Regardless of whether NewsCorp’s existing 39% shareholding already gave it
a level of control over the Sky Group, it is evident that if the proposed
acquisition was allowed to proceed giving NewsCorp 100% ownership of
shares in Sky(including Sky News), this would significantly change the way
the Sky business, and in particular Sky News, would operate. Full control
would allow NewsCorp to take decisions involving Sky News which are in
the exclusive commercial interests of NewsCorp and this would result in a
reduction in the number of persons with control over media enterprises inthe
UK, with Sky ceasing to be a distinct media enterprise. There are numerous
examples, both under the EC Merger Regulation 2004 and the UK Enterprise
Act 2002 which makes it quite clear that there is a distinction to be made in
the degree of contrOl b~ .etween an entity that may be subjectto joint control or
material influence from one party, and an entity which becomes a wholly
owned subsidiary.4 (See furthei" section 3(d) below as to the level of control
NewsCorp will have over Sky News even with the proposed UIL safeguards).
Such a change in the degree of control is reeognised as capable of having an
effect on competition, and therefore also capable of affecting media plurality.
As the EC Commission noted in [CliTioxide -"Decisive influence exercised

is substantially different to the decisive influence exercised
since the latter has to take into account the potentially different interests of
the other pcirty or parties concerned"5.

2 Section 5 (a) of News Corporation’s Submission to the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics. Media and Sport.
dated 14 January 201 I.

3
ibid. section 8.7(iv)

4 Para 3.2.15 - 3.2.16 of the Merger Assessment Guidelines, OFF 1254 of September 2010 and paras 63 and 64 of the
OFT’s Report m Acquisition by British Sky Braaab~,sting Group pie of a !7.9% in tTV pie of 27 Apri! 2007.

5 Commission Decision of28.11.1990, Case No IV/M/023 - lClfFioxide, para 2.
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Whereas currently as a matter of company law all the directors of Sky have a
duty to promote the success of the company, for the benefit of the
shareholders as a whole6, once it is a wholly owned subsidiary the interests of
NewsCorp would be affecting the strategy.

Furthermore, as a listed company, Sky is currently under an obligation to
treat a!l shareholders equally and to ensure that certain transactions with
NewsCorp are carried out on terms that are-fair and reasonable to
sfiareholders as a whole, and in the ease of larger transactions, seek the prior
approval of minority shareholders for such transactions.7

With sole control~ NewsCorp would be in a position to take decisions without
any regard for other shareholders regarding, for example, a decision to offer
new types of services (e.g. branching out into other types of media) or to shut
down part of its operations or make journalists or other important staff
redundant and replacing them with individuals with a particular view or
agenda.

As a matter of fact, NewsCorp existing minority shareholding means that it
only has limited influence over the appointment of Sky’s management. As at
the end of the last financial year, there were 5 out of total of t 4 of Sky’s
Directors that were reported as being employees or former employees of
News Corporation.s However ifNewsCorp were to have 100% control and
ownership then NewsCorp could unilaterally dismiss and appoint all of the
management of- Sky and/or Sky News.

Therefore_ NewsCorp’s arguments that the proposed transaction does not
change the status quoregarding plurality in the media are irrelevant and has
been, we would submit, correctly disregarded by Ofcom and the OFT.

2(b) Substantial Effect of the Proposed Acquisition on Media Plurali~

As is abundantly clear from the results of Ofcom’s review of the industry, the
proposed transaction would put NewsCorp as the sole media enterprise with
significant market shares across all four platforms (television, radio, press
and online)? Post transaction, at a wholesale level, NewsCorp would be the
largest (of eight) newspaper provider, the third largest (of three) TV news
provider, the second (of two) largest ~0rovider of radio news content, and one
of the top five online news providers.

6 UK Companies Act 2066, section 172

7 UK Listing Rutes
8 Sky’s Annual Review 2010, page 38.
9

The BBC is active across only 3 platforms - it does not have the significant share of newspa~rs that NewsCorp
has, Furthermore the’ BBC is not a commercial enterprise - see further section 2(c ) below)

10 Ofeom Report on public interest test on the proposed acquisition of British Sky Broadcasting Group Pie by News

Corporation. ]1 December 20010, (hereafter the "Of�am Report") para. 5.22 and footnote 12 I.
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2.13

Furthermore, as determined by Ofcom, the proposed acquisition would see
NewsCorp consolidated its second place in terms of news consumption (rising
from 14% to 24% including wholesale news provisions). Although the BBC
will remain the market leader (with a 44% share news consumption), the next
largest commercial media enterprise is’ DMGT with 9%.l~ The news
consumption analysis is useful in that it provides an overview of cross-media
usage from a consumer’s perspective, however it does not take into account
the varging ability of different media to influence opinion, and we would
argue that the role and scope of the BBC is very different from that of
commercial enterprises (see further below at section 2(c)).

Furthermore, in terms of providers of news and current affairs across media
platforms, while the BBC may have the largest share, representing 37% of
total references, ITN, NewsCorp and Sky News currently constitute the
second largest group of providers, with Sky News having a particular
strength, since building its presence in retail and wholesale news provision.

As noted in the Ofcom Report, the effect of the proposed acquisition is to
bring together one of the three main providers of TV news with the largest
provider of newspapers in the UK. It is this cross-media ownership which is
the critical issue in this proposed transaction and gives rise to the concerns
about its effect on the provision of news at the wholesale level - and therefore
ultimately on the reduction in the diversity of news stories and opinions. The
effect on the relevant share of references and reach would be significant.
Furthermore, in the provision of wholesale news:

2.12.1 the Woposed acquisition would result in Sky ceasing to be a
distinct media enterprise, reducing the number of main group
news providers from three to two (ITN and NewsCorpiSky
News) in both share and reach terms. This would be. particularly
marked in wholesale news provision.

2.12.2 the proposed acquisition’would result in the combination of the
second and fourth largest providers based on Ofcom’s research
into "share of all references for all news providers", This would
give NewsCorp a 10% rise in the ability- to influence news
content. Furthermore, NewsCorp’s reach as a percentage of
regular news consumers would als0 increase from 32% to 51%12,

i.e. a majority of the UK consumer market.

As concluded by Ofcom, and accepted by the Secretary of State ifNewsCorp
were to acquire sole control over Sky and Sky news, the resulting presence
across all four platforms; its share of news references and reach would be
significant and raises public interest concerns as to the remaining plurality of
media. This concern is not lessened simply because the BBC remains a
strong player in the UK market.

ll Ofcom Report. para 1.25
I2Ofcom Report. para 1.32
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2(c) BBC v. NewsCorp

One particular feature of the UK market is th~it the BBC remains the main
provider of news. However, what is clear is that the proposed acquisition
would propel the combined group (NewsCorp and Sky) into second place,
and the market leader in the commercial sphere. As noted in the Ofcom
Report,~3 the BBC is a public entity with entirely different set of objectives
and legal framework within which it must operate.

What the proposed transaction does is to increase the control one ’controlling
proprietor’ has over the collection, analysis and dissemination of news in the
UK, which will not necessarily be effectively challenged by the BBC. In
terms of commercial objectives, or content and scope of services offered a
private commercial enterprise is much more flexible. Similarly the ability to
respond to market developments and the time taken to implement a new
strategy is much quicker for a commercial enterprise compared to a public
undertaking like the BBC. The proposed acquisition will have a substantial
effect on the competitive dynamics between the remaining commercial
enterprises, and the demise of Sky News in the independent segment of the
market will have severe consequences for media plurality.

2(d) The proposed transaction raises sufficiently serious concerns to
warrant an, in-depth analysis by the Competition Commission

In view of the unique cross-media position, with a significant presence in all
media platforms, the proposed acquisition will have an effect on news content
in the UK; and media plurality. Given the degree of control exercised by
Rupert Murdoch as "controlling’proprietor" over NewsCorp, if this control is
allowed to extended to Sky News, this would mean that the largest
commercial news provider in the UK would be ultimately controlled by one
individual, and therefore UK news will be unduly influenced by the political
motivations and economic concerns of one individual. It is therefore clear
that the proposed acquisition changes the media landscape and raises
significant issues regarding media plurality which require an in-depth
analysis by the Competition Commission.

A month of negotiations behind closed doors between NewsCorp and the
Secretary of State and the OFT, with then just 17 days for public consultation
on complex and novel UIL is insufficient time to take into account the very
significant public concerns expresses both by the 58,700 individuals who
have made submissions to Ofcom.~4

We would therefore urge the Secretary of State to reconsider his acceptance
of the draft undertakings and refer the proposed transaction to the
Competition Commission for an in-depth investigation both of the plurality of
media issues and the viability of the proposed remedies.

13 Ofcom Report, para L35,
f4 Paragraph 1.6 or’the Ofcom Report.
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3.2

3.3
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3.5

3.6

If nevertheless the Secretary of State decides not to refer the proposed
acquisition to the Competition Commission, substantial amendments are
required in order to properly ensure media plurality is safeguarded with
robust UIL that provide a viable solution for the long term, and not just for
the short term.

Comments on the Proposed Draft Undertakings

Our comments are based on the proposed undertakings in lieu pubfished on 3
March 2011 (the "UIL") unless otherwise indicated.

3(a) The Concerns raised require a long term solution

The acquisition of sole control over Sky will result in permanent change to
structure of the media industry. As is the case when the OFT accept
undertakings in lieu of a reference under the Enterprise Act to address
competition concerns in a merger, regard must be had to achieve as
comprehensive a solution as is reasonable and practicable to address the
concern identifiedis. In view of the concerns raised about the transaction’s
effect on media plurality, the UtL need to be easy to implemented and
provide a clean cut remedy to the concerns identified by the Secretary of
State, Ofcom and the OFT on a permanent basis,

As drafted the UIL do not even attempt to address the effect of the permanent
change to the market. The undertakings are, as stated by the OFT "unlikely to
be practically and financially viable over the long term".~6 The UIL fail to
oblige a continued separation between NewsCorp ~d Sky News.

At paragraph 6. I, the UIL provide that NewsCorp shall not, for a period of 10
years, acquire additional shares in Newco, except with the prior written
consent of the Secretary of State.

Firstly, we see no reason why (even with consent) it should be open to
NewsCorp to be allowed to acquire additional shares in Sky News during the
first I0 years. It is unlikely that the industry will change so significantly
during this period to assuage concerns about market plurality. Sky News
needs to be given time to develop independently, and this will be significantly
hampered if there is a threat it could still be acquired by NewsCorp at some
future date.

Secondly, there is no logical reason why this obligation should be limited to
10 years. This obligation can easily be changed into one of unlimited
duration, such that any further acquisition by NewsCorp wil! always be
reported and checked against its potential effect on media plurality,.

15 Enterprise Act 2002. section 7J
t6 OFT’s letter to l’he R:t lion. Jet�my" Hunt. MP dated I March 2011 setting out their advice or~ the undertakings in

lieu.
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There are plenty of examples of undertakings entered into by the OFT or the
Competition Commission requiring companies not to acquire or reacquire
shares in other companies without prior written consent]7 By imposing this
obligation for an unlimited duration, it would at least ensure that NewsCorp
does not acquire Sky News the day after the 10 years have expired, but rather
oblige NewsCorp to justify any increase in its shareholding on the basis that
market circumstances have changed sufficiently for such an acquisition to no
longer give rise to any public interest concerns.

Should the market have changed sufficiently at some point in the future, or an
acquisition of additional shares clearly no longer be against public interest,
then NewsCorp would always have the option to apply to the OFT to have
these undertakings amended or withdrawn. However, such amendment or
withdrawal would only be possible following a review of the market and
should explicitly include a review of the potential effect on plurality of the
media.

Furthermore, the UIL propose that the Carriage Agreement between Sky and
Newco will be entered into for I0 years. This will have significant effect on
the financial viability of Sky News and its expiry would effectively term inate
its ability to continue competing in the market. Further consideration should
be given as to whether this duration is appropriate. Given the complexity and
likely impact of this agreement on Sky News we submit this is something far
more appropriate for the Competition Commission to consider in more detail.

3(b) Media Plurality must be protected from day one, even while Sky
news is being prepared for the Spin off

NewsCorp is proposing to spin off the Sky News business into an
independent English public limited company, Newco, the shares of which
will be publicly traded. It has agreed to an obligation "to do so as soon as
reasonably practicable following the Closing Date and in event within nine
months, subject to any agreed time extension". The shares in Newco are to be
distributed to the shareholders of Sky in the same proportions as their
shareholding in Sky, resulting in NewsCorp retaining a 39.l% share in the
spun off Sky News.

How the spin off is managed and how long it takes to occur will have an
impact on media plurality, not only in the short term - but could also have a
detrimental effect on Sky News on the longer term if oct’rain standard steps
(often imposed by competition regulators) are not taken to protect it.

We note that NewsCorp has been given a significant amount of time to spin
off the Sky News business. If media plurality is to be protected effectively
from the beginning Sky News should be spun off before NewsCorp

The s~artda~d text in Divestment undertakings by the Competition Commission ~s "These undertakings shatl be it~
force unti! such time as they are varied, released or superseded unapt the [Enterprise] .4ct"’ See, For example,
,Vottce of acceptance of final undertakings pursuant to Section 82 and Schedu~ I0 to the Enterprise A¢¢ 2002 m
Comp[eted acqutsaton by Maqcuarie UK Broadc~tst Ventures Ltd of NarWhal Grid Wireless Group, March 2008.
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3.15
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3.17
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3.19

3.20

3.21

completes on the proposed acquisition of Sky and gains control of the entire
Sky business including Sky News.

Given that Sky News is currently an integrated subsidiary within the Sky
Group, this would have the added benefit that NewsCorp would apply the
same diligence and timeliness in trying to ensure the Spin offoccurs as on the
acquisition of Sky, and it would not be distracted by the completion of its
own acquisition of the Sky Group.

This would also avoid Sky News ever coming under the total control of
NewsCorp, during which time it could still be affected both financially and
commercially in a way that could affect its business even after the spin off.

It also means that if, for whatever reason, NewsCorp is unable to fulfil this
obligation, regardless of whether it is as a result of its own actions or actions
it has failed to take, or as a result of force majeure events in the market place,
media plurality will be protected and the businesses (NewsCorp and Sky) will
not have been integrated.

We would also suggest that if and when Sky accepts the offer from
NewsCorp it should be prepared to sign up to these draft undertakings as
well.

Finally, in order to increase the certainty that the spin off will actually take
place, we ,would submit that the majority of the existing Sky shareholders
should provide the Secretary of State with a "commitment in principle to
purchase the Newco shares". It is standard practice for the OFT to require an,
"upfront buyer" for a business to be divested in accordance with undertakings
in lieu where there is any uncertainty as to whether such divestment would
occur. A similar certainty is required in this instance.

The UIL provide some guidance as to what NewsCorp can and cannot be
doing in the interim period before the Spin off occurs. These provisions need
to be s~engthened further.

A new paragraph 8. ! (ii) should be inserted ensuring that -

"NewsCorp does not take any action which might prejudice or
impede the spin off of Sky News."

The current paragraph 8. l(iii) should be amended as follows:

"The Sky News Business is maintained and preserved [insert:
including facilities and goodwill] and is run in the ordinary
¢O~lrSe/] F,

Paragraph 8. l(viii) should be expanded to include a non-solicitation provision
which covers the period between Closing Date and spin off. Currently
paragraph 4.2 UIL which includes a non-solicitation ,provision only applies
once spin off has occurred. However, clearly it is equally important that
neither NewsCorp nor Sky seek to solicit key employees of Sky News during
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the interim period as the Sky News business is being transferred into Newco
and listed.

3(c) Appointment of a Monitoring Trustee

The Spin off requires separation of Sky News from the current Sky Group
and includes numerous intra group arrangements which will need to remain in
place on a workable basis. The UIL provide that a Schedule of Assets is to be
provided to the Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date. In view of this
fact; it is essential to ensure that Sky News has all the necessary assets,
personnd and commercial agreements in place to operate as a news provider.
It is naive and unreasonable to assume that the Secretary of State wi!! be in a
position to verify whether this is the case.

Furthermore, there is a commercial incentive for NewsCorp and Sky to
transfer as little as possible of the Sky News assets to Newco.

Therefore there should be an overriding obligation that if, within the first year
of the spin off, Sky News realises that certain of the assets that it should have
transferred to it were not, it.can still require those assets to be tcansferred.

Normally in similar situations the ’EC, Commission and the OFT wiU insist on
the appointment of a Monitoring Trustee to supervise the divestment is made
on a timely basis and properly carried out. We are thbrefore very surprised
that the spin off is not subject to a Monitoring Trustee as would ~pically
occur in a merger situation which gives rise to competition coneerns.~!~ There
is sufficient expertise and experience within the OFT for provisions relating
to a Monitoring Trustee to be included in these undertakings. Such a
Monitoring Trustee would then be in a position to monitor much more closely
on a day-to:day basis that the proper steps are promptly taken to spin off
Newco.

The Monitoring Trustee should be required to report on a regular basis to the
Secretary of State and/or the OFT, so that steps might be taken if the spin off
is being unduly delayed, particularly if this is due to NewsCorp’s action,

We note that some effort has been made to include details of a number of the
key commercial agreements between Sky News and third parties and between
Sky and Newco. Putting in place a Monitoring Trustee is standard practice
and would help ensure that Sky News executives have an independent third
party to assist them should there be any difficulties in negotiating the terms
and conditions of obtaining the relevant assets,

While we note that in many instances the agreements are subject to the
approval of the Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date,. we would argue
that the Secretary of State and his department would have little or no prior
experience on similar issues, and that therefore it would be much more

See. for example, The Best Practwe Guidelines: The Contmisston~ Model Texts for Oivesttture Commitments and
the Trustee Mandate under the L.’C Merger Regulation, May 2003.
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prudent and effective to oblige NewsCorp to appoint and pay for a
Monitoring Trustee, such Monitoring Trustee being an individual or
organisation which has extensive prior experience of equivalent situations.

3(d) Corporate Governance- effectively limiting NewsCorp’s control
over Sky News

We note that NewsCorp will be subject to a voting [imitation of 37,19% of
the total votes of Newco on substantially the same terms as currently apply in
relation to Sky pursuant to the voting agreement dated 21 September 2005 (as
amended by a Memorandum dated 19 October 2005). As far as we have been
able to establish, these two Sky documents are not available in the public
domain and therefore the public consultation is inadequate as interested third
parties are not able to verify to what extent there is any genuine voting
limitation on NewsCorp.

Furthermore, irrespective of the economic interest that NewsCorp will have
in Newco which amounts to 39.1%, there are grave concerns regarding the
voting limitation of only 37.19°/6. UK law provides that "control" is not
limited to the acquisition of outright voting control, but includes situations
falling short of outright Control - distinguishing three levels of control (in
ascending Order):

3.30.1 Company A, the acquirer, [here NewsCorp] may acquire the
ability materially to influence the policy of Company B, the
target [here Sky News] (known as "material influence")

3.30.2

3.30.3

Company A may acquire the ability to control the policy of
Company B (known as de facto control); and

Company A may acquire a controlling interest in Company B
(known as "de jure" or "legal" control), This generally means a
shareholding, of more than 50% of the voting rights in a
company.

In considering whether a transaction raises competition concerns, the
Authorities have been given the discretion to treat material influence and de
facto control as equivalent to legal contr012° We would argue the same
applies to the public interest concerns such as media plurality.

Under the UILs it is proposed that NewsCorp will have voting rights of
37.19% in Sky" News. This gives it de facto control over Sky News. Just
because NewsCorp currentlyhas some degree of material influence/control
over Sky does not mean it should be allowed to retain the same level of
shareholding post Spin off, as the degree of control that shareholding gives it
will change as a result of the proposed transaction.

~9Section 26 of the Enterprise Act 2002
2O See Competition Appeal T6bunat (CAT) Judgement in BS~yB ~: the CC and tire Secretary of State and Virgin

Afedta v. (’(’and the Secretary of State (Septemb~r 2008), para. 104
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De facto control is "likely to include situations were the acquirer has over
more than half the votes actually cast at a shareholders meeting. R might also
involve situations where an investor’s indztstry expertise leads to its advice
being followed to a greater extent than its shareholding wouM seem to
warrant".2~ As previously determined by the OFT and the EC Commission,
control in listed companies can be achieved with considerably smaller
shareholding, indeed as was found in the Sky/Manchester United case,
material influence can already occur with 10% of the voting rights in a listed
company,z2

Once Sky News is spun off as Newco, it will be an entirely different and
much smaller media enterprise than the Sky Group. It is therefore likely that
it will attract different shareholders than it might have to date as part of a
wider group. There is no guarantee that the new Sky News shareholders will
be sufficiently strong or interested to vote against NewsCorp if the need
arose. There is therefore a significant risk that just be keeping the same level
of shareholding NewsCorp’s control in Newx:o will de facto still be more than
it currently has over Sky.

With the potential for weak remaining shareholders and such a significant
level of voting rights, NewsCorp could still set the commercial strategy, in the
listed Newco. The pr%posed corporate governance structure in the UILs will
provide some protection from de facto control by NewsCorp, but it is still
inadequate as it still leaves a significant amount of the commercial strategy
on which NewsCorp can vote. With its large block of voting rights, it will be
able to ensure its desired commercial strategy is adopted.

We would therefore strongly urge the Secretary of State to consider amending
the voting agreement prior to listing to ensure that NewsCorp’s own voting
rights are limited to at least below 25% of Ordinary Shares and that any veto
rights it has are limited purely to those required to protect a minority
investment, as opposed to allowing it to have voting rights which give it the
ability to exercise material influence or control over Newco. In other words,
we believe that NewsCorP could retain die equivalent of the economic rights
it currently has in Sky News (i.e. 39. 1%), but that its voting rights should be
limited to below 25% of Ordinary Shares (so tha!: it cannot veto ordinary
resolutions) and only have veto rights as are normally accepted ’to protect a
minority shareholder’s investment, but not such that NewsCorp can veto the
commercial strategy: budget or appointment of senior management of Sky
News.

3,37 The principle of editorial independence and integrity in news reporting which
is to be enshrined in the Articles of Association of Newco should not on!y
relate to Sky News, TV and radio but all related services, including
specifically online services. Moreover given the essential importance of

zl

22
OFT and CC merger .Assessment Guidelines, September 2010. OFT 1254, section 3,2.13

DT! Press release of 9 April !999 whereby the Secretary of State for Trade & Industry announced his decision to
block the BSkyB/Manchester United merger following the MMC’s recommendations, and BSkyB was required to
sell its shareholding down to 9.99% and no directors to avoid having material influence. P/99/309,
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adherence to OFCOM’s broadcasting code (the "Code"), and in particular
those sections dealing with due impartiality, accuracy and the giving of undue
prominence to particular views and opinions (Section Five of the Code) we
would point out that simply including a requirement for adherence to the
Code in Newco’s articles of association offers no additional assurance of
compliance whatever. Instead we would suggest a measure to try to reinforce
the importance of adherence to the Code. Options to achieve this might
include an agreement that in addition to any other consequences which would
ordinarily follow, NewsCorp will itself pay a financial penalty of a material
amount (perhaps determined by OFCOM) each time OFCOM makes a
finding that Newco has breached the Code. This should have the effect of
reinforcing in the minds of all the directors of Newco (especially the ones
appointed by NewsCorp) the importance of strict adherence to the Code.

We agree with the UIL proposal that the majority of the board of Newco
should be comprised of Independent Directors. However, given NewsCorp’s
proposed 37.19% voting rights in Newco, provisions need to be included
preventing NewsCorp from being involved in their selection and approval.

We agree with the need for Newco to establish a corporate governance and
editorial committee and the proposal set out at paragraph 3. l(viii) UIL, and
the need for a statement to be included in Newco’s Annual Report on its
activities. However, we also strongly believe that there should be an
obligation for an annual report to be submitted to the OFT or the Secretary of
State fbr Media, Culture and Sport in order to ensure that the government
actively monitors compliance with the undertakings, given that they raise
such fundamental public interest concerns.

3(e) Sky News to become financially independent of NewsCorp - the
terms of commercial agreements need to be improved

If the Ulls are to amount to a workable remedy, they need to place Sky News
in the position to be a viable business in the long term that can continue to
operate as a news provider. Therefore the terms ofail commercial agreements
need to be scrutinised carefully.

We have already suggested that a Monitoring Trustee should be appointed to
assist in the negotiations regarding all agreements. This is a simple and well
precedented remedy and easy to implement.

(i) The carriage agreement

In relation to the Carriage Agreement which is to be entered into between Sky
and Newco under which the Sky News channels and services will be
provided to Sky on a wholesale basis for distribution by Sky to viewers or
subscribers, we note that the proposed term is limited to 10 years. Further
consideration needs to be given as to whether this is the correct duration for
Sky.

While we agree in principle that the Carriage Agreement should have a fixed
term duration, we would submit that Newco should retain the right to
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terminate the Carriage Agreement given an agreed notice (for example, one
year). This would be to enable Sky News to consider alternative long term
strategies and potentially enter into carriage agreements, whether on an
exclusive or non-exclusive basis with competitors of Sky and NewsCorp.

We note that the undertakings do not explicitly state that such Carriage
Agreement will not be exclusive; if Sky News is to be in a position to develop
independently of NewsCorp it must be non-exclusive.

Similarly, there should be an obligation imposed on Sky to ensure that
Newco’s terms are no less favourable than those for third parties.

(iO The Royalty License

We note that Newco will be entering into a Royalty Bearing Brand Licensing
Agreement under which Newco will receive a licence of the Sky News brand
for an initial 7 year term, with an automatic renewal for a further 7 years and
an option to extent for a further 3 years. We believe that the Brand Licensing
Agreement royalty provisions must be subject to a FRAND obligation so that
NewsCorp .does not charge Sky News an uneconomical or unfair royalty,
which would significantly affect its viability.

Furthermore, while Newco should be permitted to use the Sky News brand,
there should be no obligation on it to do so. Sky News ought to also be
-explicitly permitted to develop an alternative brand for its news output. This
would help to ensure that ultimately Sky News is able to develop
!ndependently of NewsCorp.

(iii) The Advertising sales Agreement

In terms of the proposed Advertising Sales Agreement between Sky and
Newco for a term. of up to three years, there should be an additional
obl igation that it should be on terms no less favourable than those for existing
customers of Sky.

(iv) the Other Agreements

We note that the various broadcast and technical services agreements are all
to be for a term of up to 10 years and that it is proposed that many will be
specifically subject to approval by the Secretary of State prior to the Spin off.
We would add that both negotiations and the terms under which these
agreements are entered into should also be subject to the supervision by the
Monitoring Trustee we have suggested above.

In relation to the provisions of paragraph 5.3 U[L which relate to the pricing
of the numerous operational agreements, we believe that a new 5.3(iii)
obligation should be included which provides a right for Sky News to appoint
an independent auditor to review the pricing which Sky provides for various
services to Newco, including full access to verify that Sky is in compliance
with its obligations under the proposed undertakings. If any discrepancies are
found, the cQst of such an audit should be pa.yahleb~y Sky~qewsCotp.
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309 Compliance Provisions need to be strengthened to ensure the letter
and spirit of these UILs are complied with

’The provisions in section 7 of the UIL seek to ensure that NewsCorp is to
comply promptly with any written directions of the Secretary of State. Given
the grave concerns raised by the proposed acquisition we submit that the
obligation to comply with provisions in the UIL need to be strengthened, both
by giving the Government greater monitoring powers ~ind greater scope to

-penalise any attempt to breach the letter and sprit of the UIL.

Under the Enterprise Act 2002 there is a duty to comply with undertakings,
and this duty is owed to anyone who may be affected by a breach of that
duty23. Any breach is actionable if such a persori sustains loss or damage24,
unless the subject of the undertaking took all reasonable steps and exercised
all due diligence to avoid a breach of the undertaking,z5 Compliance can also
be enforced by civil proceedings brought by the OFT for an injunction,z6

In view of the inherent difficulties in quantifying damages for breach which
may affect the public interest which these UIL are seeking to protect, we
suggest a fixed penalty clause is incorporated into the undertakings, in
addition to making it clear that the Secretary of State, as well as the OFT,
would have the power to injunct NewsCorp from taking, or failing to take,
any action which is in breach of the undertakings.

A new section 9.2 should be added to include provisions relating to the
monitoring of compliance. Typically, when the OFT enters into "hold
separate undertakings" as an interim solution while it investigates a merger
transaction, it requires the prospective purchaser to report every 10 working
days to the OFT27 and provide such information as the OFT may require from
time to time for the purposes of monitoring compliance by the parties and
their subsidiaries to the "hold separate undertakings". Given, as indicated
above, that the interim period before Sky News is spun offcould take as long
as nine months if not longer, it is imperative that compliance not only with
the undertakings themselves, but also specifically with the interim pro+isions,
is imposed and actively monitored.

We suggested above that a Monitoring Trustee be appointed; as part of the
duties of the Monitoring Trustee it should equally be its responsibility to
ensure that NewsCorp and Sky are adhering to the principle and spirit of
these undertakings.

23Enterprise Act 2002. section 167(2 ~ -(3)
24

Ibid, section 167(4)
25Ibid. section 167(5)
26Ibid. section 167(6)

27 See the OFT’s template/br initial hold separate undertakings, section 4.
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3(0    Non-Compete on NewsCorp

Finally if the Spin off is to ensure Sky News operates as a viable media
enterprise, it is imperative that NewsCorp and Sky have a non-compete
obligation imposed on them, for as long as they continue to hold shares
exceeding 10% (i.e. " " "~have matena[ influence- ) over Sky News,

Without a non-compete obligation there would be a significant risk that
NewsCorp/Sky could use their knowledge and information regarding the Sky
News business to set up a rival news service which would operate to
detriment of Sky News, and ultimately could cause its demise, thereby
allowing NewsCorp to circumvent the intended safeguards to media plurality
of the UIL.

Yours faithfully

DLA PIPER UK LLP

ccl Avaaz

~8" See. commenls on material influence above in section 3(d~.
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Please find attached my response to the Secretary of State’s consultation on this matter.

I would be grateful of an acknowledgement that it has arrived and will be considered.

I--, of Steven Barnett
~itssor of Communications

S811ol of Media, Art and Design
University of Westminster
Watford Road, Harrow
Middlesex HA1 3TP

The University of Westminster is a charity and a company limited by guarantee.
Registration number: 97-7818 England. Registered Office: 309 Regent Street, London W1B 2UW.
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Proposed acq uisition by News Corporation of up to 60.9% of British Sky
Broadcasting group pie: response to the DCMS consultation paper

Prof Steven Barnett, University of Westminster

It

O

DCMS is consulting on whether the proposed Undertakings in Lieu (UiL) are
"sufficient to remedy, mitigate or prevent the public interest concerns in relation to
media plurality raised by this merger".

I believe they are inadequate for three reason, which tal(en together should be
sufficient reason for the Secretary of State to refer the matter to the Competition
Commission, as originally recommended by Ofcom. There is a fourth issue relating to
transparency and good democratic practice on which I elaborate at the end.

1. An independent Board of Directors will not insulate Sky News from potential
editorial influence from News Corporation.

The new company will be almost entirely financially dependent on News Corporation,
who will presumably be responsible for paying the bulk of the salaries of the
independent directors. On the two previous occasions when similar boards have been
established to safeguard editorial "independence" within News Corporation -at
Times Newspapers and the Wall Street Journal - the structure has manifestly failed.
Within both organisations, there is substantial evidence of Rupert Murdoch exercising
influence over the appointment of key editorial figures and over the general editorial
agenda (at the Times newspapers, for example, over its approach to Europe).

Two further points arise from this objection. First, it is sometimes assumed that the
nature of editorial influence is direct, immediate and easily measurable. For some
proprietors and some media products, this is demonstrably true (e.g. Robert Maxwell
on the Mirror newspapers and Murdoch himself- by his own admission - on his
tabloid newspapers). On a news channel, however, as with broadsfieet newspapers, the
process is more subtle and inchoate: influence is exerted through the appointment of
senior editorial figures, through informal conversations with editorial staff, over a
longer period of time, and in ways that are not easily discernible. One recent example
is the remarkable absence in the Times newspapers of coverage of phone hacking
allegations made against News Corp’s News of the World. These are not issues on
which an editorial board can intervene, however "independent" it may be.

Second, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with a media owners exercising influence
over their media products. Given the often substantial losses that such ownership
often entails, it would indeed be perverse to assume any different. Moreover, history
tells us that, however benign or non-interventionist an owner purports to be, every
media organisation adopts a corporate and journalistic ethos commensurate with the
owner’s world view. The issue is not whether such influence is intrinsically "bad", but
the importance of securing a sufficient plurality of media owners to guarantee a
diversity of influences and voices.

By allowing this acquisition without further scrutiny, the Secretary of State will be
unilaterally reducing the number of media voices and entrenching the already
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overweening power of one corporation ultimately owned by a single individual. This
power will not be mitigated by an apparatus which has been tested and failed on two
previous occasions.

2. Ofcom’s advice in relation to the UiL appears to be qualified and contingent on
the detail of further negotiations with News Corporation.

Despite public statements by the Secretary of State that the industry regulators are
satisfied with the undertakings, Ofcom’s position appears to be more ambivalent.
They have made it clear in their letter of 1 March to the Secretary of State that
"further negotiation" with News Corporation may be necessary on the precise detail
of contractual terms, and that their effectiveness in addressing Ofcom’s plurality
concerns "will depend on the detail of the arrangements", Despite the importance
which Ofcom places on this detail, a decision appears to have been made which pre-
empts the negotiations and thus will allow News Corp a significantly stronger
bargaining position than had the matter been referred for proper scrutiny.

It is difficult to understand how an acquisition with such profound repercussions for
media diversity in Britain can be acceptable, when the main communications
regulator has not yet been satisfied about the precise terms of undertakings which are
then to be determined behind closed doors.

3. Any undertakings will apply for ten years only, after which News Corp will be
able to take full control of Sky News.

It is equally difficult to understand why a time limit has been imposed given the
uncertainty over how media plurality and consumption will unfold. Ofcom states that
"there is likely to be significant evolution of the market and consumers’ use of news
and current affairs over the next decade" and that therefore ’~ahe situation with regard
to plurality may be significantly different" in ten years. There appears to be an
assumption, both by Ofcom and government, that the direction of travel is towards
greater plurality. This is manifestly untrue and contrary to empirical evidence.

We can be certain of two trends over that time period: first, that the pressure towards
greater consolidation within the private sector will continue as media enterprises
struggle to compensate for the migration of advertising revenue to online and strive to
develop new business models. Second, investment in the public sector - essentially
the BBC - will decline more rapidly than at any time in the last 50 years. We can state
with virtual certainty that the BBC’s share of voice will therefore diminish, with a
proportionate increase moving towards a consolidated private sector.

At the same time, the widespread notion that a plethora of new online sources of news
and information wiU compensate for this consolidation has been hugely overstated. As
the Goldsmiths Leverhulme project has demonstrated, most online Sources are
recycled or aggregated material from existing news providers. It is entirely possible -
indeed likely - that in ten years time there will be an even greater concentration of
media ownership. And yet, that is the very point at which News Corporation will be
allowed to take complete control ofa TV news operation which may well - by then -
be the only commercial broadcast news operation remaining in the UK. It must surely
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be contrary to the public interest to permit the potential for such untrammelled power
to be exercised by a single organisation without proper scrutiny and consultation.

O

There is, finally, an important issue about transparency and accountability. Both
Coalition parties are committed to better democratic practices which allow important
decisions to be properly and publicly interrogated. And yet this transaction is
apparently to be permitted after nothing more than an exchange of letters between
government, regulators and News Corp, constrained by an extremely tight timetable,
with further negotiations to be held in private, and with no proper scrutiny by the
appropriate regulatory authorities in a public forum. In its letter to the Secretary of
State, the OFT refer to this "limited time period" and advises that the SoS further tests
"the viability ~md robustness of the commitments offered" during consultation.

A reference to the Competition Commission would allow for proper, detailed,
transparent and public scrutiny of a decision which is ultimately about the proper
functioning of a healthy and informed democracy. This is a matter of enormous public
interest, on which the government appears determined to ignore the legitimate
concerns of many individuals and organisations and to bypass constitutional
mechanisms of regulatory accountability. Both the decision itself and the indecent
haste in which the Secretary of State is seeking to impose it are an affront to the
principles of democratic accountability and transparency.

O

I do not agree that the concerns relating to plurality have been prevented,
remedied or significantly mitigated by the proposed undertakings. They will not
guarantee editorial or operational independence. We do not have sufficient
knowledge of the detailed arrangements to know whether they are sustainable.
And there is no evidence whatsoever that the media environment will be
sufficiently benign after the proposed ten year period to accommodate a full
editorial takeover of Sky News by News Corp. Moreover, I believe that the
manner in which this decision is being taken is fundamentally undemocratic and
contrary to the public interest. In light of the manifest inadequacy of the
undertakings, [ would ask the Secretary of State to follow his original stated
intention and refer the proposed acquisition to the Competition Commission.

20 March 2011

Prof Steven Barnett
Professor of Communications
Communications and Media Research Institute (CAMRI)
University of Westminster
Wafford Road, Harrow
Middlesex HA1 3TP

emaill
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A response to the aboveconsultation is attached

Patricia Holland,
Senior Lecturer
Bournemouth Media School

Jrnemouth University
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Response to the DCMS consultation paper on:
Proposed acquisition by News Corporation of up to 60.9% of British Sky
Broadcasting group plc

From Patricia Holland
Senior Lecturer
Bournemouth Media School
Bournemouth University

1. There are a number of substantial reasons why the ’Undertakings in Lieu’ given
by News Corporation are not "sUfficient to remedy, mitigate or prevent the public
interest concerns in relation to media plurality raised by this merger".

! am aware that these have been spelt out in a number of responses to this
consultation, and would refer you in particular to the responses from Professor
Steven Barnett of the University of Westminster, from the Goldsmiths Leverhulme
Media Research Centre and from the Cam paign for Press and Broadcasting
Freedom.

These
Q

Q

document the current situation:
the dominance of News Corporation in national newspaper circulation ...........
the track record of Rupert Murdoch in building media power and using the
media he controls to exert influence over UK politics, in particular to provide a
favourable environment for his own business interests.
the track record of Rupert Murdoch in closely controlling the media he owns,
both through personal intervention and in the choice of editors and others in
positions of influence.
the commercial power of Sky television as an enterprise, including Sky News.

and the likely outcomes if the acquisition Of BSkyB goes ahead, even with the
’Undertakings"

¯ the limited nature of the ’Undertakings’ in relation to Sky News, in which the
proposed new company will still be partially controlled by News Corporation,
hen ce will not have guaranteed editorial or operational independence.

¯ the fact that the ’Undertakings’ leave open the possibility that Sky News may
become fully owned by News Corp in ten years time.

I support the conclusion drawn by the media experts ! have quoted that the proposed
acquisition should be referred to the Competition Commission, as the Secretary of
State originally intended.

2. I would like to add one other important point on media plurality and the public
interest.

The debate has centred on the provision of news. For this reason ’Undertakings’
have been offered by News Corp in relation to Sky News.

However, it is important to note that the problem of market dominance and plurality of
provision extends across the broadcasting genres. The public interest is wider than
just the provision of news.
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The strength and international reputation of UK broadcasting has been built on an
ecology which balances provision from the publicly funded BBC with that from a
range of different commercially funded Companies. Pluralism in provision has meant
vigorous competition for quality and audiences between the differently funded
organisations, and between the different commercial companies. This has resulted
in a breadth and diversity which benefits all parts of the viewing and listening
audience.

As the media analyst Claire Enders pointed out in her Re port of September 2010,
Sky is already bigger than the BBC in broadcasting revenues. She predicted that it
could grow to ’control 50% of the newspaper and television markets respectively’.
The consequences of this are cultural as well as financial. They affect the broad
range of programming, especially domestically produced programming, as well as
news.

The dominance of a powerful, internationally based commercial company has
cultural consequences which are outside the terms of reference of the Competition
Commission. This is a problem which needs to be addressed.

.In their Report on the proposed News Corporation acquisition, the communications
regulator Ofcom stated that there is a need for ’ a wider review of the statutory
framework [of the media] to ensure sufficient plurality in the public interest’.

I support that statement. The Secretary of State should refer thi proposal to the
Competition Commission, but also take into account those aspects which are not
within the Competition Commission’s remit.

Patricia Holland
March 2011
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Please find attached the response from DMOL on the consultation on the proposed acquisition by News
Corporation of up to 60.9% of British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC

Kind regards

I DMOL J www.dmoLco.uk
Non,Nine Elms Lane l Vauxhall London SW8 5NQ

Pleas--ffconsider the environment before printing this email.
The information in this email and any attachments is confidential, may be subject to copyright and is intended~
sotely for the addressee (s). Access to this emafl by anyone etse is unau~orised.

If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete this e-maiHn this case, please note that
copying, disseminating or taking any action in relation to the contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited.

Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the sender specifically
states them to be the views ofDMOL, DMOL cannot ensure that emails are virus-free and therefore accepts no
liability for viruses that might be transferred by this email or any attachment.

This emai! was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate

mber 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.

’~lrnunications via the GSi may be automatically Iogged, monitored and!or recorded for legal purposes.
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BY EMAIL

Dear Sir / Madam

ID
DEPARTMENT FOR CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT

Consultation on the proposed acquisition by News Corporation of up to 60.9% of
British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC

Undertakings given by News Corporation pursuant to Paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 of
the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of legitimate interests) order 2003

DMOL, DTT Multiplex Operators Limited, is a company owned by the operators of the six
digital terrestrial television (DTT) multiplexes. It is a business to business organisation and
its purpose is to provide technical platform management for the DTT platform.

D.MOL sets and administers policy for the DTT platform including the management of the
central service information collator and the allocation the Logical Channel Numbers used by
the channel providers on the platform.

Further to the above consultation, D MOL notes that News Corporation has undertaken to:

=use al! reasonable endeavours to procure that there will be- transferred or made
available to Newco capacity for one standard definition channel until the expiry of
Sky’s existing capacity agreement in respect of the broadcast of Sky News on DTT"
under clause 4.3 (ii)

and (subject to EPG regulation including Ofcom’s Code of Practice on EPGs, and Sky’s
published "Method for allocating listings in Sky’s EPG")

"use its best endeavours to ensure that Newco is provided With an EPG slot which is
no worse than Sky News’ current EPG slot [or~ the Sky Platform]" under clause 4.5
(iv).

As part of the allocation of Logical Channel Numbers, DMOL requires channel providers to
enter into an LCN agreement with DMOL in order to be both allocated an appropriate LCN
and to be provided with the Service Information for their channel which is cross carried
across all of the multiplexes. This formal agreement sets out the services to be provided by
DMOL and ensures protection for both DMOL and the channel providers. Whilst the majority
of channel providers have signed LCN agreements, and as Ofcom had been made aware,
Sky has refused to enter into such LCN Agreements or even entertain meaningful
discussions with DMOL regarding them.

Company registered in England number 6 ! 9 ! 779        VAT number 911 9274 27
Registered onTce: ! Nine Elms Lone, gauxhali, London, SW8 SNQ
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London
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www.dmoi.co,uk

e

As a result of Sky’s ongoing refusal to sign a DMOL LCN Agreement, DMOL is extremely
concerned that News Corporation’s endeavours regarding the Newco EPG slot are limited to
the Sky Platform alone and that no consideration has been given tothe provision of the
Newco EPG slot on. DTT. Furthermore, whilst Sky may wish to continue to decline to sign the
agreement in respect of its own services we do not believe that such refusal should be
extended to Newco which, we believe, will have a more favo.urable view and long term
commitment to the DTT platform.

To remedy this situation DMOL suggests that it is made a requirement by the Secretary of
State that an LCN agreement with DMOL for Sky’ News is signed by Sky in advance of the
proposed acquisition by News Corporation of up to 60.9% of Bdtish Sky Broadcasting Group
PLC and the agreement is novated to Newco to allow the resultant "spin-off" of Sky News to
avail itseIf of the DMOL LCN Policy.

Should Newco not sign a DMOL LCN Agreement, or receive the benefit of such an
agreement via Sky, it risks losing any security over its current LCN and the continued
engineering support from DrVIOL for service information related changes until such time as a
valid agreement is in place.

General Manager

rr

Company registered in England number 6191779       VAT number 911 9274 27
Regim~red oftice: ! Nine Elms Lane, Vauxhall, London, 51#t8 SNQ
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To the Office of the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media, and Sport -
Attached is our submission regarding the consultation on the proposed acquisition by News Corporation of up to
60.9% OF BSKYB Group PLC. Please confirm receipt.

Thank you.

| dards,

Jewish Funds for Justice

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure hatranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052:) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Submission to the Consultation on the proposed acquisition by News
Corporation of up to 60.9% Of BSkyB Group PLC.

To: Jeremy Hunt, Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
From: Jewish Funds for Justice
Date: March 18, 2011

Jewish Funds for Justice (JFSJ) is a non-profit Jewish community organization in
the United States that invests in Iowqn come communities a n d grassroots
organizations for social change. We are writing because we believe the
undertakings in lieu for News Corporation’s BSkyB acquisition do not sufficiently
"remedy, mitigate or prevent" the public interest concerns in relation to media
plurality raised by this proposed merger.

Our concerns are two-fold:
1. we believe that the ’Newco" which would be created will not be

adequately independent to protect media plurality.
2. The unacceptable content of some of News Corporation’s television

broadcasts here in the US do not give us reason to believe that News
Corporation will act in a way that protects the greater public interest
in the UK~

With regard to the first point, ’Newco" will be dependent on News Corporation
for a majority of its revenues. As a result, News Corporation will be able to exert
influence over ’Newco’ through financial control.

We feel that there has been insufficient time to allow parties to fully investigate
the undertakings, which we believe leave a number of questions remaining. For
instance, are the checks and enforcement clauses adequate to ensure that
Murdoch will not exert editorial influence over ’Newco’? What will prevent
Murdoch from increasing the profile of Fox News in the UK? Are the timescales
adequate to protect the long-term media plurality?

A referral to the Competition Commission would be a means of investigating
these concerns to a greater extent.

Our second concern relates to the wider question of public interest protection,
and we would like to reiterate some of the issues that we raised in oar original
submission to Ofcom during their consultation on the public interest concerns
surrounding the acquisition. This submission is included as an attachment. Our
concerns centered on Rupert Murdoch’s tolerance of comments by Glenn Beck
that we believe to be anti-Semitic in nature. We do not believe that these issues

New York
330 7;~ Avenue, 19:" FLoor

New York. N~ 10001
phone: (212) 21.3 2113

fox: (2~z] ~ts zz33

website; je~ishjust~c~o;~ l~eg: jspot.org
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can be separated from the acquisition by News Corporation that is currently
under consideration.

We were heartened to see that Ofcom took these issues seriously in its report.
We were also delighted to see that Ofcom recommended a referral to the
Competition Commission.

However, the concerns highlighted in our original complaint remain unabated by
the partial independence granted to Sky News. NewsCorp’s acquisition
threatens media plurality as well as the prospect of fair and balanced reporting,
given the company’s track record of tolerating, if not promoting, the extreme
opinions expressed by Glenn Beck on Fo.x News.

Over the past few months, public outcry against Glenn Beck’s rhetoric has
intensified as he makes claims that many find increasingly disturbing. This week,
Beck suggested that the devastating tsunami in Japan stemmed from a failure to
follow the Ten Commandments. Previously, he asserted that the United Nations
and unions are conspiring with the Muslim Brotherhood for a "New World
Order." Beck even issued a rare apology recently after comparing the largest
branch of American Judaism to "radicalized Islam."

@

In response to Beck’s extremism, right-wing commentators like Jennifer Rubin in
The Washington Post have declared that he does not represent "mainstream
conservatives." Yet he still proudly represents Fox News and NewsCorp.

Glenn Beck’s vitriolic rhetoric has been cited as playing a role in several acts of
violence. After Beck accused sociology professor Frances Fox Piven of authoring a
I966 plan to "intentionally collapse our economic system," she received
hundreds of death threats. After Beck’~ repeated attacks on the American Civil
Liberties Union and the Tides Foundation, Byron Williams attempted to
assassinate staff of the organizations, Williams himself said of Beck: "it was the
things he exposed that blew my mind.!’

While Charlie Sheen and Dior’s John Galliano have both been severely disciplined
for their public anti-Semitic rants, Rupert Murdoch has not given Glenn Beck so
much as a slap on the wrist for comments that we believe to be anti-Semitic and
inflammatory. Murdoch’s failure to oppose Beck’s rhetoric reflects his
characteristic refusal to take responsibility for the impact of his broadcasting.

We urge you to reconsider your decision to advance Murdoch’s bid for BSkyB.
We believe it is counter to the "public interest," both on the grounds of
protecting media Plurality and preventing dangerous rhetoric from receiving
greater prominence on UK television.

If you have any questions, please contact 1
Justice, at [

]Jewish Funds for
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At the very least, we encourage you to refer the acquisition to the Competition
Commission for the full investigation it deserves. It is clear to us that the
undertakings in lieu fall far short of protecting the UK public, We have learned
this the hard way with NewsCorp in the United States,

Thank you for your consideration.

If you have any questions, please contact I
Justice, at I

~ewish Funds for
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Please see attached or below for the submission regarding the proposed acquisition from Media Matters for
America.

Submission to secretary of state leremy Hunt on the proposed acquisition by News
Corporation of up to 60.9% Of BSkyB Group PLC

To: ]eremy Hunt, Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
From: Media Matters for America
Date: March 21, 2011

Media Matters for America is a Web-based, not-for-profit progressive research and information center
dedicated to comprehensively monitoring" analyzing, and correcting conservative misinformation in
the U.S. media. Launched in May 2004, Media Matters for America put in place, for the first time, the
means to systematically monitor a cross section ofprint~ broadcast, cable, radio, and Internet media
outlets for conservative misinformation, defined as news or commentary that is not accurate, reliable,
or credible and that forwards the conservative agenda, every day, in real time.

Using the website www.mediamatters.org as the principal vehicle for disseminating research and
information, Media Matters posts rapid-response items as well as longer research and analytic reports
documenting conservative misinformation throughout the media. Additionally, Media Matters works
daily to notify activists, journalists, pundits, and the general public about instances of misinformation,
providing them with the resources to rebut false claims and to take direct action against offending
media institutions.

Our daily monitoring of Fox News gives us a unique perspective fro m which to understand the potential
damage of a completely News Corp-owned broadcasting company. We believe that the undertakings in
lieu regarding this merger with BSkyB do not sufficiently "remedy, mitigate or prevent the public
interest concerns in relation to media plurality", as raised in Ofcom’s report on the matter - leading
them to the regulator’s recommendation that the matter be referred to the Competition Commission.
Our concerns fall into two broad categories:

°

.

Although there is an undertaking that Sky News will become independent of BSkyB, Sky News
will still be 39°/6 owned by News Corp and subsidized by News Corp. There are not sufficient
checks to ensure that the undertakings are strictly adhered to and, furthermore, the
undertakings are valid for just ten years.
Even if Sky News remained an independent entity, nothing in the proposal offered by News
Corporation prevents it, once it acquires the rest of BSkyB, from creating a news station
totally under the aegis of BSkyB (and hence News Corporation’s editorial control). Another
Murdoch-owned news channel, whether Sky News or a new station, as is demonstrated
below, would be antithetical to the public interest and would not enhance plurality of media
in the OK.
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Precedent clearly indicates News Corp’s history of promising editorial independence and then quickly
wresting back control when a deal has gone through. In 1981, Rupert Murdoch purchased The Times -
with the promise of editorial independence. From the perspective of reporters and editors who left ih
the wake of the takeover, this promise was not kept; by hiring his cronies, Murdoch assured that The
Times would meet his editorial aspirations. A quarter of a century later, when discussions between
Murdoch and the Bancroft family became public, opponents of the deal referenced Murdoch’s quick
capture of editorial control with The Times. Because of its fiduciary responsibility to its shareholders,
the Bancrofts were all but legally obligated to sell the money-losing Dow Jones Company and, in 2007,
the sale went through, once again with a promise of editorial independence that would shortly be
broken. These are not examples of obscure entities that Murdoch purchased and then spun his own
way: they are instances of major newspapers tacking far to the right because of their owner. To believe
that Sky News will retain real independence under News Corp’s proposal is a simple infraction of the
maxim that those who forget history are doomed to repeat it.

Allowing the deal to go ahead also assumes that there will be sufficient processes in place to monitor
News Corp’s adherence to the undertakings. It also assumes that the independence can be measured.
The reality is that editorial influence can be exerted in a number of immeasurable ways, i.e.
independently through conversations, and our concerns are not eased by the knowledge that ’written
directions’ given by the Secretary of State ’from time to time’ are the proposed methods of securing
compliance.

Furthermore, there is currently nothing in the undertakings that would suggest a continuation in the
status quo at BSkyB. Within months of full ownership of BSkyB, it would be.easy to create a new station
devoted to news, with which Murdoch would have carte blanche. The undertakings do not prevent
Murdoch or News Corp from building the profile of Fox News in the UK. Murdoch has professed a desire
in the past tO "make Sky News more like Fox News,"~E1J and we are concerned that the undertakings do
not go far enough to prevent the "Foxification" of the UK’s news agenda.

As we have seen in the American media, the damaging, irresponsible journalism that Can be viewed on
News Corp’s Fox News channel is dangerous. Fox’s audience cuts across age, gender, race, education,
and income level, contrary to the common understanding in the UK that only net-conservatives and tea
party members watch Fox. More Fox viewers [in contrast to viewers of any other news station) are
misinformed about the health care reform law enacted in the US; the veracity of climate change; and
the direction of the economy3Z[2] Misinformation on these and other issues of benefit to the extreme
right is propagated by Fox hosts who are experts not in facts but in how to repeat falsehoods over and
over again until an audience receives them as facts. Fox has a wider viewership than any other news
station, and is perceived to be more credible than C-SPAN, a network that literally employs a camera to
publicize activity in the US government.

Unless misinformation is in the public interest, this deal should not proceed as is.

Media Matters believes that there must be either:

¯ A full investigation by the Competition Commission to allow for proper scrutiny and public
protection; or

¯ At the very least, new undertakings for consideration by the OK public that address the above
issues and truly protect the public interest concerns raised in Ofcom’s report.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Matthew Butler
CEO, Media Matters for America
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Wrqs email was received from the 1NTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
�ice supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate

Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

i[11
Reported November of 2007: http.:/!www.m4ardian.co.uk/media/2007/nov/24/bskyb.television

ii[2]From an academic study undertaken at the Program on International Policy Attitudes at the University of Maryland:

h--tt~9~//www‘worldpublicop~ni9-D-~rg~pipa~ar~c~es/brunitedstatesca~adara~67~php?~id=&id=&, nt=671&lb=
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Submission to secretary of state Ieremy Hunt on the proposed acquisition by News
Corporation of up to 60.9% 0f BSkyB Group PLC

To: Jeremy Hunt, Secretary of State for Culture, olympics, Media and Sport
From: Media Matters for America
Date: March 21, 2Oll

Media Matters for America is a Web-based, not-for-profit progressive research and
information center dedicated to comprehensively monitoring, analyzing, and correcting
conservative misinformation in the U.S. media. Launched in May 2004, Media Matters
for America put in place, for the first time, the means to systematically monitor a cross
section of print, broadcast, cable, radio, and lnternet media outlets for conservative
misinformation, defined as news or commentary that is not accurate, reliable, or credible
and that forwards the conservative agenda, every day, in real time.

Using the website www.mediamatters.org as the principal vehicle for disseminating
research and information, Media Matters posts rapid-response items as well as longer
research and analytic reports documenting conservative misinformation throughout the
media. Additionally, Media Matters works daily to notify activists, journalists, pundits, and
the general public about instances of misinformation, providing them with the resources to
rebut false claims and to take direct action against offending media institutions.

Our daily monitoring of Fox News gives us a unique perspective from which to understand
the potential damage of a completely News Corp-owned broadcasting company. We believe
that the undertakings in lieu regarding this merger with BSkyB do not sufficiently "remedy,
mitigate or prevent the public interest concerns in relation to media plurality", as raised in
Ofcom’s report on the matter - leading them to the regulator’s recommendation that the
matter be referred to the Competition Commission. Our concerns fall into two broad
categories:

.

.

Although there is an undertaking that Sky News will become independent of
BSkyB, Sky News will still be 39% owned by News Corp and subsidized by News
Corp. There are not sufficient checks to ensure that the undertakings are strictly
adhered to and, furthermore, the undertakings are valid for justten years,
Even if Sky News remained an independent entity, nothing in the proposal offered
by News Corporation prevents it, once it acquires the rest of BSkyB, from creating
a news station totally under the aegis of BSkyB (and hence News Corporation’s
editorial control]. Another Murdoch-owned news channel, whether Sky News or a
new station, as is demonstrated below, would be antithetical to the public interest
and would not enhance plurality of media in the UK.

Precedent clearly indicates News Corp’s history of promising editorial independence and
then quickly wresting back control when a deal has gone through. In 1981, Rupert Murdoch
purchased The Times with the promise of editorial independence. From the perspective of
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reporters and editors who left in the wake of the takeover, this promise was not kept; by
hiring his cronies,-Murdoch assured that The Times would meet his editorial aspirations. A
quarter of a century later, when discussions between Murdoch and the Bancroft family
became public, opponents of the deal referenced Murdoch’s quick capture of editorial
control with The Times. Because of its fiduciary responsibility to its shareholders, the
Bancrofts were all but legally obligated to sell the money-losing Dow J ones Company and, in
2007, the sale went through, once again with a promise of editorial independence that
would shortly be broken. These are not examples of obscure entities that Murdoch
purchased and then spun his own way: they are instances of major newspapers tacking far
to the right because of their owner. To believe that Sky News willretain real independence
under News Corp’s proposal is a simple infraction of the maxim that those who forget
history are doomed to repeat it.

Allowing the deal to go ahead also assumes that there will be sufficient processes in place to
monitor News Corp’s adherence to the undertakings. It also assumes that the independence
can be measured. The reality is that editorial influence can be exerted in a number of
immeasurable ways, i.e. independently through conversations, and our concerns are not
eased hy the knowledge that ’written directions’ given by the Secretary of State ’from time
to time’ are the proposed methods of securing compliance.

Furthermore, there is currently nothing in the undertakings that would suggest a
continuation in the status quo at BSkyB. Within months of full ownership of BSkyB, it would
be easy to create a new station devoted to news, with which Murdoch would have carte
blanche. The undertakings do not prevent Murdoch or News fiorp from building the profile
of Fox News in the UK. Murdoch has professed a desire in the past to "make Sky News more
like Fox News,"1 and we are concerned that the undertakings do not go far enough to
prevent the "Foxification" of the UK’s news agenda.

As we have seen in the American media, the damaging~ irresponsible journalism that can be
viewed on News Corp’s Fox News channel is dangerous. Fox’s audience cuts across age,
gender, race, education, and income level, contrary to the common understanding in the UK
that only neo-conservatives and tea party members watch Fox. More Fox viewers (in
contrast to viewers of any other news station) are misinformed about the health care
reform law enacted in the US; the veracity of climate change; and the direction of the
economy.Z Misinformation on these and other issues of benefit tO the extreme right is
propagated by Fox hosts who are experts not in facts but in how to repeat falsehoods over
and over again until an audience receives them as facts. Fox has a wider viewership than
any other news station, and is perceived to be more credible than C-SPAN, a network that
literally employs a camera to publicize activity in the US government.

Unless misinformation is in the public interest, this deal should not proceed as is.

Media Matters believes that there must be either:

¯ A full investigation by the Competition Commission to allow for proper scrutiny and
public protection; or

I Reported November of 2007: h__t~P_;i/www.guardian,co.uk/media/2007/nov/24!bskyb.tetevisioi~

2From an academic study undertaken at the Program on International Policy Attitudes at the University ot:Maryland:
h -ttp://www.wor~dpub~ic~pini~n.~rg/pipa/ar~c~es~brunitedstate.scanadara/671~php7~nid~pnt=6718db=
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At the very least, new undertakings for consideration by the UK public that address
the above issues and truly protect the public interest concerns raised in Ofcom’s
report.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely yours,

t.~u, Meam Matters for America

0
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Dear Jeremy Hunt
Please find attached a letter from the UK Coalition for Cultural Diversity regarding the consultation. We are
a membership organisation made up of creative and cultural organisations and linked through an
international Federation to forty two national coalitions worldwide. We have acted as a consultative parmer
for government with particular regard to the promotion and protection of diversity of cultural expressions,
as detailed in UNESCO’s Convention, 2005.

are concerned that neither the rule of law nor the public interest will be served if News Corporation is

ai~ed to take over BSkyB.

Best wishes
rKCCD
KCCD

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 200W09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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UKCoalition forOdtural Diversity

For the Attention of Jeremy Hunt, Secretary of State
Department of Culture, Media and Sport

March 21st 2011

Dear Secretary of State

Ref: News Corporation bid for BSkyB

We are concerned that the terms of reference which are being used to
adjudicate on News Corporation’s takeover bid for BSkyB do not take account
of the need to uphold the rule of law regarding our commitments to the
European Audiovisual Media Services Directive. in addition any measures
taken or concessions made should take account of the objectives of the
UNESCO Convention on the Promotion and the Protection of Diversity of
Cultural Expressions, 2005.

The Audiovisual Media Services Directive, 2007, requires all television channels
shall carry, wherever practicable, a majority of national/European content,
excluding sport, current affairs, news and game shows. In many Member
States, like Spain, this has enabled the government to ask cable and satellite
channels to progressively increase their investment in local film, drama and
documentary.

Furthermore, Article 13 of the directive states that Member States shall ensure
that new television like services, meaning video on demand, promote and invest
in nation al and European audiovisual content.

Concessions drawn from News Corporation may address issues of pluralism
affecting news, but we would ask for evidence that the following are also taken
into account.

Protection of diversity of programming
BSkyB has already used its superior purchasing power to cherry pick popular

American programmes and to use them to ween audiences away from national
broadcasters who cannot compete. For example, the rights to broadcast Mad
Men were recently bought at a cost of £225,000 per programme, against the
existing payment by the BBC of £65,000. By securing top ratings material in the
same way as it has taken key sports events from the national broadcasters,

Registered Office: 59 Oak~e[d Road, London N4 4LD, Ematl:
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BSkyB not only affects the diversity of content available to viewers, but unfairly
benefits from its dominant position to further expand its subscriber base. The
total inclusion of BSkyB within News Corporations multinational empire can only
increase this type of fiscal intimidation for market space to the detraction of
diversity of expression in programming.

Investment in local and European content
The Secretary of State has not asked for assurances that News Corporation will
comply with the Audio Visual Media Services Directive by making proper,
proportionate investment in local programming, particularly feature film,
documentary and drama, to fulfil its obligations to UK citizens’ right of access to
diversity of programming.
Ofcom’s recent report analyzing cOntribution to local programme content
revealed that we are relying on 90% of original, local content being provided by
our 5 terrestial broadcasters. BSkyB’s investment in local content is negligible
and no clear statistics have been provided. Instead it recently supported the
more profitable option of launching Sky Atlantic, thus aggravating a totally
skewed playing field, where American film and drama already account for 80%
or more of all feature film across our screens.

O

The UKCCD is concerned that The Secretary of State demonstrates how these
issues are being taken into account in the negotiations with News Corporation.
Whilst the promise of a longer debate with media organizations and experts
prior to a Green Paper may allow some issues of public interest to be protected,
there is no indication that compliance with the AVMS Directive or diversity of
expression is included in these agendas.
We urge the Secretary of State to address these issues and look forward to
making further contributions to the future debate.

Best wishes

IKCCD
UKCCD

Registered Otfiee: 59 Oakfield Road, London N4 4LD. Email: L
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BSKYB
News Corporation and BSkyB
Final BSkyB CPBF response 21 March.doc

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
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I I

I attach our submission to the Department’s consultation on the proposed merger,

We have no objection to this being published in full on your web site.

i~.f:ign for Press and Broadcasting Freedomrd Road
Walthamstow
London E17 9NL.

21 March 2011.

This emaiI was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically- logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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RESPONSE BY THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESS AND BROADCASTING FREEDOM (CPBF} TO THE DCMS
CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED NEWS CORPORATION TAKEOVER OF BSKYB.

1.0    THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESS AND BROADCASTI NG FREEDOM
The Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom (CPBF) is an independent organisation funded by

its membership which links people working inside and outside the media. It works to improve

diversity and accountability in the media and has campaigned since 1979 on a range of issues
including ownership and control, censorship, public service broadcasting and media standards. For

further details: www.c pbf.or~.uk

1.1    The CPBF responded to the original Ofcom enquiry which reported on 31 December 2010.

We argued in our evidence to Ofcom that the News Corporation/BSkyB takeover would ’represent a

transformative shift in UK media ownership’. We had serious concerns about the im pact of the
proposed takeover on media pluTality, but also more broadly on the competitive position of other
UK media groups faced with the massive global resources (financial, marketing, programming) a

merged News Corporation/BSkyB would be able to deploy. We also stressed the basic point, which
goes right to the heart of media pluralism, that a merged company would be a powerful boost to the
well-documented existing political and commercial power and influence which Rupert Murdoch, the

chairman and CEO of News Corporation, already exerts within the UK.

1.2    We think this power and influence has been confirmed yet again. In particular we are

puzzled and concerned by the decision taken by the Culture Secretary to substitute Ofcom’s original

advice, which he was initially minded to accept, that the merger would give rise to serious media
plurality concerns and therefore be referred to the Competition Commission, with a process th at
involved direct negotiations with News Corporation.

1.3    The CPBF does not consider that the undertakings given by News Corporation in any way

address the concerns we expressed in our original Ofcom submission. Indeed, events since News
Corporation announcedits intention to acquire the remaining 60.9% of BSkyB shares it does not own

have highlighted more broadly the inadequacy of UK media ownership law and regulation.

1.4    Our particular concerns about the agreements with News Corporation contained in the

consultation are detailed below. We conclude that the case should still be referred to the
Competition Commission. Ofcom’s report, delivered on 31 Dec 2010, and its subsequent further

advice on I March 2012, both underlined the need for a wider review of the statutory framework to
ensure plurality in the public interest in the longer term. We also strongly support such a review and

state the reasons why below.

2.0 SCOPE OF THE CONSULTATION

2.1    The consultation document explicitly excludes ’any competition aspects of the proposed

merger’ (pl) and instead focuses on the details of undertakings given by News Corporation with
regards to the spin-off of Sky News to Newco. We believe this makes the consultation

fundamentally flawed because it narrows discussion down to the viability or otherwise of the

undertakings regarding Newco and rejects any discussion of the far wider implications of the

proposed merger. Put simply, we think the issue of Sky News, though important in terms of plurality
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of news, is marginal in terms of the overal! impact the merger would have on UK media. From News
Corporation’s perspective the obligation to fund Sky News is a minor concession to gain full control

of the profits BSkyB will generate in future years.

2.2    The consultation document also mentions that the European Commission, when it cleared

News Corporation’s proposed acquisition, ’concluded that the increased shareholding would not

significantly impede effective competition’. (pl) That decision, however, applies to the impact of the
merged company ’as it may affect trade between Member States" (Article 102, TFES) and does not
directly address its impact on the domestic UK media market. Indeed, as the Commission point out
in clearing the proposed acquisition (IP/10/1767, 21 December 2010) Article 21 of the EU Merger
Regulation recognises that ’Member States may take appropriate measures, including prohibiting

pro posed transactions to protect legitimate interests, such as the plurality of the media.’ In the
evidence we presented to Ofcom we demonstrated that the proposed merger raised both
competition and media plurality issues -the two aspects are inextricably linked. The undertakings
made by News Corporation with regard to Sky News will only have a minimal impact in this regard

and do not therefore in any way alleviate our concerns.

What is clear is that News Corporation wants BSkyB for two reasons. Firstly, the heavy investments
in infrastructure, broadband and HD TV by the company are complete and profits are rising rapidly.
Numis Securities forecasts operating profits of £1.2bn in 2012, compared with £780m in 2009.

Secondly, the merged organ!sat!on will be a multi-media emporium able to bundle and cross-
promote its products. It would completely dominate UK media, creating the media equivalent of a

black hole whose sheer power can damage or destroy other media. In the CPBF’s view the
development of such a dominant media group would directly threaten media plurality. Yet none of

these concerns, widely expressed in an unparalleled display of public disquiet over the past three

months, have in our view, been addressed.

2.3    The failure to conduct a full Competition Commission review, and the narrow scope of the

consultation, also means that there will be no consideration of the future impact of the merged
company on other UK media companies. The Daily Mail Comment (4 March 20114 summarising the
sheer scale of the merged corn pany concluded, ’No other media company will have such leverage.’

Yet any analysis of the future implications for media plurality, if that leverage is deployed against
other media groups, has been marginalised when it should be a central concern.

3.0 NEWCO, SKY NEWS and NEWS CORPORATION

3.1    Newco, which will run Sky News under the proposals, will not be a viable independent news

business. It will rely on News Corporation for over 85% of its revenue and gain access to viewers
through the BSkyB platform. Newco’s economic dependency will make it vulnerable if News

Corporation exerts influence. The views of a regulator quoted in the Financial Times (Ben Fenton,

’Nebulous concept df plurality left off the contract’, 4 March 2011) reinforce this point - Newco will

be ’entirely dependent on a stipend from Rupert Murdoch’. Andrew Nell, former editor of The
Sunday Times, gave a brutally frank assessment of the proposed arrangements when interviewed on

television - money determines power and influence.

2
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3.2 The Culture Secretary in his announcement of 3 March said under the proposed

arrangements, ’In short, the editorial independence of Sky News would be better protected than it
would have been not only if Sky News had formed part of the buyout of Sky shares, but even than it

is right now.’ We do not agree. In the Financial Times report quoted in 3.1 one expert view described

the 10-page undertaking document as ’unbelievably sketchy’. Both the definition of independence
and the safeguards for editorial independence in the undertakings are weak. Also the main board of

Newco will continue to have News Corporation executives on it that will be able to exert influence

over Sky News. Finally, the safeguards for editorial staff would place them in a difficult position in
disagreements over editorial policy because they would have to take the risky step of putting

themselves in dispute with their employer.

3.3    The fate of undertakings made by Rupert Murdoch to acquire media assets in the past are
now well documented (see Note). However the undertakings in this case raise particular concerns.
Apart from the fact that the CPBF thinks they lack robustness, monitoring compliance with them lies
with the Culture Secretary rather than independent regulators. The point is well made in a letter

sent to members of both houses by the Media Alliance: q’here are at least seven different ways in
which the Culture Secretary can be required to approve or agree to behaviours governed by the
undertakings, which make them incredibly susceptible to more or less implicit political interference

in the future. In any event, all the undertakings to protect independence would be extinguished
should News Corporation acquire over 50% of Newco."

3.4    Great emphasis has been placed by the Culture Secretary on the fact that, as part of the
consultation, he has published the documents involved in negotiations with News Corporation, but

some of the key elements of the arrangements have not been made public. In addition the OFT
advised that the Culture Secretary should ’test further the viability and robustness’ of the

commitments made by News Corporation during the consultation process. We question how such a
process could be undertaken with any dgour in the eighteen days allowed for the consultation.

3.5    For the above reasons we believe that the proposed undertakings should not be accepted,
the consultation process stopped and the case handed over to the Corn petition Commission to

conduct a full investigation.

4.0 MED[A PLURALITY

4.1 There is a case to be made that the Culture Secretary did the best that he could within the

existing framework of UK media law (the Financial Times makes it in its editorial, ’Why Hunt could
not stop Murdoch’, 4 March 20ii). He inherited the Communications Act (2003) from the previous
government, and the ’publicinterest’ test, to assess whether media mergers would impact on
plurality, was only inserted at a late stage, as a result of criticisms from the joint committee chaired

by Lord Puttnam.

The News Corporation bid for BSkyB has highlighted that Britain’s media ownership laws are unfit for

purpose. As the FTeditorial points out, ’A proper definition of media plurality is needed. It is illogical

to regulate itonly when there is a change of control. Factors such as organic growth and

technological change do lead to big shifts in media consumption - and hence plurality.’

3
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4.2    Ofcom has atso urged a wider review of the current laws on media plurality on the grounds
they do not work well. Its chief executive, Ed Richards, has argued for a more dynamic system in
which a plurality review could be triggered because of a change in audience levels or viewing share.
The CPBF strongly supports such a review, but also believes there are lessons to be learnt from the
widespread public concern and opposition to the News Corporation takeover of BSkyB. People
clearly care about a diverse and plural media, and that is why we strongly support the case for the
establishment of a Media Commission which can gather evidence, develop policy proposals and feed
these into debates on the framework of a new Communications Act which has the protection and
promotion of media plurality at its core.

NOTE

What Price Undertakings? Rupert Murdoch and the London Times

In 1981, owner of the News of the World and The Sun since 1969, Rupert Murdoch acquired The
Times and Sunday Times. Guarantees were given to John Biffen; Secretary of State for Industry, as
part of his consent for Murdoch to acquire the papers. To assuage concerns about editorial
independence and integrity Murdoch agreed to give extra powers to independent directors on the
paper’s board. The six independent members were charged with protecting the editors of the two
papers from interference by the owner, having approval over the hiring and firing of editors, and
preventing the owner interfering in reports which might conflict with his opinions or interests as the
proprietor. Editors would have also have control over staffing decisions.

Frank Giles, editor Sunday Times 1981-83, commented that the board ’had very little power or will to
protect the independence of the papers they were appointed to safeguard.’ In his autobiography,
Sundry Times, he describes how Murdoch ordered him in January 1982 to replace the paper’s
magazine editor with an editor from the News o[the WorM.

In March 1982 Murdoch called Fred Emery, a former Times assistant editor, into his office and said
he was considering firing Times editor, Harold Evans. Emery reminded Murdoch of his guarantee
that editors couldn’t be fired without the approval of the indel~endent directors. Murdoch’s

response was, ’God, you don’t take all that seriously, do you. Why wouldn’t I give instructions to the
Times when I give instructions to editors all around the world?’~

Harold Evans, when editor of The Times asked Edward Pickering, ’What protection can I expect from
you as a national director against im proper pressures?" ’You have to remember, said the fifth
independent national director, ’that I worked for Beaverbrook...that’s the way things are.’ (Harold
Evans, Good Times, Bad Times, p404) Evans resigned after incessant pressure on 15 March 1982.

4
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Attached is the TUC "s response to this consultation.

TUG Congress House,
.Great Russell Street,
i ~’NDON WCIB 3LS

TUC home .page. News, papers, and email alerts
http://www.TUC.orq, uk

The information in this emaii isintended only for the named recipients and may be privileged or
confidential. If you are not-the intended recipient please notify us on +44 (0) 20 7636 4030 and
delete it from your system. Do not copy, distribute or take action based on the misdirected email, if
the email is marked ’personal’ the TUC is not liable in any way for its contents.

If you want to know more about the TUC, visit us at http://www.tuc.org.uk

The information in this email is intended only for the named recipient(s) and may be privileged or
confidential.
if you are not the intended recipient please notify us on +44 (0) 20 7636 4030 and delete it from your
system.
Do not copy, distribute or take action based on the mis-directed email. If the email is marked ’Personal’ .the
TUC is not liable in arty way for its contents.If you want to know more about the TUC, visit us at
http://www.tuc.org.uk
*4*********44** ***********************************************************************

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please cal! your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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TUC RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS
CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9 PER CENT OF BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING GROUP

PLC.

1)

2)

The TUC is responding to the consultation on whether the undertakings given by News
Corporation are sufficient to remedy, mitigate or prevent the public interest concerns in
relation to media plurality raised by this merger. In our view the undertakings are
inadequate.

The TUC has a strong interest in these issues as we respresent 6.1milliOn workers in 55
unions. Our members work in all sectors of the economy, including the media and
broadcasting industries. As a high profile organisation speaking on behalf of people at
work we also have a close interest in the plurality of the media and especially the
commitments of the broadcast media to report impartially on matters of public interest
including industrial affairs, Our members also tell us that they value both the plurality of
media sources, especially in news coverage.

3) We believe the undertakingsgiven are inadequate for the following reasons:

a) Newco, which will run Sky News under the proposals will not be a viable independent
news business. It will rely on News Corporation for over 85 per cent of its revenue
and gain access to viewers through the BSkyB platform. Newco’s economic
dependency will therefore make it vulnerable if News Corporation exerts its influence.
The close relationship between editorial independence and financial independence
have been widely recognised in many instances, perhaps most relevantly, by
parliament in ensuring separation of the BBC licence fee from general taxation as a
guarantee of BBC independence from political influence.

b) The guarantees of editorial independence appear to us to be inadequate as under
these arrangements News Corporation executives will be able to exert influence over
Sky News.

c) Previous guarantees over editorial independence given to the Government in 1981
when Rupert Murdoch acquired The Times and Sunday Times were shown to be
poorly regarded as subsequent remarks by those directly involved have
demonstrated.

d) The undertakings place a great onus on the Culture Secretary. There are at least
seven ways in which the Culture Secretary can be required to approve or agree to
behaviours governed by the undertakings. This has to be seen in the context where
News Corporation is a major player in British political life. News Corporation
publications have supported the winning party in British general elections from 1979
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onwards, with The Sun’s switch from Conservative to Labour in 1997 and from
Labour to Conservative in 2009 both being seen as highly significant by politicians.
News Corporation publications and especially The Sun have also been outspoken
about particular ministers, it is therefore conceivable that any politician would think
twice before acting in a way that could offend News Corporation and thus potentially
damage their party and their own career prospects.
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PARLIAMENTARY GROUP--

...,

Please find attached the NUJ Parliamentary Group submission to the DCMS consultation into
BSkyB and News Corporation.

Regards,

DD.
~UJparliamentary Group

UK Parliameot Disclaimer:
This e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient, If you have received it in error, please notify the sender and delete it from your
system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not permitted. Th}s e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is

~pted for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this e-mail,

J email Was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cahle&WireIess Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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PARLIAMENTARY GROUP
Chair: Austin Mitchell,

Secretary: John McDonnell
Vice Chairs: Don Foster, Mike Hancock, Angus Robertson, Robert Walter

BSkyB-News Corporation Consultation
Media
Department for Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

18th March 2011

NUJ Parliamentary Group Submission to Consultation on the Proposed Acquisition
by News Corp of BSkyB

This is the submission from the National Union of Journalists (NUJ) Parliamentary Group to
the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) consultation on the proposed
acquisition by News Corp of BSkyB shares.

The NUJ Parliamentary Group was established on a cross party basis, and consists of over
30 MPs and Peers. We meet regularly, along with the union, to discuss areas of interest
within the media industry and have held regular Ministerial meetings, as well as meeting with
key external organisations such as the BBC, ITV, Ofcom and the Press Complaints
Commission. As you may well be aware the NUJ represents 38,000 members working in all
sectors of the media and has in its membership staff and freelancers - writers, reporters,
editors, sub-editors, illustrators and photographers.

The Group is concerned that previous guarantees and assurances given by Rupert Murdoch
have been disregarded. We understand that guarantees were given by Rupert Murdoch to
John Biffen MP, Secretary of State for Industry in 1981 when he acquired The Times and the
Sunday Times. These guarantees were designed to address concerns about editorial

. independence and integrity. Rupert Murdoch agreed to give extra powers to independent
directors on the paper’s board; the six independent members were charged with protecting
the two papers’ editors from interference by the owner, having approval over the hiring and
firing of editors; and preventing the owner interfering in reports which might conflict with his
opinions or interests as the proprietor. However, we believe that these guarantees were
either disregarded or ignored.

Frank Giles, the editor of the Sunday Times between 1981-83, stated that the papers’ board
’had very little power or will to protect the independence of the papers they were appointed
to safeguard’. We understand that in Mr Giles’ autobiography Sundry Timeshe details that
Rupert Murdoch ordered him in January 1982 to replace the paper’s magazine editor with an
editor from the News of the World. Furthermore, we are also led to believe that Fred Emery,
home editor of The Times in 1982 reported Murdoch as saying ’/give instructions to my
editors all round the world, why shouldn’t I in London?’ Emery tells how Murdoch had given
an assurance to the British government that he would not interfere editorially in return for
being allowed to buy The Times and Sunday Times without reference to the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission, but when Emery reminded of these assurances Murdoch is attributed
as saying ’They’re not worth the paper they’re printed on’.

NUJ Parliamentary Group
G1O N°rman Shaw S°uth" H°u~ °f Comm°ns" LONDON iWIA 2JFTel: 1
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Chair: Austin Mitchell,

Secretary: John McDonnell
Vice Chairs: Don Foster, Mike Hancock, Ang us Robertson, Robert Walter

f

We have been made aware of further examples regarding Rupert Murdoch’s News
Corporation and past guarantees. News Corporation acquired Dow Jones & Company,
publisher of the Wall Street Journal in December 2007. We understand that under an
agreement between News Corporation and the Bancroft family, who owned a controlling
interest in Dow Jones, sole power over the newsroom was to rest with the managing editor,
Marcus Brauchli. As part of the agreement Rupert Murdoch could not remove him without
the consent of a committee of independent overseers.

However, we are led to believe that after. Murdoch took control of the paper he took an active
role in the newspaper’s daily operations. Despite editorial guidelines introduced when
Rupert Murdoch bought the newspaper, the editor was sacked and replaced by Robert
Thompson from The Times.

The Group has also been made aware of the case of Bruce Guthrie. Mr Guthrie was editor
of the Rupert Murdoch’s biggest selling daily newspaper, Melbourne’s Herald Sun. Mr
Guthrie was dismissed in October 2008; days after Rupert Murdoch had apparently told him
that he was doing an excellent job of editing the newspaper. Mr Guthrie wrote in the
Guardian dated 28t~ January 2011 that ’not for the first time I found myself reflecting that
what Murdoch says and what he does are two different things’. Mr Guthrie went on to write
that ’I’m not the firstperson to be lulled into a false sense of security by Murdoch and his
assurance, and I won’t be the last ... # seems likely that Murdoch will offer up some sort of
editorial guarantee or independent board in order to be allowed to complete his bid for 100%
of BSkyB. Such assurances should be taken with a pitch of salt. Actually a whole shaker of
the stuff}

The Group believes that in fight of these examples News Corporation guarantees of editorial
independence for Sky News needs to be re-examined thoroughly. The Group believes that
the most-appropriate way to proceed is for the Secretary of State for DCMS to refer the
News Corporation bid for BSkyB to the Competition Commission.

Please address any correspondence in this matter to Simeon Andrews, who coordinates the
Parliamentary Group (details below).

John McDonnell MP
Secretary
NUJ Parliamentary Group

1’My battles with Rupert’ Bruce Guthrie The Guardian 28~h January 2011

GNUJ Parliamentary roup
G10 Norman Shaw South, House of Commons, LONDON SWIA 2JF
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NUJ submission in response to the DCMS Consultation on the proposed
acquisition by News Corporation of up to 60.9% of BSkyB Group PLC

The NUJ remains deeply concerned about how the proposed News Corporation/BSkyB acquisition
would affect media plurality. We are alsoconscious that the massive power of the planned News

Corporation/BSkyB operation through financial and other resources which the merger would make
available is inimical to the public interest.

BskyB’s heavy investments in infrastructure, broadband and HD TV are now complete, so the payoff
in profits is rising, Operating profits are forecast to reach £1.2bn next year, a rise of £420m on 2009.

This financial power, combined with huge influence in terms of merged marketing and programming
strength, can only damage the sustainability of the other media groups which are an important
factor in media plurality, as well as strengthening any political or other causes which News

Corporation/’ BskyB or its proprietor chooses to support.

The power of Rupert Murdoch is already disturbingly evident in the decision by .the Culture Secretary
to negotiate with him about the News Corporation/BskyB acquisition rather than follow Ofcom’s

recommendation that it be referred to the Corn petition Commission. Ofcom’s report and advice
stressed the importance of a full review of the statutory framework to ensure plurality in the public
interest in the longer term.

The case for referring the proposed News Corporation/BSkyB takeover to the Competition
Commission remains the best guarantee of protecting the public interest, as shown by the degree of

expressed public disquiet at the News Corporation/BSkyB takeover plans. The latest poll conducted
by YouGov commissioned by Avaaz shows that almost 60% of the British public believe that Rupert
Murdoch has too much influence on politics and 64% believe that if News Corporation is allowed to

acquire total ownership of BSkyB it will grant Murdoch and his company too much power.

We believe that this public unease is compounded by consideration of "competition aspects of the

proposed merger’, something expressly excluded from the remit of the current consultation. This
means that the overall effect of the News Corporation/BSkyB takeover on media and media plurality
in the UK is ignored.

In addition to News Corporation’s interest in harvesting profits from BskyB, the merger would also
open up huge opportunities for cross-promotion, with consequent serious risks for the future of

other UK media.

Without a full Competition Commission examination, the damage which the proposed takeover will

do to other UK media is being ignored. We have no confidence that the current consultation, for the

reasons already identified, will put this right.
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When confronted With the threat to media plurality posed by the News Corporation/BSkyB

takeover, supporters of Mr Murdoch’s plans argue, like the Culture Secretary, that through the

transfer of Sky News to Newco ’the editorial independence of Sky News would be better protected

than it would have been not only if Sky News had formed part of the buyout of Sky shares, but even

than it is right now’.

It is not possible to sustain this view when one examines the threadbare undertakings offered as a

result of the negotiations between Rupert Murdoch and Jeremy Hunt. Safesuards for editorial
independence, and the very definition of independence itself, are of little value.

News Corporation executives will sit on Newco’s main board, holding powerful influence over Sky
News, and disagreements over editorial policy would place staff in the dangerous position of being

in dispute with their employer.

Newco will not be a viable independent news business, since it will be relying on News Corporation
for more than four fifths of its revenue and usin8 the BSkyB platform to access viewers. Newco’s
economic dependency will make it vulnerable if News Corporation exerts influence. Former Sunday
Times editor Andrew NeWs experienced analysis of what the arrangements mean for Murdoch was

clear: money determines power and influence.

And we must make no apology for pointing out that when it comes to honouring undertakings

concerning media acquisition, Rupert Murdoch has form. After he succeeded in 1981 in taking over

The Times, he let it be known the following year that l~e was considering firing the editor, Harold
Evans. When reminded that he had guaranteed that editors couldn’t be fired without the approval of
the independent directors created through his 1981 ’undertakings’, his response was illuminating:

"God, you don’t take all that seriously, do you. Why wouldn’t I give instructions to The Times when I

give instructions to editors all around the world?’

So, the value of the commitments made by News Corporation in its negotiations with the Culture
Secretary must be subject to exacting scrutiny. The OFT has advised that the Culture Secretary

should ’test further the viability and robustness" of the commitments. Even the timetable for the
consultation hardly allows of any robustness in that test.

In the interests of media plurality and in the general public interest, we are convinced that the
proposed News Corporation/BSkyB takeover must be passed tothe Competition Commission for full

investigation.
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To: Jeremy Hunt From: I
Team:Media
Tel:         1
Date: 21/03!2011

NEWS CORPIBSKYB MERGER: CONSULTATION ON UI.i_S

Issue

Update on the aonsuttation process.

Timing

Immediate.

~omme.ndation and Advice

The consultation on the undertakings in lieu ended at midday today. By that point, we
had received 38,687 responses. FOllowing an initial !ook at the responses this
afternoon, it is clear that a very large number of these have been received as part of a
campaign organised by Avazz. (about 37,700). We have also received letters from
around 140 MPs.

The following companies have provided responses:
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We will continue to pass-substantive submissions of OFT and Ofcom for their
consideration and will make sure as we go through all the responses to pick up all the
relevant points.

You_ may also b.e interested to know that, according to the Media Guardian, there has,
been a YouGov poll comm~ss{oned by Avaaz. {t re~d, ed that almost; 60% of B(~tish
people believe tllat Rupert Murdo~h ~,s;~:~i.~u¢~¯     !~’:i~~rY’~ ~U~s.
64% believe that if M.urdoch’s News CorpOration-is allowed to acquire total ownership of

"BS~B,it wilt grant Murdoch and his ,company toe mu~h.,p~er ~ver the~ med!na. 7% of
respondents believe that you made the right decision not t~o refer the, me.d;ia g~ant to the
competition regu|ator. 4~% stated t!hat they opposethe ~’     ~~h:~i% ,
expressing Sul;port. More than 200/o. said-that theybei.-’~e~ti~is de~s|oh r~y affect how
they vote at the next general ele~ion.

Avaaz is also running a global online petition cai~led UK: Stop Rupert Murdoch, which, at
the time of writing, has attracted 362,308 signatories from all over the world,

CC
Jonathan Stephens
Jon Zeff
Rita Pale|
Ke~th S~th
Carola Geist-Diwer

Adam Smith
Sue BOoby
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CONTAINS B

RESPONSE TO THE NOTICE OF CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED
ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9% OF

BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

O
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BSkyB-News Corporation Consultation
Media Team
Department for Culture, Media and Spo~
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SWlY 5DH

18 March 201i (redacted version 25 April 2012)

Qrqlva

Dear Sirs

Consultation on proposed undertakings concerning the proposed acquisition
by News Corporation ("News Corp") of shares it does not already own in BSkyB
Group plc ("Sky"): Submission by Arqiva Services Limited ("Arqiva")

This Submission is PrOvided by Arqiva in response to the Secretaryof State’s consultation on the-.
undertakings offered by News Corp in lieu of a reference to the Competition Commission of its
proposed acquisition of the 60.9 per cent of Sky that it does not already own, as published on 3 March
2011.

Arqiva is the licence holder and operator of two Of the UK’s three commercial Digital Terrestrial
Television (DTT) multiplexes and is a founding member of Freeview. This includes Multiplex C, in
relation to which Sky currently has a carriage agreement to carry up to three television channels. One.
of the channels that currently utitises that capacity is Sky News, the subject of the proposed
undertakings in lieu.

Arqiva has a serious concern about ihe proposal tha{ Sk;j News be spun off as a separate pub|ic
limited company, which does not appear to be addressed by the proposed undertakings. This is the
practical arrangements for the continued carriage of Sky News on the DTT platform beyond the expiry
of Sky’s existing carriage agreement.in November 2014. This issue requires detailed consideration to
ensure that the necessary commercial support from New Corp is in place.

On the face of the documents made ¯available in the consultation, this concern has not been
contemplated by Ofcom or the OFT. A rqiva submits this concern must be addressed in the
undertakings in !.ieu~.

Signed on behalf oi Ar~’li,J~t-~mrvit~Ae. I jimited

Michael T. Finchen
Director - Digital Platforms

Arqiva, Wireless House, Warwick Techno!ogy Park, Heathcote Lane, Warwick, Warwickshire, CV34 6DO
Tel 01926 416000 Fax 01926 416600 www.arqiva.com
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Subject:

From:
Sent: 14 March 20.11 12:02
TO: K]:LG-ARRtFF PATREI~f IZEFF. JON;I ISME[H, Adam;

STEPHENS JONATHAN
OLDFELD PAUL
RE: Urgent - action requ{red news¢orp/bslojb merger

Jon!Patrick

Many thanks for bdefing SoS this morni~ on the News¢oprtBS~B merger.

On the consultation and the process of analysing the responses, SQS was clear that we should
take the necessary time to examine the substantive pOintS raised about the UILs. His priority was
to ensure that the final UILs are robust and viable in the long term. We must take care to avoid
possible loop hotes.

llteetings, SoS wanted to be, and be seen to be, even handed with both proponents and
oPl~nents of the merger. To that end SoS agreed ile would consider request~ ~t me eti;o~i~ once
written evidence had been submitted. In pa~icular, SoS wanted the atiiai:~ Of b~ W6~!bg
through s!aughteF and May to be aware of this position and his wil!ingness to meet, given {he
repres~ati~o~s {hey have made throughout this ~rocess.

Many thanks

Yes ! ~m here.

I think the issue is one of what the diplomats would call "demandeu~"

In e~ence ff 6pp~edopa~ies Seek a me~ ~s - we ~te~in~ ~the who, when,~ hOW. |f
w~ seek me~hgs we invite the |nv~s i~ ~ |e~W|t~ |~h~! ~{e
the pro~ess. ~

The meetings can on|y ~ the opportuh’~ for those oppQsed.tO empl~aS~e and ~e~fe.:~ po~ts
We wouU Wa~t them to m~ke in the w~en oons~It=~on and foi the 8~8t~ ~fft:S "
understanding of the po!n~ made.~ So better when the ~nsul~ation has ¢[:e~d.

More pragmatically the obvious ~et~g is ~th the I~e ~!!ti~ ef apposed med{S |~te~eSts and
on be haifof whom we have had a regular sf~m ~ ~tiel’s from 8i~g~i’ + Msy- S~|i¢ttors.
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Any meeting would need to see the SOS in listening mode - the meeting is not and should not a
0pportunityfor the SoS to attempt to persuade those a~ending that its p~rovision~l de~ision is the
r|ght decision.

Patrick

---Original Messa:qe----
From:

J ZEFF JON;            K{LGARR tFF PATRICK; SMITH, Adam
Subj~ect: RE: urgent- a~[on mqu.ired ne~ao~/i~skyb~e!tger

With apologies for~theshQ~ n~|!~,.-~S W~ |~e.to ~t to.- ~ts~s ~e-~e~!~!i~ at-9~3~.m,

Thanks

CC:[

_= .-. .;

SUb!ect: RE: U~gent - action required newsce~/b~b merger

A|I,

";T..

-/

Dear all
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